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7 
GEOLOGY 11 
MAPPING 

5 Directions for field work at Devils Lake 
edition 1941 

Introduction. Field work at Devils Leke will be divided into three phases; 
One day in testing the alidades and doing an intersection survey; a shortpractice 

traverst . The following three or four days in — threc man parties with the 

telescopic alidade. (Zach party will have We square mile to survey per porson) 3 

z two or three days doing contouring. ; 

; Testing the telescopic alidades, 

Material. Large plane table, sheet of mounted paper, telescopic alidade, 
adjusting pin anc scrow driver, note book, hard voncil sharpened to chisel point 
on oue end, eraser, magnifying glass. One party will have tape line (steel), : 
plumb hob, marking pins, wood stakes, hatchet or axc. 

Method: Ench perty will work together excopt as some members will be detached 
for measuring lines end setting flags. Go to the level open ground cast of camp. 

There measure off a lim about 1000 feet long, oe 1° 
Set up table so that contor-of instrument whon placed on it will be about 1 foot 
back from zero point of your test lino. This will compensate for the constant 
which is usually neglected in prectical vork. Note how your large table is 

levelled. Thero ere tvo wing nuts below the table, Of these the upper is for 

levelling end the lower for orienting, Place some grease or vasoline on threads 

o* screw which serves to attach the board, otherwise you will have trouble in 

eemoving it. Do not place paper on table until you can do so in a warm place or.-: - 
it will buckle when hoated. To level the table first loosen both nuts. Note 
vhich woy you should turn the nuts. Place slidade on it. HOLDING THE ALIDADE 
vith one hand level the table and clamp the uppor nut. CAUTION: NEVEL LEAVE GO-oF--— 
THE ALIDADE UNTIL THE UPPER NUT IS TIGHT for othervise a sudden jerk will couse it 
to slip off ond such falls do not ngroe with ony instrument. Never set up the table 
on rocks without piling stones not less then 4 inches in diameter around the legs. 

Ronerber that you hove big boots on and soonor or lator will strike o tripod leg 
‘tith one of them. SAFETY FIRST; it is better to walk around rocks thon to pay for- - 

csgpairs, After levcoling the table it can bo oriented to any desired-position ond. 
then clemped with LOWER nut. After leveling the table it will now be unnecossary 
to oriont it for ell you will have to do is to road the rod on: nork. 

Rocord results in notedook, Change places at instrument so thet every uun of the .- 
party will nake ’ observations. Then compare vith what you-should have 
obtained : . The conclusions may be stated in cither of two- 

ways: (=) as the number, say 101, by which you vill multiply cach full intervol 
roading to got true distance, or (8) the percent you hrve to add or subtract fron 
100 x full intorvol to get reol distance. READINGS AND COMPUTATIONS MUST ALSO 
INCLUDE HALF AND QUARTER INTSRVALS, both upper and lower separately. Make sure . 
thet instrument is mlvays seme wey up by keeping FOCUSING SCREW AT RIGHT. Afterall) 
computations ave boon tabulated in notebook procced to test the drum rdjustment. 

2 : ; : . find out what-tho-drun actyally 
reeds when wiro is swung over 1 foot%,ee100 fect - Repeat. _. 

dotermination being sure thnt clemp screw on téhbescope axis is tight ond thot 
spring is pressing on lovor correctly. Meke all roadings- by turnang_IO-RIGHT. 
Each nenber of party should meko his om tests, Last check all other adjustmemte-~ 
of the slidddo making sure that everything is tight whon finished, DO NOT THINK, 

: HOWEVER? THAT THIS ADJUSTMENT IS PERMANENT. Check adjustment of wires every day, -- 
and of bubbles whenever you have = chence during courso of work. 

.
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Devils Leke instructions, 3942, De 2 

: Intersoction survey. 3 

General. The remainder ef the first.day will be devoted to 2 survey by 
intersections froma base line moasuring elevations. by means of verticcl angles. 
Tae base line will be measured with stecl tune. . It will be located on the 
flet weet of cam 45 far to the south as is possible. Frou the base we must 

be able to see all the stations on East Dluff to the north but need not 

be able to see those on South: . 4 Bluff. Do not use’ the testing bese line} 

Setting sicndis. i : ; 
iia Red and white cloth in sizes not less than 3 feet each way, location 
map, string, hatchet if possible, field glasses if possible. 

Method: Read over the instructions and get verbal directions as vell. 
So far as possible each man will be responsible for enly one station. Be — 

you understand fully the roquirements as the setiing of the stations determines 
the success of the survey, The stations which are to be marked mugt be so 
placed thet a plane table can be set up either under, over, or just by the 
side of the flag in a safe position to work. IMiarking aust be good enough to 

soe with naked eye and good enough to sco evon if snow falls, ‘With exceptions 
only as civen verbally BE SURG THT EVERY STATION ON EACH DLUFF Is DfPunvIsIoLE. 

That is from oach station you MUST 30 ADL [0 $3 ITS NYIGHBORS along the face 
- of the bluff. Unloss this is so you will novur bo able to get accurate results, 
Visibility must bo from level at which table will be set about three foot from 
the sround;kneol down to see if this is-done. Never locate so thay next station 
can bo soofi only through troos end brush; the line of sight myst be open, 
Do now locate a station on « troe for scmo reason. Use tho cnginovrs tripods 
Wilore tucroe aro such © S « In’ general it is best to use flags 
on verticul poles stuck into eracks of the rock, ‘Tripods may also bo made of 

t~ureo dead branches tied togother at the top. Flags may be draped over tops 
of these. You will undoubtcily find romains of foragr signals bus do not 
dopond on thoir location buins corroct. 
Stations on Hast Bluff aro :; ab soutlvyost cornor : » 

; .;bnis is called EAST DLUFY. : 

: sast of the trail near to a largo square 
stone on the udgoe : must bo soon from ZaSl GLOVE wrx; this is 
SOUTHEAST, Last of Deer Gap ond above tho cuarry on 9 ledge which can oasily 

' bo seen from Southeast but not frow etaur Hast Bluff Stations, DEUR GAP. 
Stotions on South Bluff aru: on tho talus above cum not far frou the top 
but so located as to be cble to soo the onginours tripod far.to the coast; this 
is TALUS, 3 ; 

The engincors tripod at tne farthest vast. part of Soush Bluff \hich can be 
soon from comp; this is SOULIDLUFF. On top of soue telus abaut 7 wilo farthor 
ocst but not visible from South Bluff; this is RINT RUN . Other stations 
may be set on West Bluff iz theory is time. In this work please aVOID CUTTING 
ANY LIVG TREES. Pug Run cannes be, seen “ren South Blurf. 

Survey by planotable intorsoctions and vertical angles. . 

: Material: largo plane table, sheet of mounted paper, tcloscopit alidadc, 
adjusting pin, note book, 6 H pencil sharponcd to chisel point on one cond, 
magnifying glass, orasor; if party is to measure base lino, stool tapo, plumb 

: bob, marking pins, stakos, flags, axo or hatchot. Ficld glassos aro vory 
helpful. Rod will bo usod once by cach party. 

Mothod: It is first necessary to Loess the baso lino. ‘West BAS should be 
Located roughly betwoon Talus ond Hast Bluff in tho opon fiold' oes 

*
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nerr to the rgnds. erst y 
EAST BASE must bo located as far east and as for south as poasiblid’ ai” oF the 
STATIONS on Bast Dluff (cxcopt the Door Gap station) MUST SE S2uil FROM SOTH ee 
ENDS OF TUE BASS. It ic not nocessary to sev any South Slufi Stations, 

During the time that some mon are out sotting flags to will acesure the base 

one way ond (if poscible) another two moasure the othor way. Keup careful 
count of number of topo lengths as an crror in this mccus one of 100 fuct. 
Koop tapo always on tho line cud keep it as noar level as possible using the 
plumb bob on the ond off the ground. Look for tav correct G on the tape 

If it is necossary to measure across tho 
roilroud DO WOT ALLOW THs TAPE TC TOUCH THE RAILS for these are cloctricclly 
charged ond to touch them interferes vith the train signals. dlso look owt for 
trains whilo tape is on tho right of way. Trains may bo heard at somo distanco. 

iitor the baso line has. becn moasursd find the olevation. of ony Seti tos 
by use of stadia rod held oa tuo railroad benchmark on the top of thi orthorn 
conont baso of sno signcl bridge on the west side éf the track, that is the ono 
nearest t10 Ola ic, .. Ibs élovation is 39/:9 To do this it is bost to  ~ 
sot up tho table about midway between the bench mark and the bese line station. 
Tae rod will not be nevdod after this is done. To do this is is not necessary 
to mark cny lines on tho teblc but they may bo put da if dusirve. 

To start tho map first choose o suitabl. plade fer it on ths shovt romembor-. 
ing cbout how big it will bu. Sco zroblum 13. Sealo 1 inch-= <:.0 foot. 
On this small sewle it is sossibls ior yore then one party to set thoir tables 
ob a etobion but a cimiicr off contor position muct bu used ab bosh onds of the 
base if this is done. First set up and level the table as described above 
romouburins tho ccutiogcbout not leavin; go of the alidads until the tablo is 
clamped, Draw « long line parcilel to one vdge of the table and Lay tho alid-<. 
on it. Relenso the nuodlo and 6xient the tablus Do not fail to do this at 
svery stabion horcafter so a check en backsights., ‘Ath tabl. oricnted selec: 
position to plat tae busolins station you ero on. Lierk very noatly with usual 
triongle outsias the dot. Sight the othor ond of the beso ond draw linc. 
Measure length of the base en this very cccuratcly ucin; tne secle on tho basd 
of the alidade which io divided into 5Gths of inchus. “Plat other ond of linw, 
Tf your toble is off contor alici: for this in siguting. Kecp poncil sharp 
with soncpaper on betto of table. Now line da all stations thet you can sou 
draying lines with chiscl pointsd poncii the. full lungth of the olidade, 
“his is donc in order to fucilitate Lsying the clidade ea sho line again for 
+. backsight. Road vertical an;los with middle wire on top of cach flag. 
Lomomber to CENTER THM CONTROL LEVEL. FOR EVeRyY SHOT. Rocord novus in f ollowing 
form but LaVar use-cigns for dusrecs ond winutos. Instead soparctu thon by 
c. dash ne saber a O-befors the figure. whon the ainutes are loss thon 10, 
Look ous for tho falsv-0 voint..a the indux... Look out ror big: orrors. like tiis 
sud the small ones like vibration of the tablu wall take cars of thonslcvos. 
One of the party should read cad the otaur roesrd and then check vy reading 

nimself. Shengs slaccs to divity tins ovonlye 
ae : Sa eA at 
Stas OC. | Sta std. | Dist. | dzcto Comp. diff.| Zlovotion J 

| | deere Bta. occuried [Sta. sdehiad 
Crs inst{Gr. A. FT ¥ 

dks i Note cheng! from Probiws 13 in tact colum for hoight of indstruncnt cbove. es 

. Colum F is for cluvetion of tup of flag. é ne 
Do not forgot to indicats on Lines what stations tnoy are to. Som. bad orrors © 
Invo arisen from disregard of thit, Koup stations in abbroviated form in novos.
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Fiold glasses aro an immonso holp in picking up stations, After shooting all 
stabious which can be soon from ene cnd of tho base go to the other ond and : 
sot up. If off contour make proper allowenco in orionting by backsight. Chock 

with compass. DO NOT FORGET TO BLOCK THA COP ASS AGEN THROUGH OX TO SES THAT 
STRIDIIG LEVEL IS FIRMLY ON ITS POST. Lcasuro heigut ef flags with pocket tape 

or otvhor conveniont instrumont. If necd bo you can use theo seals on the 

alidade. Tho nearest foot is onoughs Now you will have intoravctions on 

most of the East Dluff stations, Put noat squarcs around their locations. 
Of thaa choose the ono with best jntorsections and go te it. Trail up biufr 
is markod with sign at tho bottom. Use it in proforoncy so dircet climbing, 
Tako tablo apart for convonionco if desirod. Be sure to carry plidade in its | 
caso. aftor a rough climb chock adjustiaconts at first stasion. Sot up on 

station choson and change the square to a trianglo to snow that it hes boon 
eccupicd. If you svt up on rocks do not forgot the cautious to be observed, 
flidades are not intonded for rock brvakors$ DO NOT FORGET Wit THY CoktRo, 

LEVGL IS FOR or to check its adjustment. It gots out of adjustment from striking 
tho side of the éaso in carrying. Do not forgot that you WUST sight the otnor 
stations on the bluff along its feco. This is af yital dmpertanee and sapnot 
be noglveieds If you cannot sou thum from location ex table bry anothor place 
on table end transfer line by drawing vwneo paralicl to it through tap Location 
of station occupiod. smovher trick is to have your companion go tt the othor 
station and wave a flag en a stick until you can sco tlt spots Now you j7 
bo abie to got shots te the South Dluff stations. Kour on _ galing te noW tations 
cach of which has proviously beon v.11 locatcd. A plan of movononts is cst» 
tial to avoid piling up a cumulative error. Make ell vessible check signts. 
élvays usu tie sights from the base for oricntatbien whonever possible. Think 
over the intersections you will get and how they tall stroagthen the accuracy 
of tho map. Be not forget that in somo places resoction is just as accurato 
as intorsection and use tiis fact to save having to ge te some stations. It 
is bottor to lot some statious go than to got to thos so latu in tho day that 
you would havo te doscond tie talus in the dark for that is very dangerous 
both to you and te your incstrumonts. SFORE LWAVING ANY STATION CHECK YOUR 
ORTENTATION BY RESIGHTING TH FIRST SHOT. Look eut for readines of other than 
middlo wire. i 

In tho ovoning first g,.-: what yeu did.***°* very. smell dots.for station 
Lovetions, lines betivoon stuviuue uxcupe insid.s theo schares er triangles. 
+7580 otusr linus «nd temporary notus putting namvs en final locatiens ef 
ssouions for later inking, Also ink the lino for magnetic north wnich was used 
for coupass oriontation, Now scalo distances botweon stations (excopt tho 
baso which shoule be shoim as measured with the tape). Use either the alidade 
or a good scale divided into 50ths or 1l00ths of inches. Use lons for oxtra 
aveuracy. “ccord these in oroper columns of notes. Study Problom 13. 

: : ~ multiply the dis- ~ 
sance vy the naturcl tangont o: tho vortica: angle. Tangont tablu is providod. 

+ Avcvcd sign of uiiiereneces of olovavion recalling that most of 
thom aru foresights. Apply tuoso roadings to olovations of instrumes.t to get 

: clovations of flags at stations sightcd., Fill ous :11 tho columns oxcopt 
wnat for H, Fe whoro you did not visit tho station. For theso stations you 
can only givo the olovation ef thc flag. You will undoubtedly find thet roadings 
te tho samo station from different places do not all chock. Tho chiof causo 
of this is orror in sealing the distance. Romombor that stocp sngles cause tho 
geatest orrors from this roason, anothor orror is to road the wrong wiro.
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In throe wire incstreozins this cuusos en orror bf 17 minuvos. In/fivo wire 
. dnstrucuonts tho crror’is 8/; winutus. Roading tho false € on tho indox causos 

en error ef 29 minutes. Otnor orrors aro duo to incorrect counting of the : 
divisions on éhe ere ( not the vormiur on tho indux). Sheek cli computations, 
Disrogard results which differ widoly from others. If the work hus boon woll 

dono, varbicularly the imtersuctions ond sealing, thy difforoncus in nlevation 
cbtsinod from difforew souces should not differ by more then 5 flict. Boforo 
puttince down on the may the elevation of a station W.igh tho probable accuracy 
of tue difforcnt obscrvavions. Give profeoronco to low vertical anglos, 

also consider tho probable accuracy of tho v.cvetion of the station from which 
oxen sight was tekon. For instance an orror botwoun tho two onds of theo baso 
lins vould affect oll shois from ono ond of the base. ‘Wnon finished clexsn up 
tho mop snd ink in tho ground olevations of all stations which you have deter- 
mined snd olso place the flag clovations of stctions sighted bub not occupicd. 
Those ore distinguished by squares instoad of trianglus. xAomombor the rule that 
all Lettioring should be road from bottom (south) or cast. Lake Lottoring 
parallol to south side of map whoroever possible. Give clevations to nearost 
foot only. Gee rew atreciiens “er fina. naps. 

Trevorse with plone tavlu cad telescopic alidado. 

Metoriel: larco plone table, tolescopic wlidads, stadia Gute , adjusting 
pin, moto book, mopnifying class, aard poncil, stadia rod, fiold glassos if 
possible. 

Methods _. Wee sill have to uake a traverse through 
Sho arvas assigned to-your porty for uopping. Keep tho samo alidado you had 

the first day. Chock all adjustnonts first. Usy samu shect <s on provicus 
Gey. Obvcin informetion en ncarcst donch merk and ivs Clevation. Chock over 
theo locxtion of your party's arca from the locction asp. Go to tho boneh ii 
sna prepare to start a traverss to the croa. Do not sot up table ever tho 
bonch mark, NEVER SET UP ON PaVEISeT or travelled part of a mein road. 
Remonber cautions about leveling. Ygur treverse will normally be made by the 
avery Oticr Station mothod usias coupass oriontation. Look ous for loesl 
aitraction from fonecs, rcouforecd cenercte, stcvl culverts, cic. Choose sic3.c) 
cations so cs to got long shots whore ncoded. Lark stations (tablo loceticas 

witu triangle cround u dot ond turning points ond other rod points with squoze 
srounl a dot, Sot up tablo and teke a backsicht to the bench mark. 

. “sabinue with foresight tu turning ,oint. Thea so beyond and repoat — 
eho proeess until you reach tho aroa. Seo form of notos. on next page. 
“hoz you roach tho area try to doturmino as nony Olevetions and Locations of 
feature iithin it us is possiblu. Treverses avod not clways follow roads. 

. 2u April it is sussible to run throush o Lurge pork of tho wouds. Mark turnin; 
Joints so you con find thom egain, Red rags aro bosé in tho wo-ds ond small _ 
pilvs of stoavs cloug the sides of roads, Choose central locctions for stations 
in the area from which you ecn got soveral sidsshots to recognizable points. 
Hake svparate colums for 4 cao in your notes. The purpose of thig gurvoy is to 
help you locate comtours in your aroa, Plan it. carofully. Pardo; days are 
allowed for this kind of work. WEVER GO AVAY FROM YOUR TADLE V/Iiti TIC] ALIDADE 

OH If, ‘thet is the tine the wind will biow it over or a cow noso it. 
Vihonover possible let sunlignt fall on face of rod. Hold best ond up under 

é conditions of cach shot; blach ugainst sky, wiito against woods. Plan your 
traverse to closo back ey point of bosinuins, SCkl6s= 1 Anche 2000 °rTt.
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Caro in planning statien and rod locations WLLL mako sights dongor and progress 

more rapid but do not take so many shortcuts as to -maicg you miss tho points of 
vhich you will novd clevations. Kep TWO Sais OF NOTES, ue by the Beaman 
systom and the othor by the anglo systome Hake Beaman readings first, then move 
the middle wire using slo. motion screw uatil it hits 10 foot er top of rod, 
whichever you profer, thon wave roduen en or to lay down rod as case may bo and 
road anglo. COMPUTE NET DIFFERENCES DGDIATaLY. +hon Compare eoeut of two 

mothods. If thoy de not agroo within a foot or so ropveat roadings. - Shange 
places as rodman and instrucmont man vhenovor that Soums desirable but be suro 
to show whon in novos and make times oqual, Elevations nocd not bo computod 

in ficld only-not difforonces. Failure to havo these up to date is a douorit, 
Koop notes neatly and uso erasor if you havo to chango a reading. Avoid soft 
peneii. Try for lovel shots whonover possible romomboring rules for roading : 
other than middlo wiro. Upper wiro roadings aro + angles, lever wiru ~ angles, 

Computod differsnee is HALF INTERVAL. Othor rules samo. Do not confuso with 
stop mothod viich uses full interval. DO WO FORGET TO CENTLR THE CoiN?ROL 
TV FOR EVERY SHOP. Reviow your cepics ef Problems 11 ond 12 to mako cortain- 
that you mow just what each colum is for. Skotch in roads, stroaas, luke 
shore, otc.as you pass thom, LOCATE CORNERS both on outside and inside ef 
svctions. Gut thoir clovations if possible. If you compute clovations in ficld | 
ghotch contours whonover you havo timo. Do not forgot olovutions of reag. corners. 

In tac evening after your notes nave boun inspected soe that thoy are 
copicd correctly in notebooks of all mombors of tho porty. Show whon instrusont 
man changed. Thon chock all computations. ‘hon agreomont is roached ink in 
your survey showing section and subdivision linvos, main fences, stations and 
turning poims with clevations of ground at lntter to nvarust foot ( with 
0.5 foot take oven foot.), lakes and streams, roads, otc. Give oleovation of lak. 
Show names of party, scalc, and north point, ALL LETTERING wus? BZ READADLZ 
FRO SOUTH OR BST SIDS OF TIE! WAP. 

In caso yo: noud to survey a railroad uso tho ivory Station Mothod ericntiicn: 
tho table ty badsights., Mark stations with shout of papor on a twig or have 
roducn hold rod m thom. Put mark dirvctly undor location of poiné en tablo 
not undor coutor if tripod, Aftor having sot up in sano vay over what ethor~ 
wise vould have bon a turning point use tho rod te measure the hoight of the tablo absVo tho grand.” Enicr this in Rod Correetien colum troating it as a backmght with +tien, inbor a @ in distanco celum ond in ongle colurm in the anglo notes ad 50 in Beaman ere column. Thon use rulos as usual. 

a qaveeee for Booman ore sre Sees eristot dire | tl, clwetion =Lovation” | SS =a — fee Ee a ar a ae Te Pe | H i a 
Se Sy oe : aay pellet nee eels ns a aarti nin so stn icceniprtinpraneiassiandS cin Sta a 

(Fgcetioaapabarrar “pe the S0et  ae I cae $ eou8 Bis Stet es | ees ateey es . = — Zs ee ditty Sta.|T. P. 4 t 

Cee. r | 
=e theo is no hy story abut an clidade and no noud to take a half a day to Vee dono. Road over dircetions tho night boforo sta : HSTIONS THE. Do sure you understand notes. Uso lettors for shies oi and numbers for turning points. xtra shots arc SIDE SHOTS; add oe ea oe ge in cgprepriato places. Watch te sco what wird you 

ee Hovo whe Quitor Intorvel wircs in somo instruments. 

oes . : 
= These who'h-ve not hed. sufficient trevious exccrience must do Over + rreotice treverse nerr os-1 until both verticel pxd hori ned oo a S*tisfretory. Bo this crobiem on rour Tc tee ee poe oe eee este 1s . mcoing perer cever sheet, 

at First do net try rerding other tucn middie wire }
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Toposrepn. Erch member of the perty vill be rosnonsibdle for m tooo sraphic 

end odterop. xip.of Gpproximately yg squire wild. Wile bu -Phatrdnent aden with: 
tae slidaede he witlwork neinly on his personnal area and should therofore havo not 

only somo snown clevation points but -« start on accurate contours. Naturally the 

telescopic alidade will be used mainly in the moro open parts of the area and along 
ronds end trails. In April it is possible also’ to go through the woods wherever 

there is not too much brush. In the foregoing noto forms there is no column for 

SIDE SHOTS, Add one st right. Side shots are forosights taken to points like 
Fence corners, lakes, culverts over stroens, crests of hills or ridges to obtain 

date, for locating what is to be shown on your finel map. As far as possible the 
rodman should mork those points where there is nothing by which the spot con be 
later. recognized. "&y11 ress" on trades ~ or sticks stuck in ground are good. The 
computor of the party is to keep tho figuring of all notes up to date and report the 

results to the instrument man. This job recuires work and is not an opportunity to 
catch up on sleop! 

Bounderies. Your next prodlen will be to tcll whore each man's oree. bogins and 

ends. In gonerel you should be able to locate ¢ither-one corner of one of tho areas 
or sone lendnark which is 2 lmovn direction and distrnce from such a corner. Locate 

this wita o rod reading. Next use your location mep to lay out tentatively. the out~ 
line of tho areas. Study this map to sec the dimensions of the sections and thoir 
subdivisions as <iven by tho U. S. Land Survey. ‘hen resurveyed these nay not nll 

chock exactly but large orrors should not be expected, In laying this out on the 

table renoxber the DECLINATION of 4 degrees EAST, In anso you cannot find 2 corner 
DO NOT HOLD) UP WORK looking blindly for it but go chord with the mep end when sone~ 
one een later show you the cornor then locate it. You comot find cornors with 

certainty uulose you fullow tee lines which lerd to then., Most corners oro merkoa 

‘oy intersection of fenses, Others have a strke in contor of o pile of stones, 2 

vile of stones without ony steke, or rerely an iron staxe, In trying to follow 
fences do not be misled because some are strung irrezulerly from treo to tree. 

Renomber thot fonce wires attract :rour compass so sight parallel to fences not righ* 
alongside them, Many property lines which nre not fonces are blazed. Look for 

old healed blazes which cm be distinguished fron accidental scerrs by being on both 
sides of » tree st seme clev:tion from ground. Some of the Strte Park corners heve 

eexent posts with signs on then; et other plnces there. are smell "Wild Life Refuge" 
signs. Fonces on property? lines are comionl: nore substantial then mre the nore or 

iess terporsry foncos within farms. It will in most areos be uneconomical to try 
to traverse all of the outside with the telescopic alidade. Run,lines to some of 
the corners and across the more open parts of the area. While doing this do not 
neglect to map whet topogrmhy you can, using = 20 foot interval. Get all you can 
done in way of locating rocds, trails, houses, and rock outcrops while you have the 
telescopic rlidade with :ou. ( Zo finish the area you will Arve to split up and each 
work alone in the more densoly wooded parts of the aroas.) You will probably strike 
interior as woll as exterior corners, Do not noglect to idontify thom by scaling 

: with alidade base. It may at tines be desirnmble to detach the computor of the party. 
to scout around alone and hunt for corners, To do this he must have 2 compass and 
if possible a bnrometer, Take these instrunents along althouzh not calicd for above. 

The scout nust calculrte how many paces to 3 nilo. ‘hen he starts on a line he will 
pace to this distesnce and then mark the spob and circlo until he cither finds ao 
corner of his personal area or decides there is none. In Inttor case he may vent to 
carry on onother + mile and look for the next. Renember that nost of the bluffs is 

held by fraarice farmers in siall 10 or 20 ecre woodlots so expect to find other 
boundaries then these of 40's, Note "tinbcr boundaries" shown by differont ages of 
cutting. Many of these are blazed. The scout should keep notes-—see sanple. In 
general he will endeavor to thus lesrn his personal area,
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Completing the tonoarrshy, etc. 

Moterinl: Sketching borrd or plane table, sheet of . peper, 

Brunton, herd pencil, note book, ereser, aneroid trrometer, w:tch. Field slasses 

end talle; resisters desirable end » hand level is useful 

Mothod: In order to finisa the topocrsvhic ond outcrop mep of pour sauere j 
eile it will now bo necessery to brom up the perty of three . : 

- Ono of tue perty will keebp soction of the sheet nlrera; medo with tho lerge 
pleneteble brt tho others must trrnsfor tho dntn on their sress to other shests. 
In trensforing shoot to snothor table DO NOT FORGET THES K4GNETIC DECLINATION!!! 

lake conics with thin proer end errbon pspor using hard poncil. On renching the 

field you will strrt ct - point clrendy fixed on the nep snd run out the lend lines 

not previously trrversod’. It is ersicr to do this wita tho conprss thon with = 

plrnetrblc. Bo sure your compsss kes the declinetion set off correctly. Check by 

sighting slong + line which is imorn to be north rnd south such as the one fixod by 

obscrvinz Folrris. Romember thrt in inyvinc out lines on the pleuct-ble you shvuld 

urke the Gistences betreon cornors het thoy sro suponsod to de (uso serlo of fact) 
uot whet :our o-cing urkes it. Diroctions ary, however, be meée what the coupsss 
meos thon. It is well to ficure the number of orecs for = miley this vill oke it 
onsior to mow wren to ompoct « corncr, ono lines on rows Ground emnnot be osced 

end must te nossurcd br intorsectin, resection, vortic-1 snglo, or by dactourinz. 

Yeu will probedly went to run soma common Lines with one or more neighbors. 
Wailo vou sro trevorsing the ozterior of your eres rerd tho beroncter. 

be surc to sot this rt ermp, Urry to visit, 11 knom olovetions you can during the 

dev. «at thon recd ond compute the crror for lator use in wurking » curve. Koep 

tines to nerrest five minutes. ds vo do not heve tharnmotors onc the probrble 
tomporrturc Till not oo fer from thet to which the instrunonts sro sct no sttom:. 
mill be mrde to co ~ponsste for tomparsturc. Sec Problem 1. 

Porn of notes for snoroid 

| Loention | Time i: Rending |! Correction | Blovrtion coe 

Mork: stpeicht choelss with circle and cress. checks sith cross :nd line Loring $0 

vho othor rerGing or rordings ot srme place. Romenbor now the slopo serlo enn 26 

usca to set streigit checks. Try it whenever you can see a place of kmown clevetion 
at oc know distance. Although it is true thrt sneroid resdings ernnot bo fully 

correctcd until the ond of the aay do not n+1d up the drevinz of contours to weit 
for this, Bstinate the correction fron thet ot tio Inst straight check end drew 

tentstive contours which nmoey be corrected Intor if nocd be. Do not forgot to ux 
outcrops, rords, trails, buildings end fonecs if on linos. Show rll lend corners 

: you have found. Use the levol whonever -rou need it cither to level up importent - 
hills or to sigit to known clevrtions.: Get hoight of your oye nvove tac sround.: 
On the first dry try to so eround tho outside of tho cren first. DRay NO COUNTOURS 

EXCEPT OF TSS GROUND YOU 472 LOOKING Af, Dolryr merns losing the mein sdventc.o of 

this kind of nepping. Contour sprcing scnlos can be used.: Koo moving to now z.. ° 3 

loertions vhon adreving contours. eop looking beck rt vhet you have. done snd ornse 

: if you do not tiink it is right. . Prectice m-ke porfoct. ‘Ronember thrt tho truc 
“tost of recurrcy in cont uring is to mrke the mep so thrt enyono can locsto hinself. 

on it from the fentures shovm without heving to mensure distrnces. Try to vork : 

in as meny smell dotrils ns sou crn. Most beginners .cnerrlize rltosether too auch.' 

“hore hns not to dete been eny thojly securste map of the bluffs s6 try for this 

idersl, Tr to see as much ss possible of rour sror.
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Use of serisl photograpks. Aerial photographs ere an aid of immeasurable 
value for they show features not founé on maps and enable oue to get a view of the 
ground from sbove. Please do not merk them, please do not taxe them into the 
field without special permission which will be granted only if you heave means to 

protect them from folding and soiling. Meke a tracing of trails, roads, timber 

boundaries, etc.,in your sree to put in vour notebook, Follow methods of Problem 
16 to make this = real map, 1:20,000, in evenings; ink in end add elevations you 
heve determined. Use stereoscope to sketch 20 foot contours of features in your 
cres which show out well. Much deteil can ve worked in if your eyes are good and 

yOu use a sherp pencil. Check form of contours by tre@ing directly from photograrh 

oe pp. If you heve a rainy or snory Coy you. can enlerge this aerial 

nro “Orbea field. scale of 1:13,000. Use system of seuares, say by subdividing 
the forties intc 10 acre patches. Show timber toundarics. Some ovtcrons can be 

loacted. fresthe cir, Nets, however, thet there are changes due to logging since 

the pictures were token, also new rosis and traiiz not show on them. Try to work 
in all procticedle Ceteil amd make proper corrections to present conditicnus when 
your dsta is checked in field, 

Rerosber thet the drainage is the ker to the topcegraphy, so be sure to get it 

outlineé first. Do not sxetch contours too for sway; traverse to the now locction 

or valk there enc thon loerts yoursclf. Do not guess; try to be as precise aud 

detailed as you can be. Your scele will permit of showing features 20 feet across 

emd 20 fe0t high. Use two or three point methods of location, if necessery. 

DO NOT FORGET TES ROCK OUTCROPS out do not map taius and broken rock, Obvtain 
dips by gotting your eye into plane of bets ond then holding Brunton compass or 

Abney up sc it lincs in with edge of bed. Then center bubble and read dip. Record 
on nop. Gct strike by sighting a level line on a bed ond then oricnting tablo and 

shooting it in. Sec symbols in outline for abbreviations. (Non-zeology students 

nay omit.) 

Above refierks apply mainly to the open part of your crea. Parts will be wo 

densoly covered with vegetstion that even in April you will not be eble to see very 

fer. Bitnor take notebock and compass only or table top and compass. With this 
treverse N-S ond E-Y lines through the wooded part of the area so that you will be 

assured that you have not nisséa amything of importance in the way of topogrepzy 
"and outcrops. Unless the.topogrnphr is of very large features (corrse texture) you 

should go through the arsd at least overy 1/8 nile, otherwise every ¢ mile both 
‘North and South and Esst ond West. Bound-ries of lots ere shown by blezed lines 
snd boundseries botween different ages of cutting. Do not forget to traverse in all 

imortent logging ronds closing such traverses on corners or points previously 

surveyed. Use protractor if ~og use compass and keep 2 record of courses run in 

your notebook. Use Brunton to monsure slope.of crovnd so thnt you cen fill in con— 

tours Iter. Read barometer as usuel keeping notes ss before. You can secure fro- 
quent cross checks if vou treverse in a system of checkerboard, that is first North, 

then West, then North, end so on, for instance. This will bring you to corners 
previously detcrmined t nore or less regular intervrls. LKnke side trips whenever 
possible to secure straignt checks.. Indiente positions of mneroid rondings on mao 
as before. Also map drainage end if possible draw tentative contours as far as 

you can. see from the line lerving them dotted. Indicnte slopes with usunl slope 
s7mibol with murber of dogrses given at apex of trinnglo. At night rdjust ameroid 

: rendikes end trensfor correctcd elevations to myp sheet. You cm then finish the 

eontours betwoen lines of traverse. Sone have followed the method of devoting the 

first two days to sseuting onc adjusting elevetions and the third day to sketching 

contours in the field, Thtg seems tc be a good plan. No neps will be accepted 
unless the CONTOURS ARE ALI DRATN BEFORE LEAVING DEVILS LAKE. Every nap must de 
subnitted for inspection every time you return from the field. If vour:ap is not 

sntisfocterily completed, return must de nede to Devils Leke to finish it ot a 

later datc, ot your own expense,
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Edition of 1941 

Atte: tie return to Medison you have the option of either (a) inking in 

the mop sheet, or (b) tracing the map on tracing cloth or paper. In latter 
: case, a sheet the size of this page, 8, x 11, can be used. All of a party may 

combine their maps into one. Colored inks will not be insisted upon. If they 
are used, contours should be either red, orange, or brown, water features blue, 

man-made features (culture). black, Fcl.ow U. S. G. S. style except to nake 
section lires solid. Fences need not ~°o chown except where very few. Do not 
attempt fancy lettering but make ever} wing readable from either south or east 
sides of men. Do not forget your name, *he scale, true and magnetic north. 
Your work will not be complete until «11 other plane table sheets you have 
worked on ar» also inked in and comp.eted as per directions. This work will 
compiete the course for 3 credits, but be sure to inquire if all work is done. 
This course cannot make you a skilled surveyor, but should teach the uses and 
the limitations of the different instruments commonly used by geologists. 

Blueprints of tracings will be accepted. Blueprints can be obtained at Exten- 

sion Building basement.
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Amendments to Devils Lake Directions, 1952 

Pesting Alidades. Tirst make normal adjustments of the alidade indoors. Set 

Ivo stakes about 200 to 300 feet apart on the open area west of the railroad tracks. 

Ses wp the instrument midway between the stakes and use the rod to find the 
. difference of elevation of their tops. Set wo alongside one of the stakes and 

measure carefully elevation of axis of telescone above the top of the stale below. 
Use rod to do this, Then compute what you should read when rod is held on top of 

other stake. If it fails to check adjust horizontal wires. Do not change the 
betwle of level. Then follow old directions. Measure baselines for stadia check 
eni sor intersection baseline with steel tape always on ground except across 

1ailroad tracks, Since Zast Base is much higher than West Base Cetermine average 
slope of the more steeply inclined part of the base and use a table of cosines to 
tind true horizontal distance of this »ortion. It is absolutely necessary for more 

then one party to measure the base. Some may prefer to hold tape level and use 

plamb bob. Check one another, Checl: zero and 100 foot points on tape. The most 
coumon error is to make the line 100 feet too long. If a pin is dropped at initial 

point then the rear man has in his hand the correct number of pins for tape lengths 
S07 covnting the lest pin in the ground, (Low's method is to not use a vin at start 

aot then commt the one in ground at last full tape length; this is not advised.) 

liever count a pin for the fractional length of tape at the end, Remember how 

engineers alyays count number of tape lengths (hundreds of feet) and record for a 
mile 52460. Zxample: at 1000 feet you will have used all 11 pins and the rear 
man will hole 10 in his hand, Record, pass these forward, and start new. At 1900 
feet the recr man will hold 9 vins, If the end stake is 70 feet farther then the 
total distance is 1970 feet. Hence the pin in the ground at 1900 feet is Nov 

counted nor is a pin counted at 1970 feet. Tne check or testing line should be 
about 1000 feet long. The intersection baseline is in a different place and ag 
long as possible. Get advice on location of ends of this line. 

Trial Traverse. Use a small sheet of paper fastened to planetable sheet with 

nasking tape. Letter neatly and hand in without inking. A good place to run this 

trial traverse is just east of cam along the quarry railroad and the road north 

of the camp, and back through the camp's area. Look out for local attraction of 

rails, air line, and well casing. (Well is near water tank) Do not set up close 

to any of these hazards. Use scale of 1 inch = 500 feet. Keep notes in corner 

. of the sheet of paper showing both vertical and horizontal errors of closure. Be 

sure this is checlzed before leaving for your area in the field. Every party has 

a chief who, in absence of any instructor,is to decide all points of dispute. 

Intersection Survey. Only one sheet of mounted paper can be supplied to each 

party. For the intersection survey use scale of 1 inch to 500 feet. Do not ink 

on the planetable sheet. After measuring distances, trace the entire problem 

carefully onto a piece of tracing paper and ink this. Inthe notes add a column 

for tangent of vertical angle. Use the tangent table. Your party map must give 

scale, exact location of stations, lines sighted, and ground elevations of each 

station to nearest foot, as well as names of party and date. Last erase your 

pencil marks on the mounted paper, and clean it up ready for the traverse survey 

of your area. 

Traverse Surveye E : ; 

a = Bes . Use seale o1 1 inch = 1000 

feet. Be sure to get directions as tu where to start ond how to find your varti~- 

cular area. Add to form for notes a column for stadia (conversion) factor as ob= 

tained from stadia table (either mimeographed or in back of Low). All notes
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should show full interval rod intercept, corrected by proper stadia constant if 
necesgary.. The f #-.€. constant is generally negligable. Do not multiply by 
stadia constant (stadia interval factor) except for platting (when corrected to 
horizontal distance) on planet=ble sheet. Do not place horizontal distance in . 
the notes. Do not forget to show if half or quarter interval was actually read. 

Follow Low and give half interval reading as 2 x 8.3, quarter interval as 4 x 11.0 
etc. in column with other readings. Multiply when you computes Do computations 
at once and systematically. Keep column for: computation of elevations. This 
portion only can de deferred until night. All instruments with Beaman arc mst 
keep duplicate set of notes, one in each systome. All instruments without the Bea- 

man arc must keep two independent sets of notes reading a different point on the 

rod in each. In such instruments the level reading (with striding level centered) 

should be placed below each oblique angle reading when telescope is pointed to rod.. 
Remember that subtraction of degrees and minutes of angles involves carrying of 

60 -(60 minutes in a Cegree)— instead of the usual 10 of ordinary subtractions 
Even if you have had some surveying experience avoid very long shots, use of drum, 
and readings of other than middle wire until thoroughly familiar with both instru- 
ment and computation. Keep rodman within shouting distance at all time. : Until 

you have complete confidence keep rodman on his place (he can lay down the rod 

unless asked to put it up again) until net differences of two note systems check 

within a reasonable degree of error, say. not over 5 feet vertical at any time. 

Reread whenever you find a disagreement of greater magnitude. - Otherwise never 

alter the notes. Get all data you possibly can onto your planetable sheet; it 
helps latere. 

Fiela Maps. Some will use planetable top, others sketch boards. Not every 
party can get a barometers. Use scale some as traverse, 1 inch to 1000 feet. Do 

not enlarge. Make copy from planetable shect with tracing paper and prick through 

control points, or you can use carbon paper tracing with sharp pencil point. >In~ 
stead of using a "nacing scale" make a small table of feet for every 10 of your 
paces up to 90 in your notebook or in border of the map, You can then find number 

of feet for any number of paces by simple addition of hundreds (decimal point 

moved one place to right), tens, md single paces (decimal point moved one place 
to left). Plat the paced distances with your engineers scale. Plat compass 

- iirections with protractor. When following lines have one man do pacing, other 

leveling, sketching, compass work, etc. Change places on the separate areas so 

each man draws his own contour$ The odd man detached from a three man telescopic 

party will be sont out #ith one of the men from the party in an adjoining areas 
Do not go out alone ~ for one thing there are not enough instruments. Remember 

that road and highwey hills are contoured just the same as natural featurese 
Areas drained by culverts are shown as depressions. Permanent streams do not 

have grass in bottom. Note underground streams in many places which flow only 

in wet weather, Your final map should show a11 features which would aid a stranger 

to find his location on that map.. DO NOT TAKE OUT ANY AIR PHOTOS MARKAD "OFFICE 

USE ONLY" OR "RUSTRICTAD OFFICE ONLY" We must hsve a full set always available.
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Devils Lake instructions, 1941 

CONVENTIONAL SIGNS p. 14 

CULTURE (black) 

Building e School house & Church é Camp # Public road in good condition === 
Road in noor coudition or private s=+Trail not onen to wheeled vehicles— — ~ - 

Railroad, single track +—+Railroad, double track === RR, temporary +++ 
¥ Tunnel}... State line — --County line-——.- Civil township line -—— — 

U..S. tewnshin line ———— Section line, where subdivision lines are shown ——— 

City limits —.—.- Reservation or state vars line — - Land corners found + 

fraingulation station Boundary monument © Well, non-flowing o 

“ell, flowing, in rock qi Yel’, flowing in drift e* Zxploration drill hole ¢ 
Cil wells-drilline %@ Oil well @ Gas well %¢ Gas md oil well % Drv hok ¢- 
Dem «m  Ceuctery C4 Bench mark x 9 Lizhthouse 3 Quarry 3@ Dump ss 
Shaft @ Pit in drift XX, Road cut = Fence, barbed wire ——x— x—'x 
Tiuber boundary ww Section line, vhere subdivision lines 

pre shovne---- Subdivision linos----- 
RELIEF (if colors are used, brown) oa 

Elevation of definite noint 793 Cliffe Slope, gentle => Slone, steep = i 
Undulatioa, gently —~— Undulating, roughly ~\Yy Sags and knobs, gentleo— 
Sags and knobs, nronounced AS Flat == ~=Plain,. pitted ~— Sand or wash :::; 
Sand dunes Z\ Contours, rumbered 9007 ~ Make every fifth contour heavy and 
number it as shown. ee 

“ATER (if colors sre used, blue) 
- 

Stream, permanent “ “7 Stream, intermittent .-""\_.-’ Ditech —— Spring oA, 
Marsh, fresh 24 Marsh, salt === Tidal flat = Lake, intermittent 2 
Glaciar or sake blue contours on the ice duc) . Lakes may be left open 

GEOLOGICAT, 

Outcrop of sedinentary rock, horizontal or unknown dir == dip known ae 
Outcrop of igneous Tock és. Outcrop of gneiss or schist — Bowlders or talus 

Gravel pit G Clay vit Cl ee 
Ledeitt S=sand T=till cg=conglomerete dl=dolorite is=limestone 
sl=slate ct=chert qz;quartzite sh=shale ss=sandstone Bt=basalt 
Pr=diorite Gnegneiss St=schist Dbsdiabase Gasgabbro Gr=granite 
fo=porphyry Tr=trap 

SOILS 

cl-1 = clay loam sdy-1 = sandy loam It cl-1 = light clay loam 

TEXTURES AND STRUCTURES 

ang = amygdaloidel gns = gneissic por = porphyritic sch = schistose 
str = stratified tkb = thick bedded tnb = thin bedded xb = cross bedded 
Xin = crystalline xin-c = coarsely crystalline xin-f = finely crystalline 

COLORS 

bf = buff bk = black br = brown bu = blue dc = dark dr = drab 
gn = green &Y = gray it = light ra = red wh = white yl = vellow
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: FAh WESTERN LOCATION LAF, 1951 12-13 
Departure of east-west section lines fro. normal + or - in feet. Note odd 

lengths of 40's ont and N, sides of tovmships. Closing corners on township | 

line (E-W) not shown, On Highway 12-13 in NEGNi; sec. 15, T. 11 Ne, Rs OE. 
U. S. C. and G. survey Be M. M109 NE end of east base of railing $ $%. above 

pavement B. M. = 984.4 Other B. M. on highway were removed during reconstruc- 
tion but level of pavement may be used. U. S. G. S. Be M. We & pest G--10-6=848,"
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$— 1 mile ——* 
CENTRAL LOCATION MAP 

T. Al Ne, Res 6 and 7 3. 
Excess or deficiency of E-W section lines shown in feet + or = 
E-W width of western 40*s shown in feet S. township line normal lengths. 
Railway is double track 
See far estern map for elevations on track 
Top of map is north 
Loggin,; treile not shown Park boundary not shown. 

Flight numbers of air photography shown at top. 
Lengtris of lines to meander corners shown in feet. 

See Far Eastern Location map f2 list of elevations 
Ail north-south lines are normal unless noted. 
To, of map is true north: 

1952.
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Elevation’ on U. 8S, 12 Sg p. 34-11~€E = 870.2 NW 27 (Paul Zantow farm entrance) 
Sess e5: NvgNwz 27 (entrance to Myrtie Zantow garage) = 1192.0 
U. S. C. and G, Survey Bs» Me K109 on concrete culvert 22' E. of center old 

pavement, 2' below road, 18' N. of s.-e road near S. line 27 + 1055.2 : 

U. & C. end G. SB. M. L109 on concr;>te culvert S83 corner of headwali, 18' E 
center of pavement and same level Mig 22 = 1096.4 

C. and NW ky. 4. M. toPfoundation of ‘!snal tower N line 24-11-68. = 971.9 
i top foundation si “al tower N line 25~11-6E = 991.8 
eS base of rail unde signel ebout 100' EW. line 29-11-7E = 

5g 954.0 See 
i : base of rail at foruer signal bridge NEZSE¢ 29-11-7E =906.0 

e top of W. copinz of bridge over town road, about 580' S of 

; N. line 32-11-7E = 884.7 
C and G. Survey B. Mi.s have metal plate with number but no elevation. 
Railroad B Ms are not me* «i; locations approximate. i 

. -. Trianguletion station under tower of hadio Station WiCF assumed to be 1620 elev. 

= Flight numsers of air photography shown at top. 
‘ Departures of east-west section lines from normal shown in feet * or -
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GEOLOGY 11 c 
MAPPING : : : 

Problem 1 (edition 1950) : 

Object: Theory, construction,and use of aneroid barometer, 

Material: Sheet of cross section paper, pencil, eraser, 

Method, 

Theory of Barometer, A small difference in atmospheric pressure, dP is equal to. 
weight of a corresponding unit column of air of height , dh, Air has a density of 
# and a weight of p,. g, where g is the acceleration of gravity, Hence dP =,¢,dh 
where the minus sign indicates an inverse relationship, Now the value of density may 

be expressed by the equation @=P.m where P = atmospher;¢ pressure, m = gram 
; RT : 

molecular weight of air (28,9), R = universal gas constant, and T = absolute tempera- 
ture of air, By substitution: dP -_ P.m.¢,dh 

Rg? e 

Solving for dh: dhz _ R,T.aP where R and g are Constants, 
m,g.P 

Now for relatively small differences of elevation the above direct relationship holds, 
The error is less than 5 feet in a height’ of 500 feet, But for a larger range it ix 
necessary to resort to the integral calculus and to sum up the values of difference 
of elevation for a given difference of pressure, Then it appears that : ho-h, = 

-~R2 loge Po » Where hy and h, are elevations of two stations, and Pp and P, 

ng Py : 
the respective pressures observed at each, Variables besides pressure which should 
be determined are absolute temperature and humidity of the atmosphere, As noted 
above the gram molecular weight of air is 28,9 whereas that of water vapor is 18, 
Neglect of the factor of amount of water vapor in the air (relative humidity) causes 
an appreciable error, Temperature determination is more difficult for there is no 
way to get the average temperature of all the air above a station, Usually the 
average of ground readings at two stations is used, 

Types of barometers, The mercury barometer is out of the question for field work 
and the same applies to certain new barometers where electric heat control is needsc. 
Ordinary aneroid barometers measure pressure by change in shape of a metal case from 
which the air has been partially exhausted, In the old style models movement of the 
side of this vessel is magnified on a scale by means of a moving pointer which canaot 
be locked, The Paulin barometer gives a reading by measuring the pressure of a sprin, 

when the index pointer shows that the lid of the tessel has been brought back to 
standard position, This arrangement has the advantages of removing friction in bea: - 
ings and in being locked between stations, Both types have an elevation scale which. 

is not one of equal parts as demonstrated above, A few instruments have a mechanical 

neans of compensation for the logarithmic relationship, All instruments are suppo-cd 
to be compensated for their own temperature and have an elevation scale corracted to 

a certain temperature of the air, 

Field Use, If the temperature and humidity of the atmosphere were fixed quantities 
barometric surveying would be ideally simple, Unfortunately they are not and besitcs 

this, the movement of air causes pressure change, especially when that movement i: 
vertical, On a windy day there are marked horizontal differences in atmospheric
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pressure at different localities as well as pressure changes dus to motion, Although 
readings may be partially compensated for both temperature and humidity chamges the 
procedure is laborious, and error increases repidiy with distance between stations 
What is the easiest and best method is that discovered by Gilbert (Gilbert, G.K., 
New Method of Measuring Heighths by means of the Barometer: U.S, Geol, Survey 2nd 
Ann Rept., pp. 406-566, 1882) Procedure is illustrated by the diagram, Three 
instruments and observers are needed so that the method is expensive, Watches must 
be set to same time and readings made simultaneously, But by means of relative 

proportion both temperature and humidity changes are then cancelled out, Recording 
barographs might be substituted for the base stations but in general these are not 

accurate enough, (Fig, 1) ( on following page) 

Some have tried a single base station with either observer or recording barograph bi. 
horizontal changes in pressure, temperature, and humidity are not easily eliminated 

in this way, Lahees method (Lahee, F.H,, The barometric method of geological survey-- 

ings ---: Economic Geology, 15: 150-169, 1921 ; Field geology, 467-489, 1941) depends 
upon checking the field readings against known elevations, Although most barometers 
heve an elevation scale which can be set to read correctly at the start of a day or 
any other time, it is best not to do this, Keep the 0 of the scale set corstantly to 
a given point and avply a correction to all readings, Times of observations mst be 
vecorded and as many points of known elevation read at during the day as is possible 
including points established on previous days surveys, Comparison of readings with 
the facts are then computed, Although Lahee did otherwise, it seems best to give a 
minus sign to all corrections which must be subtracted from the field reading of the 
barometer to give true elevations and a plus sign to corrections which mst be added. 
When the days work is completed a curve is plotted (see Figs) using time in one 
direction and corrections in the other, The drawing of this curve through the fired 
points, commonly called straight checks, is a matter of judgment and is the real 
limit to accuracy of results, Obviously, the shorter the intervals between straigh+ 

checks the better the results, Fowever, experience demonstrates that atmospheric 
changes often occur in waves thur making results uncertain, Lahee also improved his 
method by taking readings on revisiting as many of the previously unknown stations 
as possible, Two, three, or more readings at different times then are available for 
the same point, They must be so corrected as to yield the same final elevation ever; 
sime since there cannot be more than one elevation for the same point, These reati2.: 

are commonly called cross checks and give the net change of error due to atmospheric 
changes between the different times of visit, although not the absolute value of the 
corrections, Use these readings to aid in shaving the curve between straight checks, 
Corrections obtained by straight checks must never be chang: }, Choose one point 
of a cross check where you conclude that the preliminary dra.ing of the curve of 
corrections must certainly be eqysentially right, Read the indicated correction for 
that time, then by taking the divference between the first cross check reading and
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the second compute what the correction must be at the time of the second reading to . 
yiéld the same final elevation both times, 
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Figure 1 ‘ 

Gilbert's two base method of barometric surveying, By, Bo = barometers at two base 
stations, M = moving barometer at station with unknown elevation, A = difference cf 
elevation of By and Bo found by leveling, H = difference of elevation of two badge 
stations from difference between simultaneous barometric readings at both. e =. 
éifference of simultaneous barometric readings at lover base station and at unknow7 
point, x = true difference of elevation of unknown point above lower base, By 
simple proportion A:H:: gj@ or expressed in another way,H/A = 2/x Hence x=A.e/H 
which can easily be solved with ordinary slide rule, No other corrections are needed 
if the bases are properly spaced and not too far apart horizontally. Example: 
EH = 1000', A= 1100', e = 650', x = 745’, Add sea level elevation of lower base 
if known, Others who have unknowingly hit upon the seme method in recent years have 

used a much more complicated method of notes and computations. 

Time ( 24 hour system) ' 

; 0700 0800 0900 * 1000 1100 =2e"9200 
- 5| = ~ j a ! Bees : 3 

r 10; Saale eee 
r 5 | Sa SS Sees! =) \ 

z j i ! A ' i eone ae i e ' t as = = . 2 ot ie eae ease ct mete | 
c 20 | : eS pare ts eee i toe et 

e Figure 2 Lahee'’s method of correction of barometric: readings. See next | 
e page for data. Siraight checks enclosed by circles; cross checks shown | 
2 by xe Curve drawn from straight checks only is broken; revised curve i 

efter considering eross checks is solid. Study carefully to see just how ° , 
_-tHesé curves were.constructed. Here minus corrections were shown below 

Bes O line; this is not essential although it is customary. i
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Station time Reading|Correction |Blevation 

1 e700 | 800 0 | 800 
: 0735 = | | The are the notes from which curve 
. jo815 pie = 0 f Figure 2 was constructed 4 0850 | 1000 CE SBE ge te 
e [9930 945 -15 930 
2 j0950 855 

4 |1020 1015 
6 1105 870 -20 850 

{oe eos: 935 -25 910 

Elevations given are straight checks, i 

Readings at Stations 2 and 4 are cross checks, Evidently the second reading at each 
must show 20 and 15 feet respectively of increase in the value of the correction 
required to yield the same elevation each time. Note how each such net difference 

a cei 
the second compute what the correction has to be at second visit to se same elevation 
Plat this correction at proper time and alter the curve to fit, If this fit seems to 

: introduce an unreasonable irregularity into the curve try altering the first point of 
the check, During and after a thunderstorm air pressure is greatly disturbed and the 
down-rush of cold upper air may cause part of the curve to be almost vertical, Read- 
ings at such times are worthless, The graphic method of correcting from cross checks 

used by Lahee is all right but is more difficult to learn than this arithmetic methcd. 
Lahees method compensates only partially for the scale errors introduced by changes 
in temperature and humidity, The element of judgment in using cross checks limits 
accuracy of results, a 

Temperature and humidity corrections, Under conditions of either extreme temperature, 
extreme humidity, or very high local relief or a combination of more than one of these 
corrections for both temperature and relative humidity are desirable, Temperature of 

air chariges the value of the foot divisions on the scale by about 2/10% for every 
degree Fahrenheit that the air temperature is above or below that for which the 
instrument was calibrated, Paulin instruments are supposed to be correct at 10° © 
cr 50° F,, most others at about 70° F, Various schemes have been suggested for 
correcting readings for temperature of which the simplest is to correct the apparent 
differences of elevation between each pair of successive readines by the mean of the 

two temperature readings after subtracting from each the calibration temperature, 
The result of this temperature multiplied by 0,002 is either added to or subtracted. 
from the apparent elevation, depending upon whether the air temperature was above cr 
below the calibration value, Then the readings of the instrument after the first 
are adjusted to agree with the revised differences, See below, Since the effect v7 

revision is carried forward a single mistake is perpetuated, After checking 
computations, a curve is drawn from the revised readings and elevations computed 
for other times than those at which checks were obtained, <A somewhat similar pro- 

cedure could be used for humidity adjustment which has the same effect, Since ths 
gram molecular weight of water vapor is only 6/10 that of air it is evident that 4 
correction factor of (1 + 0,6 specific humidity ) mst be applied. 

Example of temperature corrections, In Hill's method the idea is to compute the 
epparent difference of elevation for each pair of stations, giving it the sign whic! 
it needs to give the second elevation when applied to the first, Then correct this 
difference for the average temperature then prevailing. Add correction if tempera.ure 

is above 50F. (for Paulins) and subtract if below, Note that in applying this 
correction you pay no attention to the algebraic sign of the apparent difference. 
Because this apparent difference is used to obtain the correction, the result can 
never reverse the sign, Keep the same sign for both apparent and corrected differ- 

ences figuring them to single feet. Study the following example,
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cook 
Temperature correction = apparent difference x ,002 x (average temperature ~50) 

Hill's method is published: by the makers of Paulin barometers. re 

Station| Time, Bar, Temp, Av. Temp, ,Av.Temp, Apparent Temp, Corr forr, Diff, Adj, 
Feet } F, ¥, - 50 jdif, feet | + or = + or - Bar, 

+ or = Feet 

£ 0750 | 1540 70 = 1540 
71 21 190 8 198 

2 0805 | 1730 72 1738 
74 24 10 0 10 

2 0905 | 1740 76 1748 
77 27 260 14 274 

3 0915 | 1480 78 1474 
79 29 75 4 “9 

2 0955 | 1555 80 a 

Then draw a new curve using the adjusted figures instead of original read - 
ings, Remember that these revised elevations are no more correct than were the 
original readings, namely to nearest five feet! 

Specific humidity, q, is defined as density of water vapor in a mixture divided 
oy sum of density of dry air plus density of water vapor as above, q = fw ; 

Pa+fw 

Humidity determinations necessitate carrying wet and dry bulb thermometers or some 
a vivalent instrument, The making of this correction will increase apparent differ - 
ci.ces of elevation when humidity is high, Apparently few persons have ever attempted 
this very important correction, Computation is simplified by using tables of 
equivalent temperatures, that is temperatures which dry air would have to possess to 

ve at the actual density, Correction would then be made in the same way as for 
vemperature only, : 

Svwudy the accompanying examples carefully. Then draw the curves from following deta 
making both on some paper, Show curve derived from straight checks only by broke:- 
line; that from straight checks plus cross checks with solid line, Compute elevaiious 
of all the unknown stations and compare differences between results based on each 

curve, Return data sheets filled out, CAUTION: Do not use too fine a scale for Y 
corrections; one space for 5 feet is enough. Also do no show corrected elevations , 

any closer than the reading: in the fieldy- Whe re-readings were taken only to : 
nearest 5 feet final elevations should be rounded off in the same waye | 

Experience demonstrates that everi with frequent checks end good instruments \ 
few barometric elevations are correct to the nearest foot; about 5 feet above or \ 
below the true elevation is close to actual results. Observations of the same poi 1i| 
on several days are needed to obtain positive results. ee \ 

Tr - i



GEOLOGY 11 Froblem 1 Data sheet A 

The following are actual barometric readings taken in northeastern Wisconsin, 
At several times during this day points of known elevations were visited and 
the departure of the barometer reading from these was recorded. These are often 
called "straight checks", If a number must be subtracted from the reading of the 
barometer it is called a minus quanity or minus correction; if you hed to add to ~*. 
the instrument reading to get the true result this would be a plus correction. 
It is customary to place minus corrections below the line of O correction 

and plus corrections above that linee This is not esential. 
Times are given in the 24 hour system heres Lay out hours horizontally remember- 
ing that they are divided into 60 minutes and so do not use dedimal divisions of 
hours. Next lay out your vertical scale of COHKECTIONS not readings. Do Not 
exeggerate this too much. Since field readings were to nearest five feet do not 
try to compute final results closer than that. If you use onedivision on the 

cross section paper for 5 feet it will be easy to do this. Your final results 
are, after all, only estimates of the real figures. Draw the curve of probabl? 
correction values between straight checks as smooth as possible. Compute the 
corrections for the times of observations. Record in proper column and compute 
the final elevations in proper column TO NEAKLST FIVE FEET ONLY. : 

Bar. Known 
Location Check Time Bar. read Correction Elev. Elev. 
Gillett ° v&50 800 | --@- Ol 
Suring ° 1000 820 adef= 803 
iz 1040 930 
2 1050 880 : 
Be: 10 S20 iS ssbtiedis 
4 1105 870 
5 1110 850 
6 415 830 
1 1130 870 

eee eer ice poe (eee 2 lle. ie eee eee ele 
9 1345 910 

} 10 1400 925 
id 1408 940 
T2 1410 950 
13 1415 | 960 __ salad 
14 1425 1010 

5 1445 950 
16 1515 920 

iy ie 1925 920 
8 920 F 

ag 1590 950 1) 
Breed. 1600 | 960 -6L.:| 879 
20 1603 919 : 
21 1610 550 

620 99 

23 1640 | 940 
24 1655 929 
25) 1700 970 

26 1702 965 > 
RK.Re crossing O 176 5O, a sob | 2068 
al 1710 960 

28 : 1730 915 94 
Suring 1755 | 880 aslée | 855 

o = straight check NEATNESS COUNTS!



GEOLOGY 11 Froblem 1 Vata sheet B 

These are the same readings as on sheetA with the added information that several 
locations were read more than once during the day. It is obvious that any location 
can have only one elevation. Hence you mus-t adjust your curve to bring this 
about without introducint any violent changes or irregularities if it is possible,. 
The DIFFERENCE of the two readins must then be the difference of the two correc- 
tion values. Be sure you apply this difference correctlye But you will wonder 
which of the t™wo original readings is correct. In some instances one of the 
two readings or cross checks is just beafre or just after a straight check. 
Obviously the correction thus is fixed and the other correction is made to 
agreee This is the case with Station 4 here. With the other cross checks the 

matter is not so simple. Kefer to your first curve and adjust it without doing 
anything which looks improbable. Change of atmospheric pressure is most rapid 
during the heat of the day hence the first reading is generally preferrable. 
Sometimes it is necessary to change both ends of the dgfss checke Kemember - 
only one elevation for the same place and all elevation to nearest 5 feet only? 

Bar. True 
ocation __Check Time _—siBar, read. Correction Elev. lev. 

Gillett ° 0850 800 ----- | 801 
Suring o 1000 820 ----- 803. 
2 1040 930 
a 1050 880 

3 10 820 a emits 
4 x 1105 70 
5 1110 850 

6 41115 830 

it x 1130 870 

eee ‘ 
8 ; x/§ 1330 900 
7 j 1345 910 

10 x 7 1400 925~ 

tt * } 1408 940 

Le 1410 950 ee i 
1 aria; 960 
14 1425 1010 

| 1 = 1428 | 930 
15 1445 950 

B 10 oe i= me 
16 ' 1515 920 

1 ay. 1525 920 

| 18 1535 | 930 
19 1555 | 950 

_Breed _ _0 VODs Sel Wer ere ed 879. 
20 1603 975 
Da 1610 950 

22 16020 920 
23 1640 940 
24 1655 
25 1700 910 

| 26 | 1702 965 
k K crossing ° 1707 950 868 
27 1710 360 
2 . SeIS0e | sa [5 os i eens 

Surin Oe Soa Stee .: 80 

Compute as before and fill in blanks. Compare with results without the 

cross checks. What is maximum difference?



: GHOLOGY 11 
MAPPING ~ 

Problem 2, edition , 1941 

Object: Inspection and use of aneroid barometers, ; 

Material: Old style aneroid barometer and Paulin aneroid barometer, pencil. 

Hethod: Look over the two instruments. Try the old style aneroid by reading 
position of the hand when held first in a horizontal position and second in a 
vertical position, If the instrument is working properly there should be a 
difference, When you use the instrument always use the same position, When 
veading aneroids do not bend over or lay them on the ground but always hold at 
same level above the ground wherever it seems most convenient to read, Now tap 
ths instrument and see how this affects the needle, Try to learn just how hard 

vaps are needed for your parvicviarz aneroid as they differ, Then try turning 
the outer or foot scale by moving the rim, This is dcne in order to set the 

instrument-for different weather conditions, If the eneroid you have fails to 
respond properly to tapping or turning return it for adjustment, PLSASE DO NOT 
TAKS APART YCURSELF either acow or in ficld, ‘That is a shey job with proper 
tools, Study the foot scale and see how it is numbered, Is it a seale of equal 

parts? We have no use for the inch scale which runs in opnosite direction, 
Next take the Paulin instrument and lock it over, Open the case by the single 

snap and do not touck the two bucxtes. Do not use ine screw driver , if any, 

Note the knob in center wita attached index ara, als tne talance indicator at 
one side, Keep top of inctzument always level, Tura knob until balances indi- 
cator is EXACTLY on the merk, Turn go that the pointer of the balance indicator 

moves from + to -, If you go too tar move back and do over again, After dcing 

this read the pointer on the knob, Try oslancing several ‘times until you get 

the same result, Note that the index ycirter can go around twice, Is ita 
scale of equal parts? Read inside scaie and study to see how divided, Note 
thet in setting the balance pointer there is a mirror behind it, Get the re- 
flection of the pointer oui of sight when setting. Note that index pointer is 
shaped like a knife. Read when it looks narrowest. These provisions are to 
remove error from reading at an angle (paralax), Whenever you move from one 

place to another be SURE TO TURN THE MOB a§ FAR TO THE LEFT AS IT WILL GO, 
Now you are ready to try the two eneroids over a known difference of elevation, 

Go first to basement snd read both, The old style will need both a few minutes 
to "settle", also tapping, if correct Gifference is cbtaincd, Return to base- 
ment and see if you checx., Read to nearest five feet, Several round trips 

may be needed to get femiliar with the tvo kinis of aneroiés, Record your 

readings on bottom of this page, Numbers of oid instruments are on backs not 

on cases, Numbers of Paulins are in ink inside cover, HANDLE ALL ANEROIDS 
WITH CARE, 

Old etyle: Moc. eas Paudlin= Noes: wc. 
Basement 5th Datey Basement 5th Digte: 

Kedeleses« @ ee mrey ss) aa ee aes satgagnenleioa ae etm oee@e ems 
aseeqeuse PO eRe eee Pe ee Zewitwacks a's eos e eee meme 

‘ aide tee Can eects ode ee wae vis eta bs epee ena ceweeeee 
seveeeees creer oe rrer es <ee ees <ceugeee seme seee 

WAT cicaip asi NAME ss po aeuentae



<a Problems 3-7. 
GEOLOGY 11 : 
tLAPPING 

Problem 3, edition of 1938 -)), 

I NWAITE a, ; 

Object: Adjustment of hand (Locke) level. 

Material: Hand level, small screw Criver, - 6 : 

Method: First look over the instrument and see how it is made, Look through 

it and note that half of the field of view is taken up with the image of the 
bubble as seen through a lens, Why is a lens needed? Some instruments have the 

wire for the line of sight just below the bubble and others have it in the front 
of the tube or box, Some have a sliding eye piece which pulls out mainly to 
moke a longer line of sight. ow go to the museum or the hall and select two 
walls or other marks as far apart as possible, Pace distance between them, 
Stand at middle, Sisht each in turn, You can mark where line of sight hits in 
any convenient way, A good way in the museum is to set the bottoms to window 

shades at this level, Study diagram below to see how these two points are on 
same level regerdless of the adjustment of your level, Now go to one of the end 
points and stand so thet your eye is just on its level, Sight the other end 

point end -C.just instrament so thet line of sight hits the point when bubble is 
on center, Some levcls adjust by moving the sliding box which contains the 
mirror (prism) and wire, In these, this assembly is clamped by @ screw on one 
side of the front, Others move the wire only by means of screws at both enés of 

the level vial case, Tightcn one when you loosen the other, The screws are : 
brass anc are small, DO NOT USE MUCH FOROE, Tighten with finger tips only, not 
full strength of hand, On completion bring instrument to be checked and sign 

name on this sheet for record, It will be returned later. 

true level line ye : 
ee ee es a eae 

ase Lines of sight before — — fe 
ic: Fy ie Nea 

second ;osition of adjustuent 
instruncnt (first position of instrunent 

= | 
hd qe { th ge ge kc ei aca —aace: mee , 

per Er : Aoeen 

, Ground



GEOLOGY 11 z: 
MAPPING 

Problem a Edition 1941 

Object: Use of plane table-intersections, 

Material: Plane table. open sizht alidade sheet of wrapping paper 15" x 15" 
? ’ : c ’ ’ 

tape (one for class) , plumb bob, markers for stations | hard pencil, eraser, 

Method: The object of this work is to learn the basic idea of intersections or 

graphic triangulation with the plane table starting from two stations the dis- 
tance between which has been measured with the tape, Such a survey will locate 
all the other stations. without any more work than taking sights to them, The 
work will be Cone in the museum if possible in order to force the season by 
indoor work, Moreover, the first work is much better Cone where it is warm and 

dry than on the campus as formerly, Several stations have been located by Criving 

* = ) nails into the floor, Put on paper, Level by looking over the top, Use 

the nlumb bod to see that the point on the map which is to represent the station 
on the floor is not over an inch off a vertical line, Greater care is needed 
here than outdoors on eccount of the very short distances involved which make 

any error into a much larger angle than outdoors, Line up your table with the 

sides of the room as well as you can and mark the north side of the paper. 

PLACE YOUR WANE Ol THE MAP FIRST, Now having set up table over the first avail- 
able station mark its location on the map taking care to leave space for the 

expected remainder of the stations, Wake a mark vertically above point on the 
floor. Mark every point where the table is set up with a fine dot surrounded 
by a small, neat triangle, Use the alidada to sight other stations, Be sure 
vou use the end with the string or wire at the front, This must be drawn through : 

the initial station; either side of the alidade may be used, If there is no 

other plane table on a station set a merker on it and sight that, If someone 

else is using a station have him hold a pencil over his map location for you to 
sight, At every station de sure to drew lines to EVERY other station you pos— 
sibly can, Wow choose the adjoining station which you will call the other end 

of your baseline, Measure distance to it with tape (if not known) and plot 

along appropriate line on your map on scale of 1 inch = 10 feet, Move table to 
this station and set up so that this point is directly above the floor location 

with table in correct position, To get table into correct position or ORIaNTATION 
lay alidade along line which represents the base and swing table into correct 

position, Guard against the common error of getting the table twisted 180 degrees 
in doing this! Now sicht all the stations you can see, Wherever two (later 
more) lines drawn to a previously unoccuvied station intersect you have a map 
location of a station, Until occupied by the table enclose these points in 

squares; after occupied change to triangles. Be sure all lines are sharp, nar- 

row, and definite, Use chisel point on pencil, There is sandpaper below each 
table, Remember that all lines should intersect at the same point, Do not 
consider that an accurate location has been secured until at least three lines 

: so intersect ond the angle subtended by them is not less than 30 degrees, The 
more 90 degree angles you cen get the better, ‘hen you have finished with the ‘ 
sights from the other end of the base move to a well-located station from which 

inspection of the map indicates you will get good intersection angles on other 

points, Continue thus until the stntions have all been located, Remember that 

your decision as to order of location of teble will effect the accuracy of the 

map. When done, study the results to see what stations are well located end 

which are not, Can you plan how to strengthen their locations? Remove map from 
table to hand in, Leave all lines on it. Indicate scale, Please remove all 
markers -from museum floor to places where they will not bother visitors. leave 
thumb tacks in floor, No smoking in museum, Get directions if you work 

on the campus,



GEOLOGY 11 . Dees 
; MAPPING 

Problen 5 (cont.), Edition 1941 

@bjoct: Uso of plano table-resection. 2 

Meterial: Seme as for Problem 4 oxcopt new sheet of paper. 

Method: Rend outline on subject of "resection." A plene tavle survey is often 
specded up by use of resection. Tvo specific probloms are hore outlinag both of 
vhigéh nay bo dono indoors. First, survey around o hill or proninent landmark, 

using only once measured basco. Second, survey along a valley whore only one base 

is measured and tho river cannot ve crossed. _In tho diagrems triengles indicote 

teble locetions ond squeres with dottod lines lesding to then, points deternined 
by intersection and on which table is not sct. Renomber that a sight to a new 
teblo location enabl-s one to orient the trblo oithor on the location or on any 
part of this line. Sights dakomi from one of thise now locations: © ota 
proviously locrted point through its nep location provided thoy intersect tho 
oriontrtion or foresight line sarve to fix the location of the now point by. 
resection. Study tie diagrams; note thet bese lino is indicated ond thet sight 

fron it for intersections are dotted. Sights for resection sre solid lines, 
You should drew o11 lines full. Shape of figures nood not be semo as given in 
diagrams. Numbers indicrte order in wich strtions ere occupied. In first 
problom note error at finis: (closure) snd sccount for it. Criticize probeble 
eceuracy of socond compared with Problom 4, Now do both problems. Suggest that 

in first one of the central lig:ts or nastodon supports be used for the middle é 

point. In second, use window locks for the ineccessible points on one side of 
the Neal teva! Do not forgot the 30 degree rule for both intérsection and resoction. 
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t GEe@LOGY 11 ; 
MAPPING 

Problem 6, Edition, 1941. : fi 

Object: Use of plene tablo-three and two point problons. 

Matcorial: Plane tablco, now shect of paper, open sight alidade, narkors, pencil, 

eraser, tape linc, dividers. 

* Mothod: The object of the three and two point problem is to locate onesolf with 
the tablo from either throo or two points which aro clready on the map; it is 
imprecticeble to visit any of the points and tho point which you desire to 
locnte has never beon sightod fron any othor stetion before. The solution of 
theso problems onnbles one to set up and locoete the table say in the middle of an 
open spot provided two or nore already located points can be secon, Provided 
compass oricntation is possible, two points aro cnough if properly locntod. The 
following nmctzods do not use the compass. Whenever a location has been socured, 
it should be checked by sights to amy other stations thinn those used which heppon 
to bo visible. First try LEHMANN'S METHOD OF THS THREE POINT PROBLEM cs this is 
nost comion. Choose three permanent marks like sterm pipos, lawets, etc. Use 

tapo to measure distances botween them. Pirt on your mep with scale on alidade 
and dividers to strixo interseéting arcs. Scale 1 inch = 10 fect. Drew gront 

civoles : : 
ee oo @ ‘ 

eo : , Definitions. Rule 1: the true location , 
Seite Seg. | or "point sought" always lies on the 

/ sane sido (measured as you face the 

Be \ signel on the ground) of exch line on the 

ae Great trionsle ne \ teblo wich you have drawn vith trial 
VS ieee at oricntntion and olidade directéd at the 

ref signal through its map location and is 
Semient distent on the table (neasured ot right 

: engles) from thet line in proportion 

to the distance from the signal. : 
Great circle passing thyough 

the three signals Set up teble as nearly orientad by cuess 
as possible; draw the three lines through 
map location of coach point. Use this 
and other rules to obtain a trial locam' 
tion of point sought. Lay alidade ~ 

z Se througa this ostinnted point and nap 

location of one of the original points; 
swing trble to give new orientation. 

Repeat this until no "triangle or error" 
a is forned byt 711 three lines intersect 

Pee at one point. REMEMBER THAT NO SOLUTION 
SS OF THE THREE POINT PROBLEM IS FOSSIBIE 

» BY ANY METHOD if point sought is on 
or near the "sreat circle." 

ee ae 

Be era } Rule 2 applies to a point sought outside 

of the sreat circle. Tho point sought 

- / _ is on sano side of thé,line from the 
- “ nost distont signal as the intersection 

we of the othor two lines, 

eo |



ee Problon 6, pe £, caitien i941. : 
Socond stcp. Reverse the alidaée on the tvo map poinvs used for construc~ 
tional orientation (here a ond b) and point the other end of this Lino 
toverc tus sround signal roprosenvea on the tablo at the otner enc of the 
lise (iers ais cirectod tovsrd A). oto dowwud lino anaipper loft of 
Cicercm. It is essertial taxt tht anglo the table is simimg thvough co’ co 
gais de considercblo, pr-fercbly abous 90 degroos. Tf this angle is nov 
big cuough choose anothor pair of points anc start over. ox sight tue 

ground signal ef tho third 

Va B fy, point (nere C) tarough the 
ee < one Of the tvo map: points 

~ WiLen is nov dirucucc toerd 

~ Z : che corresponuing grounc signal 
. (ners b) paying no-atzontion to map 

mee locction (here c), Draw tao const— 
~ Suction line shown in uppor wm git) pert 

= of the teblo, 2has line will duversoct 
. ib tnu first eons ructiow linc, ine ony cram 
pel wich who first coustructhion orientation. 

1 If thie invorsvevion coes nov fall oa the vab .o 
} enooss a Gifforums pair ef points cad stcrt 

over again, 
} 

{ 
; i 

1 

VG 
a 

es ee ee fee 

a a 
me = ane 

x 2 

mee aed step. It ean bo proved by 

oe gi geonesry thet the point sought must 

/ Sk , ° Lie somovnvore in tac line which joins the 

; . ¢ -intvorsoction af tie tvo consvructien lines 
5 > ana tho map location (hore ¢) of the third point 

as (borg 6). = Draw this.lino, Luy*alidado on it 
Gi orlows tie tuolo by” swinging: it untal CO is 

1 found. Onco the tablo has boon taus oriontod tho 
' rost is ocsy. osuct en A and 3 through a and b 

Puspsctively cnd the tarcd lings’ shoule all 
: iisersvet in <4 poius.s “Thus tho’ point sougit 
: (Aore d) is located vithouws. rscourso to tho 
; compass, 

‘ 
’ 
Ao 

oo BUTS Tit you unlorsvund Gus tree polut problem, for it is-oxironcly 

_ useful in gotving locctions of outcrops otc.on 2 previously made map, 
porticularly in regions ef magnotic eitraction, 

PRY THIS WTHOD JITS THC LOCATIONS, ons inside the groat triangle, and 

onc outsic. tho grees circle, Rene:ber thri in the field +eu dg not need 

te @rov the crect circle, :



Lov eut o tricnsie ip oxetaer pert Probloa 6, pe 3, e@ditien 1942 

erence cneot, scrlo 1 inck = 10 ft. BuUSS2LS LigTiOD Caso showm that within 
Drom crest civolo. gro.t triangle but solution is samo for 

ObIer Cassa. 4: : 4 3 

aa eae Aa he fei 
a 3 

a IN 

aa Givon threo signals on ground, A., B, 

b A “id. 0 wiieh have clroacy boca 
c locetud on vablo as a, b, ond c. 

= Nono ef thoso points com bo visitod 
but you Gesire to locate on tho table 
the voint ot idiich you nov aro and 
hiich hes noyor boon sightod fron 
ony other station. 

© 

: a a 
&S 2 » . 

eS 
oa . s 

a e s 

we . . 

Ee First stu; Of tho taroo mn points 
b , chooseo.two so Locotua tact bud p.n. whe 

ak soupit «ods aot lio too necr tho line 
| . vnien joins thea, Tiis con casily be 

; i-> Suom oy Loowing ot tho pointe on tae 
srounc. In tunis clagrom thore is litilo 

' eifVurcnco: wut. buch ds not olvays prio, 
‘ Hero wo Reve ¢aosdu polnus o-and by 
‘ Loy tho. clidade so that-its Ssdee 1g, 04 
. both theso podats. Swing tho table 

: until eno Seint, noro b, is directod ' 
‘ toverd-tal ground signal, hore By, which it res- 
‘ roseavo. Tnis opcrogion is shoim by dotted Lino 

on in upper right port ef dicsron. wWitH teablo in 
this position sight the third signal, here 6, 

through tho-ene ef tho tye map. points en wiich clidade wes first laid 

whicn is NOT dircctvc toward its ground signal, Horo this is point a. 
Poy no abtoution to point ¢ on tho tablo but drav a lino through a tovard 
pigucl €, YTais is sgowm aa a solid lino on tho tabvlo.



; Problem 6, Dy 5. 

Two point Problem 

It sometimes happens that one wants to locate oneself on the map when only TO 
already loceted points can be seen, If the compass can be used the table is 
orientated with it and resection lines drawn through both signals to their inter- 
section which is the "point sought." Unfortunately the compass cannot be used 

everywhere, Then the method 
following can be employed, 
Lot A and B represent the 

4 B El two signals on the ground 
Sa oy and a and > their map loca- 

& : 7a tions, Required the map 
\ ee / location of table at 0, 

\ = ee This spot has not been 
oo o / sighted before, In some 

< SS ~ unoccupied corner of the 
Sie / map (here lower. right) | make 

\ XS we @ constructional station 

ee / location (here e), The 
x oe table is then oriented as 

/ closely as possible by guess, 
Me bo SS. Then sight with alidade at 

ro- - Hf eae ee 2 both A and B through e and 
ee S7 D | c draw the solid lines shown, _ 

/e} — — — —|—-e PAY HO ATTENTION TO THEIR 
LE 2 MAP LOCATIONS, Now choose 

another station (here D) fror which zood intersections can be obtained on A and 

B and which can te seen from C, Cali disisnce between 0 and D your "construc- 
tional base line", This Cistance neod nct be measured but can be laid off on the 5 

table by guess when D is sighted anc the third solid line is drawn, Next move 
table to D and orient by backsight elong the line drawn from o, thus making the 

table varallel to its first position when at C, Then from the constructional 
location for D 

‘ (here f) draw lines 
_. toward A and B again 

: a] é pel paying no attention 
X a to a and b, Do just 

Ze as if you were 
: \ x starting a new map, 

Ny ae The intersections 
of these lines with 

x a those drawn from e 

\ we given constructional 
< - locations for A and 

B here called a! and 
x 7 Now the line betvae [ee parallel to 

\ ar «&* and bt the line A-B on the 
: ground, Required 

. to place a-b on the 
Bl oe b map parallel to line 

\ae A-B on the ground, 
| WX ; To do this, place 
fe ee alidace on line 

s b'-a' and note (or 
mark) a point on ground at some distance called X, Then move alidade to line b-a 

; and turn table until line of sight hits X, Table is now oriented and the construc- 
tion diagran , shown in Cotted lines in second diagran. has served its purpose, 
Then resect and find d| tne true map location of D, Ordinary plane table resec- 
tion will then serve td locate the man vosition of © “hich is not shown on diagram, 

3nd of Problem 6 edition of 1941,



GEOLOGY 11 
MAPPING 

Problem 8, Edition, 1941 

Object: Ajustment of telescopic alidnde. 

Material: Telescopic alidade, small screw driver, adjusting pin. 

Method: ine telescopic alidade is an expensive and precise instrument. Learn to 

handle it carefvlly. Many things can be done with it. Try to think in terms of 
instruments .nd to realize just WHY each thing is done. The first reqrisi.te in 

the use .* any instrument is to put it into adjustment and then to see that it 

stays in vhat condition. Read over outline carefully, but these instructions 

are more m-to-date. Some alidades do not have all the attachments listed. 

(1) Fe. si:g the telescope. Point the telescope toward the sky and turn the 

knurlei rir around the eyepiece until the wires appear black and sharo. Be carc- 
ful not to unscrew the eyepiece but to move it in and out. Now focus the tele— 
scope (by mans of the knurled head on the side)on some definite object more than 

300 feet di.stent. It will be necessary to open a window to see such an object. 

Focus uitil when the head is moved slightly from side to side the wires do not 

anpear to move even if this makes the distant object slightly out of focus. Run 

the oojeetive in and out from prover position wntil desired result is secured. 
Last, refocus the eyepiece slightly util the distant object is sharp and the 

wires will then become sharp. Having once secured such focus of the eyepiece 

it will not be always correct for your cyes. Young persons have more trouble 
getting this focus than do older ones on account of the grenter amount of flex-— 

ibility of vheir eyes. These instrume:*s are much harder to focus than are most 
transits and levels. Be sure you can see all the wires -- three horizontal and 
one vertical. Remember that others using the instruinent will have to change this 

focus so become proficient at resetting it quickly. After your cyos begin to 

tire, you will have to refocus. 

(2) Aligunent of cross wires. Loosen the knurled ring in front of the support 
in center of tclescope and turn the telescope as far as it will go in either 

directica. Set on a level table and set one end of the vertical wire on a 

sharoly Jefined object. Elevate or depress the telescope by loosening the clamp 
on the hc-izontal bearings so that the vertical wire passes by the point. if it 
coincides with the point throughout its length the position is correct. If not, 
consult fo! owing diagram to find construction. Siightly loosen all four screws 
and gen' iy move the entire ring into proper position. Tighten all screws before 

checking Repeat if necessary. 

Shes Barrel of telescope 

Cf a 
= a pee 7 = over hole which is larger than screw. 
7 wh ms iz 2 No threads in plate 

ie ‘ ee Screw with capstan head. DO NOT USE TOO 
pote vu eee (ot k~ MUCH FORCE ON THESE SCREWS. Loosening all 

[ree eer | four allows tho ring to turn. See that 
2 a = ae ae 7 ju serews are not too tight when adjusting. 
oe = x ak ive tight only when finished. 

— 2 3 re ee ; : 3 : 
oy ie “ Ring wr':h carries the wires. Screws threaded 

SS oS into this ring. DO NOT STRIP. If tight, dook for cau: 

: bs i A. B.C. means “always be careful". Most instruments * 
are made of brass!



Problem 8, p. 2, edition 1949 

(3) Adjustment of line of sight or Collimation, 
Loosen the knurled ring in front of the horizontal axis until the telescope can be 

turned on its axis in the sleeve which supports it, Set the instrument on a firm 

foundation sc that it will not slide easily, Use paper, sheet of fiber, etc., to 

insure friction, Point the intersection of the middle horizontal wire and vertical 
wire at some de*inite object as far distant as possible, The corner of a window 
in another bvilding or at opposite side of a large room is often a good mark, In 

bringing thi: intersection to line up with the mark loosen telescope clamp until 
telescope is nearly on desired point, then clamp and finish pointing with "slow 

motion" screw, the one which carried a graduated drum on it, CAUTION, Never try 
to move ti - telescope too far with slow motion alone but use only for final adjus+- 
ment; try :o k p the arm which this screw pushes in the middle of its swing, EXTRA 
CAUTIOGON: ine ow motion screw is returned by means of a spring on the other side of 
the arm; uke 211 adjustments by turning slow motion screw to the right thus pushing 
against the srcirs, When you have to move in other direction do so but go too far 
so that final adjustment will always be by tightening (turning to right). If you 
do not foiiow this rule the telescope will move unexpectedly and make work inaccuratc, 

Having set the center intersection on the selected point revolve the telescope 180 
degrees (as far as it will-eo), During this process hold the prism on the eyepiece 

(which makes things look right-side up altiough right and left are interchanged) so 

that you can keep your eye constantly on te intersection of the wires, Be certain 
you do not disturb the focus of the eyepiece or mistake the wires you are looking at. 
If the intersecsion remains in the same plece the instrument is in adjustment, If 
not, let us say that the horizontal wire hes moved up, To correct this loosen the 
adjusting screw <t bottom (telescope still in same position) and tighten the one on 

top opposite unt:1 the wire moved halfway back to the mark, Reset on mark and again 
reverse telescove, Continue until final adjustment is reached, BH CERTAIN THAT 
ADJUSTING SC2EWs ARE TIGHT when you finish for otherwise they would soon jar loose 
and your work would have been thrown away. In adjusting position of vertical wire 
do not follow same rule for screws but tighten and loosen in way to move wire in 

direction opposite to apparent movement away from the mark, Do not use all your 
strength on the little brass screws but use discretion, “hen finished check vertica’ 
position of vertical wire (Adjustment 2), 

Eyepiece with prism. _ Objective 

¥ v 
a di 2 a eee 
Mose eg 

1 ee ee dep ncieiitetionamnie 

Loossa 2 Dashed line = true center line 

é Adjustment of horizontal wire 
Tighten _ 5 aoe 2 rc eS se a So ete a eee ee 

Se Se ee ee ee ea oe . 
Goosen ce Dashed line = true center line 

Adjustment of vertical wire 

Notes Numbers 1, 2 refer to position> of telescope; directions for movement 
of adjvsting screws refer to position 2 

Note that with horizontal wire the prism makes the uvward movement appear correct 
but that with vertical wire a real movemer* to left appears like a movement to the 
right, Diagrams show why wire must be moved only halfway back toward first position 
since reversal doubles the error,



Problem 8, p. 3, edition 1941 

(4) Adjustrent of striding level 
The striding l2vel is the removable level which fits onto the post on top of the 

telescope. It is in this form both to meke tho instrument smaller when being 
cerried ond to facilitate adjustment. Its purpose is to level the telescope for use 
as a level. Tre object of the adjustment is to make the level indicate correctly 
when the line of sight is level; in other vords to make the axis of the level vial 

parallel to tho axis of the telescope. Flsce the alidede on any firm support which 
is approxinet. ly levol. Take the striding level offtits storage and set it in place 
ou top of the telescope. Bring the bubble to center by means of clamp and slow 

notion me cin: lest movement of latter a right-handed one. Now release the levei : 
replece on tilescope with ends reversed. If the bubble centers the level is in . 

odjustmes.. If not note fromthe dingrom thet the error is doubled by reversal. To 

adgust more the bubble HALFWAY back to center with slow motion. Then use adjusting 

pin depe.uding on which type of instrument you have to bring it the rest of the way 

to center. With Gurley instruments note that there are two adjusting nuts at one 

end of the lovel which are turned by inscrting the pin in holes. Both are on :the 
same screw so that wnen you loosen one ti.c other must be tightened. The bubble is 
very sensitive and grent dexterity is needed to get the adjustment. When finished 
both nuts wst be tisht else they would s.2 jar loose and your labor would ‘have bee 

wasted. With tie other instruments use the screw driver on screw below level at 
end where therc are no screws in the side of the frame. This screw works against « 

spring so that the last movemont must nlwoys be to the right. If necessary go too 
far so you cen finish by tightening. Oti-o~ vise the adjustment will not lest. When 

you have recentered the bubble repent for a check for it is rare to get it right 
the first time. If it is necessary to reveat several times it pays to remove the 
release mechnnis:. To do this umscrow the pin and then press back the spring. Lay 
the prrts in a safe place while working. Care must be taken to avoid distortion of 

the level br heet from the hands. When adjusting in field it is sometimes necessar 
to allow th- level to stend half en hour between adjustments. Do not take this timo 

in the lrboratory, however. Before getting finel precise edjustmont check lateral 

adjustment. To do this use screw driver to remove the pin on top of the telescope ¢ 

which the “evel rests. Now place the stfrding level on the telescope, hold gontly 

with one h.ad, center bubble, end then rock the level beck end forth around the 
telescope ror about 30 degrees each way. The bubble should remain centered. If it 

does not use screw driver to loosen screw opposite to one used for adjustment. Th. 
loosen - ad tighten the side or horizontrl serews until the viel is in such a positi 

as to st.nd t is test. Mako sure that 11 three scrows are tight when you finish a 
then repart t.o reguler cdjustment until the level mects all tests. Be sure to re- 

plece all pe ts removed during the edjustmoent. The striding level edjustment is the 

most frequen ly needed of all adjustmonts. Be sure you can do it with reasonable 

rpecd oni with certeninty; this will srve such time in the field, 

Horizentel Horizontal 

| ee 
sgl ARES ae te ge Tighten ._ ee 

Screw ~»3 ae. nut _ Loosen~_ {4 
ee axis Sea eee 

ae ee eh a ee 
—-————-— horizontal ~ Sue 

Rings a ee 
First position CS Second position-crror doubled. 

Diregren to show ay : z, 
laters adjustuent “7? pat a 

x PmaeN ‘ ‘Screws for lntcral adjustnont 
7—X-¥~— Loosen end tighten when finished. 

i
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Problem 8, p. 4, Edition 1941 

(5) Adjustment of control or index lovel 
Originally elidades were made with the striding level only. It is possible to 
work with this only for when vertical angles are read two readings of the src ond 

vernicr rre medos: ono with telescope poinscd at object sighted, and enothor with 

striding level contcred. This nethod is slow and when the Boanan sre is used 

bocomes nesrly impossible. A lovel was then added on the index so that regerdless _ 
of the position of the table (which is rlmost never exactly level in all directicis) 
récdings of vervtierl rngles can be rnede vithout bringing the telescope brek to lev. 

This specds up work. Be sure you understend just whet this level is for; boginno: 

somotines fevget to use it for ewery sigit. The adjustment is to uscke this levol 

indicates corrocl verticrl sngles. It must make the index on @ Gurley read sO ae 

on tho snc]. scale and 50 divisions on the Beenan erc scale whon the striding scves 

is ecmtercd at the same tine it is. After heving mrde and checked the sdjustuoncs 

of the striuing level set the arc to read these figures whilo the stridins: levei 
is conterec. It is not necessary to hneve the alidade on « level support to nexe 
this rdjustne:$. In sotting the striding level do not forget to meke the Irst 

motion of “.e slow notion screw to the right. Follow same rule with the screw whicl. 

contréls th: indox level, Do not confuse these two screws. If the index or contro, 
lcvel does ot come to contcr undor rbove spo¢ifica conditions meke it do so with 
withor peir-of adjusting nuts. Be cortrin thet the nuts you used aro tight when you 

ere throiach for othorwise your labor will 2° wasted. Note differences in types of 

arcs in instr sents by differont mnkeos. 

(6) Adjustme:.t of grodienter (Stobinger Drum) or slow ::otion screw. 

It is possib’e to work with en nlidnde without using the slow motion scrow for 
anything butwhat its name imolies— to finish setting citner the line of sisht or 

level. Syt in nany instrncesit is very kindy to use this screw to measure the sngle 

throuch which it hes turned the telescope. *o do this tho mekers heve supplied e 

drum on the screw which is divided into 100 perts. This drun is leose 6m the screw 
so that you eon hold the lattor end turn “ce drum to road O or any other desired « 

figure. A motal strip placod at right «los to the drum ebove it serves to record 

the number of whole revolutions uede. The limit of turns is rbout 10, The nekers 
intend thrt tio revolution of the drum wi"” turn the hine of sight over a distance 

of one foot at : disteace from the instrxiont of 100 febét. Use steel tone to 

monsure 100 fees from centor of instrument. Hold a leveling rod vortical ot this 

point. Set tho middle wire on the lower nerk of - foot division using risht-—hendod 

motion of screv. Set drum to 0. Turn tc richt cxnctly one revolution. Rocord 

rending of nidcle wire. Repent soveral tines. Accurste focusing is essenticl to 

eccurncy of this test. Avernze results. If the avernze is not exactly one foot 

proceed to :2just. The slow motion screw is mounted in a brass bushing which is 

el-mped vith a nut ot the front ond. Note that its center is not thet of the bdushin 

that ib is eccontric. Use « thin flat wrench to loosen the nut end then turn the 
bushing until it reises or lowers the position of the slow notion screw. Reising 

increases the snount of throw.for » revolution gnd lowering visa versa. Check 
edjustment softer moveent until it is rigst and the nut is left firnly set. This 

adjustment is rarely neoded. DO NOT DO THIS sDJUSTMANT NOW vut be fanilirr with 
its purpos . 

(7) Adjustment of circular or bulls ove level. (NOT TO BE DONE Now) 
The adjustmeat of the circulnr or bulls ove level can only bo nede in tho field for 

it requires te use of the plane treble waich it would be unsefe to set up on tho flo 

Set tho »lid:. .e with its centor of gravity over the conter of the plene table. 

Center the stricing level. Next roverse position of rlidrde but do not turn the 

borrd, if tre bubble moves bring it helf wey brck with the slow motion screw on the 

elidede end tho rest of tho wey with the leveling hord of tho board. Turn clidade 

90 degrees end ropert this process. Continue reveonting it with turns of 90 desrees 

until board is reslly level. Now contcr the circular level br turning screws in itr 
base. :
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GEOLOGY 11 
MAPPING 

Problen 9, edition, 1941 

Object: Measurment of distances vith telescopic rlidade by different nethods.. 

Materiel: Telescopic alidade, miniature rod, sheet of paper for notes, pencil. 

Mothod: Rend prges 25 to a7 in outline. Set the alidade on table or other firn 
_-7 pnd rensonably lovel support hwere you can see the rod indoors at 2 distance of 

: not loss thnn 40 feet. Set the rod up vertically. This rod is exnctly 1/10th 
the size of rods uscd in the field. Look at it end notico the leck of numbers. 

This is becmuse numbers cannot be seen at long distances. Except for the fifth 
end tenth feet solid black end white foot divisions are shown.iaThe fifth ond 
tonth fect aro subdivided with dinnonds the dingnnal sides of which each covers 

1/10th foot. Note thet inches cannot bo used on such 2 rod and be sure you imow 
why this is. The rod is so made that it con be used either end up. It is in- 
tonded to put the black end up when against the sky and the white end vhen the 
brckground is trees or rocks. When you rerd for @istance endeavor to set one 

rire to a foot division in such vlece thrt the other wire (either a full, half or 

cuprter interval awe) will fall on e. subdividea foot. If you cannot do this learr 
to estinate the number of tenths of the frecticnrl foot. Get familiar with the 
rot so thot when wou go cutdoors you will feel st ense with it. Get nm good Light 

on the frco of the rod and romomber thet when :rou get outdoors it will help a 
i0% to got the sun to shine on tho face of tho rod whenever vossible. MAKE ALL 
COMPUTATIONS IN ROD UNITS not vctual distances. 

Mathod (1) Loosen the kmurled ring in front of the horizontal axis and rotete 
the telescope until the wires which usually ere horizontel are now verticrl. Have 

someone hold the rod for you. Chooso a permenont mark for one end of the line to 
be mensureds Shift the telescope on the table until one of the now verticnl wires 

rests on this mark, NMotion your assistant to move the rod, holding it verticrl 
over until it is linod in with another vertical wire. Either the half or full 
intervall can be used. Which seems the more accurate? Notice that you will hove 
trouble in motioning at first since the instrument reverses right and left. 

Costing used to this is the renmson for doing this m@thod indoors, When you havo 
lined in the rod check position of first vertical wire to see that.inst1 nent 

kes not moved. Then have your assistent nensure distrnce horizontally beeen 

the mark ond rod. Multiply rod divisions by 200 if half intervel was used sand 

vy 100 if full interval wes émployed. 

Meshod (2) Have your assistant hold the rod horizontally at such a distence that 
it will feil to span the full interval, sey the length of the hall or nuseun. 

Line in one wire (vires -s in previous method) at an ond of the rod. Motion 
essistant to place rod its own length to one sigd so that full intorval may be 

read. The same could be done if rod hed been too short for a half intervrl. : 
Notice that this method avoids signals when used in field but is linited to light 
conditions under which divisions on the rod can be seen. Mnke rppropriate con-— 
putetion of distance. 

Method (3) This method is used vhon you cen sce less of the rod than will spen a 
buarter or 2 half interval, Use wiros in normel position. If you heve trouble 
in using the imegination cover enough of the rod with white paper held by thus 
tecks so that above condition is met. In this method we will use the drum om the 
slow notion screw or gradienter to measure the engle subtended by the gap 
betzreon the end of the rod and the vire on the other side of the half intervol. 

ono wire having been set on one end of the visible portion of the rod. Routine: 
Scot top or middle wire on top of visible pert of rod using slow motion (See fig. 

1): Read and record the drun, setting it to O is desired; tighton screw until 
next lower wire is om bottom of visible vert of rod (see fig. 2); rend and record
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Tighten the screw the same number of divisions as the difference of these two 
readings (see fig, 3); read on the rod the number of feet and tenths which the : 
last movement carried the wire above the base of the visible portion of the rod: 

add this distance to the length of the visible part of the red; ruitiply this 
sum by 200 to obtain distance, 

Fig. 1 Figs 2 Fig. 3 

‘oe sees = 5 ee 

ps ut \ é rod roa [1 i 
a ‘See! a 

| : a 
\ ! ' . | : 
CSaeen a aah eemeeamencee eee - = a Von dee ee 

= { \ 5 he { oa 

Se \ = ie ee s ot i wes 

Wire set on ton 7f rod Telesvope turned through Telescope tucned by same 

arzgie of sap angie as over gap thus 

finding valve of this 
angle in feet. 

Method (4) This method depends whoily on the edjustment which makes the full — 
revolution of the drum turn the line of sight over 1 foot at a horizontal 

distance of 100 feet, One turn also swings the wires over a full interval. 
égain assume that you cannot see enough rod to span a half interval. Routine: 

Ses top wire on bottom of visible part of rod; read and record drum, setting it ts 

u it desired; tighten screw until same wire is at top of visible part of red; 

rea and record drum; repeat with other two wires; average results; divide 
heugsh of visible rod by drum reading (in which a full revolution is called 1,00) 
and maltiply result by 100 to get distance, 

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 

OS oS 
3 | |Foa a f Ae 

Stee ef th ee (a 

i 1 / l \ 

x +. i Sees i e J 

5 oe 
First yosition of top Second position of top 
wire wire after tightening 

slow motion screw (druz).
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(5) Method 5 depends upon finding whet fraction of the half interval is cove-ed 
by the visible portion of the rod snd thus cor:puting by proportion what length 

tho rod vould havo to be to corer the entire half intervrl. Thisis cone by use 
of the drum on the slow notion screw. ‘the proportion is as follows-- Josarved 
or visible lenzsth of rod: half intorvel rending: drum reading ovtcined by swinging 
* vtire ovor tho visible length of rod: drum rerding obtnined by swing - wiro 

through a helf intervrl., Gresp the fundrnonta]l iden before trying this method; 
do not try ts memorize the set routine. Soc figures. Set top or middle wire on 
botton of visible part of rod; rend ond record drun setting to O if desired: 

tichton slow motion screw until seme wire is on top of visible part of rod: 
reed and recurd drum, tho difference of readings nersures angle obtnined in 
wmvinging over visivloe longth of rod; continue tightoning slow iiotion screw until 

noxt lovor viro is on “cstton of visible part of rod; rend snd record drum; take 
difference of firss and last drum resdings which represunts drum renaing for = 

helf intorvel svinst. This should be oxnctlh 27.5 turn if instrument is in cdjust— 

nent. Nor solve the proportion letting x = lougth of rod necessary to span half 

intervei. Muktiply result by 200 to obiain cistance. 

Prad in lI notes and include 4 discussion of wrotable sccursey of the different 
nethods which you. cea us. whon cither distrrce or obstructions to the view prevent 
the roo fron covering oven a hrif intorval., Considers whet mevhod cr mathods 

emolo7 the longest line of neesvurement, What uetiois might not work becnuse the 

sol opm oc soen oniy dowi on nevrov Inne throuth weods or brush? What nethods 

@apend woon the eccurrne; of the adjustmont of the slow motion serew drum? Whet 
reshods sould be uscé if oll but one of the ~ires vere broken? ‘What methods Gepenc 
upd presrrangenent with the roémen? Remember thet all use of tae drun depends 
Tpom_heving the clamp on the horigcht:1 «xis tight. : 

Hie 6 Fiz. 7 Fig. 8 

pe i is 

fo > | 
f vee pee —— nS 

rod, i | | ces ee ee —— 
a ei ee oe es oS 

; %. i % SS i 
Sooo ee <a = ae ce 

First position of tel- Second position; drun Third position; differ- 

«szope. First rerdins chenge indicated angle ence of this drm. roading 

of drum. subtended by rod. and first indicates tiucn 

over o. half interval. 

NOTE: Methods outlined above are not commonly used now that alidades are 

made with "quarter intervals." Old style instruments without a drum on the 

slow motion screw cen uso only methods (1) and (2), In the field beginners 
ought not to attempt very long shots at first! =
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MAPPING 

ct Problem 10, edition 1941 : 

Object: Determination of differences in elevation with telgcopic alidade. 

Material: Telescopic alidade, adjusting tools, miniature rod, sheet of 

paper, stadia slide rule, pencil, reading lens. = 

Method: First check the adjustments of your instrument and adjust if needed. 

The determination of differences of elevrtion with the telescopic oalidade is 
one of its #Aed important functions. here ore several distinct mothods 
end it is cbsolutely essential that the student understand all of them thor- 
ouzhly. You can sect by without knowing all the ways of measuring distance 
but not if you do not understand 211 the ways of neasuring elevations. 
Difference of level is messured between center af instrument's horizontal. 
axis and where middle wire strikes-the rod. The rod is then used to obtein 

the totcl or net difference of level between instrument and ground where 

rod ié Hold... 

(1) Levelshots. Sot up the rod in r. position where you cen strike it vith 
the middle wire vhon the telescope has beon leveléd with the striding level, 

Meke reading end compute how mach below the level of the instrument the 
b.tton of the rod is. This is the simplest possibld case snd the alidsde is 
then used just like on onginoers level or hrnd level with the rod. Gctiing 

of "lovel shots" is not confined to crses whero the middle wire strikes the 
rod.. Move your rod slightly so thet it is either too high or too low for 

tho widdle wire to hit it with telescope level but in such position thot 
another of the wires does striko it. Now rerd tho distance by raising or 

lowering the instrunent until tho full (or hrlf) inteorvel ern de rend, 
noving it by moans of clemp end slow motion screw. Note that in actucl 
practice this would be done first since you should elways read the distance 
first end nofrttontion is pid et thet tine to tho level. ‘Then centor 
stridinzlovit: agnin and rerd vhere r. wire strixos the rod, Obtain what 

the ronding of middle wire would heve boen hrd rod becnlong cnough to be 
hit. by spolying the half intervel roading on the rod to the re: “ne od 

upper or lower wire. Tho two erses nre illustrated below. Note that in sor. 
wascs tho roading of the niddlowire nay be below the bottom of tho rod. 
MAKE ALL COMPUTATIONS IN ROD UNITS . rod 

top wire ‘ 
bubble centered Seed re 

= ee TTT middle wire, rod reading 

i lower wire ~ ——— 

Method of obtaining difference in level between instrument and bottom i 
of rod with telescope level (level shot) | 

ground 

top Wile (oe 

ee ear ets 
te eee nso AG ee, OPED, gy: 
es ee ee ... Pod reading, 

Mcthod ef obtaining differonce in lovel botwoon instrument isis 4 
and bottom of rod with telescope level (level shot) but WHEN rad 

“MIDDLE WIRE DOES N@T sTRIKE ROD.. Note position of the three wires | 
when DISTANCE was read. Upper and lower wires there shown in dot- ; 
dosh lines. Compute what reading of middle wire with level telescope | 
would have been had rod oxtended far enouzh. To do this add the i 
HALF INTERVAL to aetual reading of lower wire with level telescope. { 
Bo not make such shots until you havo had some experience] proving
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(2) Vertical angle rod readings. low place the rod far enough either below or 
above the level of the instrument that you cannot hit it with level telescope. 

Read full interval in usual way. Set the middle wire on any convenient foot divi- 
sion such as 5, 10, or top of rod. Record what division it is on. Next center the 
bubble on the index (control level} Iii THE FIELD THIS MUST BE DOWE FOR SVSRY SHOT 
since the »lane table is never exactly level. Read the degree scale, This is the 
scale at the left which has a vernier on the index arm, It is a scale of equal 
parts. It is divided to half degrees. (These remarks apply to the Gurley 
instruments; the FZ, and 3. has the degree scale in the middle with the 0 at the 

bottom and a double vernier). Loolt out for the "false 0 " on the Gurley vernier 

whose »urpose is a mystery. It is best to use a lens for reading. First get the 

right number of degrees and half degrees (30 minutes); then estimate abort where 
the 0 line falls; look along the vernier vntil you find a line which coincides with 

one of the divisions of the main scale; the vernier reads to single minutes, Add 
its reading to the number of degrees and half degrees on the main scale paying 20 
attention to what division on that scale hapvens to coincide. The reason for the 

estimate of the vernier reading is to facilitate looking for the coinciding lines. 
eving obtained this reading subtract 30 degrees from it, If the remainder is 

positive the line of sight is inclined up; if it is negative it is inclined down 

Ycom the instrument. Next use the stadia table to compute the vertical 

Gifference, — ; 

. Record thisynow correct to get the vertical 
s.:fference to bottom of rod. Repeat process setting middle wire to a different 
voint on the rod; correct to bottom of rod and compare results. Commute trve 

a1orizontal distance to rod. from figures at bottoms of columns. 

4.» distance of intercept of middle wire from ground = rod correction = 

Z = vertical distance of middle wire intercept on road from level | 
of table= computed difference D fi 

CG = vertical distance bottom of rod to Upper wire +» ees a 

level of table= net difference = = iy 
ID = full interval or intercept on rod _saleais wire oS. | | 

mee soe 

Se Lower wire’—— Ground lp 

ae 

eee 

: ae | 
eiidade ae Ee | . 

Level of table eae Stay. eran Bo i 
= ce seek 1 

= True horizontal distance table to red ——---————_) 
The above method is the most common but it involves reading the vernier and 
considerable computation. 

(3) Stop method. If you read distance and think that your telescope is near 
enovgh level to get a level shot but when you try it find that it is impossible, 
the "stop method" comes into play. look at where your wires fall as shown in 
following diagrams, Say that the too wire hits ton low to strike the rod. Moticc 
some permanent object on which it does fall. Use the slow motion screw to turn the 
welescone wo (tightening as usual) vntil the lower wire is on the sane mark, . {01 
have now raised the middle wire by an amount equal to the full interval which you 
read first before you tried for a level shot. Motice that this shift is 
accomplished without taking your eye from the instrument. Wow if the middle wire 
nits the rod record its reading and make aporopriate computation of how high the 
Dlace on the rod is above the instrument,
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Sea aed reer cients ee ee ee 

Jat Nc 

: ae. Upper end lowor wire solid; 

= middle wire dotted 

Ube ebove disgran illustrated the step method where the telescope had to be 

vrisod through three steps to hit the rod. Note thet each step rnised the 
iddle wire by the cnount of the full _inteorvsl for the distance in question. ‘his 
fell intervel roading was obbained whon the distrnce wes rond. 
“to step mothod is vory rejhid nad computation is onsy but it is limited to rbot 
six (6) steps either above or below tho'lovel position. Notice that you hnve to 

tcvel the telescope before starting the step method. Whon it is necessary to step 
iow you will be loosening the slow motion screv; then zo too far each time ond 

cone beck by tightening the scrow. Tis will increnso accurecy, With the smell 
eugles of this mothod correction to horizontel distrnce is not needed. 
‘s) The Borman arc. -The Bennen arc is the senle which is found ot the right of 
she are on Gurley instruments ond st one end of the src on the KE. and EB. Notice 
unset it is not 1 scale of equrl prrts nnd so has no vernier, The idea of the 
Bennen ere is exectly the sme as that of the step method illustrated in sbove 
direren. The difference is that instend of lookins through the telescope and 
moving the wires over a full intervel by wetching cortnin hrep-hazard merké on 

she ground tho movenont is mensured by . sesle on the arc. Theo Berman ore is nct 
Limited to small engles fron horizontel, Inspection of above diagram shows by 
*t is not a secle of equel parts. The sre rerds fron 0 to 100 or(0 to 50) : 

¢ that the niddle cr lovel point ig 50 inStoad of 30 on the anglescale ‘(Gurley 
construnments only). Routiny of ovservetion is as follows: Read distance as usvali 

center control level; look at Beaman arc and with slow motion screw nove telesecpe 
~ntil it reeds a whole number; then look throush telescope and record where nidéle 

tire hits the rod. Computetion is exactly the sene as with the step method; differ 

ance of elevation between instrument and middle wirez full interval multiplied by 
number of divisions away fron 50 (= number of steps). If this proceedure fails s 
to fet niddle vire on rod then chanse to another division. yf
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Note that the Beaman are requires nO Computer, merely simple arithmetic. ote how 

easy the scale is to read. The objection is that it holds the rodman longer on 

station since you have to take your eye off the instrument to set the telescope on 
a whole number on the arc. Correction of horizontal distance with Leaman arc is 
accomdlished by means of an auxiliary scale. On the Gurley instrimments this is 

above the other scale. On the K, and 5. it is a‘ileft end of arc and is narked 
"Horizontal", It gives percentage that must be subtracted from annarent horizontal 
distance to give real horizontal distance or percent that horizontal distance is 

of anvarent distance, or percent that horizontal is of apparent distance. 

(5) Drum method. Since one drum revolution is intended to throw the line of sight 
over one foot at a distance of 100 feet it is clear that one turn throws the line of 

sight over a full interval at any distance if it is in adjustment. In other words 

each revolution of the drum is equal to one step and to one space on the Beamen arc, 
Although not generally used the drum wil? measure differences in elevation if the 

angle is not too great. Uo to nearly 10 turns it will measure "steps" quite well. 

The main advantage is that it measures fractions of steps so thnt the middle wire 

can be stopved at any convenient reading on the rod. It is more convenient to use it 
geing up from level but it works better than the sten method when the rod is below 

the iastrument. In this case you can start with wire on top of red and tighten 

sccev until striding level is centered. ote how whole turns are read on the 

horizontal scale above the drum, Computation is exactly the same as for step method 
ani Beaman are except that fractions of turns are used, Try this method with rod 

Loth above and below level of instrument. Check results by another method or better 

wwe other methods, Always tighten and be sure striding level is afjusted. 

Bana in your results. Be prepared for e:am questions on relative advantages and 

cisedvantages of the different methods, Some students have confused the Jeanan arc 
énu 2agle methods, How do vou tell the scales anart? Be vrenared for catch cuestion: 

cach ag "How do you read the vernier of the Beaman arc?", With which methods exn you 

chocse the point on the rod where you will set the middle wire? ‘ith which methods 
nast you read the middle wire where it hapcens to fall? “hat is the striding level 
for! ‘het is the control or index level for? When mst it be centered? Cormare 

reiative speed of Beaman arc and angle methods counting time rodman is held on hiz 

station, What is advantage of level shots? What do you do if another than the 
“iadie wire hits the rod on a level shot? Covld same correction be made with shots 
cau @a angle? How do you mow what full interval reading is to use it in ecmputaticns 
wast other term is sometimes used for "full intervel"?
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Problem 11, edition, 1941 

Objeét: Computetion of notes trken with planeteble end telescopic alidede traverse 
using degree scele or vertical anglo systen. 

Meterial: Cox stedia slide rule, pencil, crasor; thoso blanks are to be filled. ——— 

quo end handed ins 

Mcthod: Tho plene treble with telescopic clidade is used both to make a mep, neas~ 
uring distenies either with strdiae rod or by intersection, resection, etc., and to 

- sere elevations. When used for a treverse it is elmnost universally the cvery- 

ohocestation mothod where the trble is oriented with the compass on the ’ 
oe 3 .f the instrument. These notos were taken on such a treverse. In this method 

: the seble is never set over either starting or ending points of the trevorse. The 

roé ‘s held.on the starting point and the teble is set up some distance ewey. 
s-t.y the teble is oriented with compass e sisht for distence and clevation is madc 
to bre storting point thus locating it dy resettion. Such a sight to get position 

pnd 2lerotion from e previously determined point is enlled a BACKSIGHT(B.S.). Next 
the -od is sent sheed nlong the route to some convenigcnt location. There it is sect 

wm: and. .ts loertion snd elevetion detormined with the elidade. Such a sight to a 

vy. vicusiy vnknown point is erlled a FORESIGHT (F.S.). The point where the rod was 

held is called @ TURNINGPOINT (T.P.). The rodmen stays at this point while the 
instruments mean brings the table past him and sets it up at some point ehead on the 
line to to traversed, Then 2 backsisht is teken to the turning point agein after 
compass «vientetion of the table, Then e foresight is made and so on until either 
the Inivial point or end of the survey is reached, The.last rording must always be 

ns, foresigu*. In the following notes the vertical engle of the telescope was rerd 

ow the der-a0 senle with its v>rnier which rerds to minutes. The niddle wire 
wes sot ca the rod wherever convenient after tho distance had been read; then the 

roéeon ws signaled to momo if it was a backsight or to loay down the rod if 2 
forssight ard just been taken; next the control level was centored and the vernier 

rood. During tines thet the rodman was walking the instrument nen subtrected 30-00 

degseces from the enzles ond mede the cormutations. The computation of distence (as 

it sopears from the stndia rending) end verticel ancle gives the difference in 

alev:tion of the instrument and the point on the rod where the middle wire hits; 
this is oalled tae COMPUTED DIPFERENCE, Now vhat is needed for computation of 
elevetinns is ».cs ‘this ouantity but the difference of clevation between the 

instrument ond tae bottom of the rod; this is the NET DIFFURENCE. The reeding of 

the 2iddie tire above the bottom of the rod is called the ROD CORRECTION. Study 
the Jiagraa bolow cnd see that if the signt is uphill from the instrument the rod 

correction is subtracted from the computed difference to get the net difforence; 
iv tho sight is downhill the rod correction is added to the computed difference. 
Uphill is o # angle; dowmhill is . - angle. In the case that the telescove was 

| level and the middle wire was read there is no computed difference. In cese another 
than the middle wire was rend with telescope level the computod differonce is equal 
to the heif invervel rod rending found whon ecttins the distance. Blevetions of , 

the instrunent ore here cnlled STATION clevrtions for in.other problems the torn 
BRIGHT OF INSTRUMENT is use¢@. in enother sense. In these notes the clev-tion of the 
greund -. stetions is not shown. Sometimes foresizhts ere token to poirtts which 
ere not used for orcksithts; they ero crlled SIDE SHOTS” .- 

ved corr, i 
comp. difi— station 

eT ee Pe ee ieee? 
fo — ee 

Eround = eee net 

< rod corre S| | diff 
f aes 

> a ; i cee or i
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In the notes the locations of stations are commonly denoted by letters and of 
turning points by wumbers. It is possible to compute notes without any more rules 
than have been given above; all thet is needed is to keep one's head as to the 

proper time to add and subtract. Experience has shown, however, that few begin- 
vers can do this for kong, especially if the weather is bad or if tired at the : 
end of the day. It is therefore absolutely necessary to memorize the following 

rules which are based on the diagram given on the last page and on simple algebra. 
‘a) Give the vertical angle which is obtained by subtracting 30-00 degrees from 
tb observed or oblique angle (this is not necessary with the K. and EH. instrument 
ive with it you heve to notice when it is pointed up end when down) the algebraic 
sien of the remainder. Uphill angles sre then + and downhill are -. 

(©, Give the computed difference the same sigm as that of the vertical angle in 
“> ease of foresights and the opposite sign in the case of backsights. This may 
2osily be remembered by thinking that backsights are taken looking the opposite 
we, from the direction the survey is going. This is the reason for keeping dis- 
teaace readings in separate columns for foresights and backsights. A little study 
cf the ciogrom will show how this rule is derived. : 

(co) Give the rod correction a + sign for all brcksights end a - sign for all fore- 
cigets iacluding sideshots. This rule is arbitrary but is the same as for levelirg. 

(a: Sombine the computed difference and rod correction by algebraic rules to get 
the aet iifference with proper sign. 
(e) In exse of level shots when middle wire is read cerry over rod correction with 
giez une..nged into net difference column. 
(4) In cae of level shots when other then middle wire is read treat readings of 

upocr Wir. (recorded by placing enpitel U before rod correction). as + engles and 

ex Towez vive (recorded by capitel L) as - angles and then apply same rules es if 
anz.es h. been read, Meke no chenge in rod correction column but place half 

cacorval in computed difference column with appropricte sign and -pply usual rules. 
\g) When computing clevations notice that each is derived from the last before by 

tppiying the net difference. If net difference is - subtract from preceeding. 

elevation; if + add it. Notice that elevations alternate (whore there are no 
side shots) between those of turning points and those of stations and that they 
are kept in sesurate columns. 

(n) Notice thet signs for degrces and minutes are never shown for fear of con- 
fusion w.th figures 0 and 1 but that the two are separated by a -. Do not omit 
D otter a decimal point and in case of minutes 00. In case of readings of less 

than LO minutes write 05, etc. 

vewtion: Do not carry computations of net differences to closer than tenths of 

fect. Remember that results cen be no more accurrte then the original data. Ree 
’ menoer the error on the computer: "rod reading" means full interval X 100. In 

case of distances over 1000 feet compute the differonce for 1000 fect; then the 
difference for the amount over 1000 fect and add the two quantities. Notice that 
notes do not show the corrected horizontal distance. This is used only for platting 
on the piene table.



7 Name «Problem 11, edition 1949, p. 3 
- a 

Location Distance Angles | Diff. elevation *levation 
Sta} T.F. | B.S | F.S- | Oblique, Diff. | Coma.Rod corr.Nes|. Sta T. Pe SoGe 
A Bel. 1560 Sit eae es W400 | | 1204.0) 

1 16co | 31-46 M 14.0 | i 
B z: 1800 34-07 M 14.0 | i 

2 860 | 30-00 M 10.2 | | 
é 2 1240 25-41 | M 6.0 

= 380 | 19-10 i U 13.0 : 
D 3 1020 33-20 | 7.0 | 

4 170 | 30-00 | M902 
5 | 820 | 30-00 | M 14.0 

E 5 470 | 30--00 | M 467 
6 11020 | 30-54 | M 6.0 

F 6 530 | | 33-20 | M 6.0 
1 | 680 | 31-42 | M 12.0 
8 | 600 | 42—11 | M 5.0 

G 6 760 | 30-00 iW 1.0 
9 550 | 30-00 | M 4.5 i 

H | 9 730 | 28-37 | M560 | 
10 | 800 | 31-15  M 320 

ij 0 670 | 26-41 | M 6.0 | 
11 | 130 | 32-57 M 5.0 | 

fee 460 | | 24=09 | M 6.0 i \ 
12 | 310 | 38-16 M 6.0 | | 

K 12 760 | | 27-43 M 10.0 \ i 
; 13 | 330 | 33=33 M 1.0 

LB 300 | 30-00 M 2.5 
14 580 | 30-00 M 10.0 

N | 14 320 | 30-00 M 11.5 | 
15 | 360 | 30-00 U 2.4 | 

o 4145 500 | 27-02 M 6.0 | 
16 230 | 37-31 Mi 4.0 \ 

e | 16 370 30-00 & 13.5 | 
17 160 | 33-41 M 11.0 | i 

& 17 140 30-00 M 5.3 | 
18 350 <2 32613 M 5.0 | | 

= 18 210 30-00 M 12.6 | | 
19 230 | 30-45 M 2.0 | 

S |-19 190 30-00 M 666 | 
20 300 | 30-00 M 2.6 | 
1200 250 | - 30-00 U 6.0 | 
on 390 | 30-00 U 1e7 
lot 260 30-00 M 764 \ 
22 420 32-00 M 10.0 | 

W|222 370 30-00 M 8.2 | 
23 220 | 30-00 M 5.3 | 

i | 23 190 30-00 M 607 i 2a 360 | 30-00 | M 5.4 | 
X | 24 390 30-00 | L 14.1 ' 

| 25 250 | 34-51 | | M 6.0



: Page 4 j 

Name 11 continued 

Tocation { Distance i Angles ! Diff. Elevation fee Elevation 

1 i | i 
Ste it P| BS | FS Oblique| pire .eomp | Roa Corr. fet Bta; TP 6 

y les | 170! 26-13 | M 5.0 | 
| 26 430 33-43 | M10.0 { | 

Z  |26 | bso | | 30-00 |L13.0 ee | 
27 | 200-2, = — 30200 | ly. 0.3 | 

as i27 | 250 | | 30-00 | iM 3.7 | 
| 28 | i 60 | 30-00 | (M304 | | 

BB 128 | 680 | 30-00 | ly 3.8 | 
129 : 580 | 30-00 1 iM 8.4 | 

cc los 970 | 31-13 | iM1LO.0 \ 
130 | | 750 1 20-17 10.0 

DD 130 { 640 | | 31-33 | 'M 2.0 | | \ 
Sie 680 | 30-00 | \2 1.0 | 

EB [31 | 700 | | — 30-00 ee ies | | 
So ; 1080 2512 } {M140 ( 

rr [32 |! 250 } | 30-00 | 'M 703 | 
33 i 30-00 | | lw ed 

GG |33 | 210 | | 33-36 | | ee | 
3b | 270 27-12 M 7.0 | 

ra |34 | 320 | | 33-07 IM 5.0 
ioe 1 830 | 2311 pat.o | 

Il 135 | 4B0 | | -33208 | | 1M10.0 \ | 
136 | | 660 | «29-20 | | Iait.o = | 

ds= 196° (1150 | | Bheon | iy 6.0 | | 
3M o-| B22 | ™ 6.0 | 1204 

| 
| | | | | | | ! a a | 

oe | | | 
see] | | 

be | | 
S | | | 
co | 
EL de 

t | ' | 

ee eo 
| | 

be | | | | | | | 
be | | ! 

| | | 
| = | | | 

| Se |



Frpblem 11, data sheet Edition 1953 
NaMs& 
Compute the following actual field notes. Those used for Problem 12 were taken 

along same line of surveys DO NOT compute elevations until you have checked | 
the net differences in the two problems and see that there is no large difference 
in any pairs of shots. A good féea is te rule your scratch sheet into squares 
and keep computations separate end in order, Do not compute true horizontal 
distances for such are used. only in platting on the planetable. When you come 
to computing elevations the best idea is to arrange a column on scratch paper 
and give the + or - sign before each net differsencee You will make fewer 

mistakes in this way than in trying to carry across from one column to another. 
Remember that almost all large errors are made in computation rather than in 
reading or recording. The more you do in computing here the quicker it will 
go in the field and there computations must be done at once (not in office only). 
The method ef computation is based on long experience and is better than Low's. 
Show all signs. + or - Carry elevations to nearest tenth of foot. 

Stadia constant (stadia interval factor) = 100.0 Sep eieecs 5 
ae _| Interval | _dngies [| | iDEFE. Televadion. ["" “ieveticn | 
Ista T. Fe B. S.] FASS es See Compe| hod:corr./ Net. Stal Tok. 
A | BM. Teo2 | | 30-00 10 OP M300 | Soe 159300, 

| 1 4.0 | 30-00- | i M11.0 =| | 
Bela | 2.0 | | 31-50 } M2.0 
a 30-00 | fee ee Se ee 
‘ers i [ 28-40 | 6.0 

ea | 566 30-00 M720 ' 

De] 222 32856 | 30-00 M1.3 
[3 - 12.0 | 30-00 i 

ee | eel Ae, oe aa 2 ee oo ed i 
feeb 2.9 30-00 M5.7 ' 

re 5] 4.4 30-00 | M8.3 ! 

eR a) ee ee ee 
G) 6 5.5 | 30-00 M2.6 ; 

7 | i 9.0 31-08 M12.0 ; 
He] 203 32-10 | M320 i 
Ce ee) ok 
£ iB | 2x6.5 30-00 M3.5 

ee | 9-7 30-00 M4.0 ‘ 
Jeo. 1 ob | 3ia5 M3.0 | : 

j_|20_| 2 jee 6. 
Roe ang 30-00 M920 

| es 4.0 30-00 M11.5 : 

“IL 141 (2x6.8 30-50 M2.0 

4 ae ae A ee M320 | eee as 
M | 12 702 29-05 M1320 4 

| 413 1 2x6.0| 28-06 M8.0 ! 
jN | 23 10.0 28-51 M12.0 
2G ce. a eee 

oO; 14 | To3 31-10 M920 es 
15 | 54 21-52 M8.0 i 

P| 15 |2x12.0 29-05 M10.¢ 
ae 4.8 30-00 M9.5 
Qj 16 j2x11.3 Seo | ee M1360 Pale oe a 

ly} 303 28-50 M10.0 : 
Rage | 2.5 30-00 MO.7 

18 10.6 30-00 M1.3 
S| 18 303 30-00 M5-2 i 

a | 8a) eo | 1 
T'| a9 307 30-53 — “T M6.0 : ; Det 2 

20 105 32-24 M10.0 

U| 20 2e1 30-33 Ml.1 ' 
al 309 31-43 M4.3 '



Problem 12, p. 2, edition 1939 

NAME, Keep scratch notes in order on another 

sheet. Do not compute elevations until you have cheched net differences and com— 

pared with Problem 11. Figure elevations to nearest foot only. In cass of a half 

take the even foot. 

Location | Full Interval | Arc | Diff. of Hlevation Elevation 

Sta T.P | Bo FS | Read Rem) Comp Rod Corr. Net |Sta TP 8 §$ 
—————— Bop eae eee ee : Rica. 

A (BM 15.6 = | | U 4.9 1204, 
a 16,0 ) 53 \ M14.0 

B ie 18.0 \ 57 | 16.0 

2 56 [= 250 | M10.2 
Cai2 12.4 i 43 i L 6.5 

j 3 3.8 i 32 | M1365 
DLs {10.2 | + 56 | M 965 

| 4 iy 0 { M 9.2 
: 5 be | ee M14.0 
ae, 47 | j 50 4 i M 4.7 
| 6 bie tm | | U 6.0 
ee $3. -| [286 | { M 5.0 

” | 6.8 | oa 4 j M11.5 

: | 8 6.0 | vo | M 2.0 

Gy 6 Teo \ 50 | i : _ 

| 9 | {Sel 50 | MHS | 
H 9 } 73 | 48 M74 

TOES | 8.0 52 | M1.0 | 
430) | Ge? 48 | Mo.2 | 

faa | 7.3 56 | M11.2 | 
ea 4.6 40 M 5.1 

| 12 ‘ el 65 M 8.6 
eee 70 47 T1250 

Be 363 a7 M 4.8 
% 115 3.0 350- M 2.6 

| 14 5.8 | 50 | M10.0 
No station M | i 

w | 14 Bee | Lo M11.5 
LS 3.6 50 U 24 

0 | 13 h 5.0 46 M11.2 
16-6 253 64 M 6.5 

P 136 36% 50 \ 113.5 
et 1.9 55 | | M 8.2 4 

Q wt f 14 3? i M Se 
2 365) S ' M5. : 

R 18 : 21 50 | M12.6 

= 19 «if 2.8 Ss. M 0.8 
6 715 1.9 50 | M 6.6 

20 5.0 50 | i M 2.6 
7 | 20 2.5 50 \ U 6.0 | 

| PL 369 50 | | U1? 
Ue 2aG ' 50 | ' M 7.4 

| 22 | 53 i M 8.6 
V | 22 3.7 | 80 | M 8.2 

| 23 ! 2.2 | 50 M 5.3 : 
eis 1 io] — M 6.7



eg a F Srobicm 12, 4 oo 
Sf See ee 

: See e 
| | 

‘ | Elevation 

5 | ; Diff. of Elevation | Sa 
a to ety 7P iss 

Po oe gee ee Se ee ee ee | 
oe ee ee ee gee ee a ~~ 2 ae ee i 25 | a ae 

| eo i ay be) eg | | 26 | mg | | | 193 ,0 : bier ol {20s 4 Ree ae i | 
26 i a Er | i 1 U 943 i i | 
EF ae | ae 3 | 

S00 ig | of pee | | | joes ei [tee 1. aa uss BB 28 | 663 i eS | ~ 6.4 | | 
ete t oe -. / M846 | ' 

Gi 29 | a7 | ig (ho S| Se | M34 | 
pp: 30 | 6.u ee oe |; | gate | ea | OS ae | | es =: 3 | 1 | ce eee [eee | | | i= oe (ee ee eS 50 | | | | i 33 | mS a6 CO Lo ee | GG 33 | 2.0 ye Uo a oa | | | | mm) 3 | ee 1.2,0 | i 35 oe “|. ja | 
nS |. Uys | se 4 ae 

| 
1 oe i De 2 } i 

} 
oS! 

! | | i M50 
20k | 

ee | SB ee | 1204 | eo as ie | Cee | es | SS oS 
' | 

: 

i 

{ i { | { \ 
i | aes | | | Pe 
| | | | | | | 

\ 
i 

: | : 

‘ De 
| | 

Ds | 

! 

| 
: z '



Froblem 12 Data sheet, edition 1953 E 
NAME 
Compute the fellowing checking net differences with 1953 editon of Problem 11 
Use same suggestions for computation Carry results to nearest tneth foot. if 

= Show all piensy Make sketches 1° desired. ¢ 
—lece Interval Beaman arc | Diff. elevation | a 
ba. TeP. Bods ae os Arc — Compe !Nod corr.’ Net | Sta T. = ee ER Ou Oe eet eee ees 

Al Belle 762 | aT % | 9 | ie : 1593.0) 
 # | 4.0 | So | M11.0 | | 

BE Li eo 53 | { Mle4 | 
Pe. Se Smee 

Bs 2] he 48) [79.0 | | 
| 3 | 56 | 50 | | M70 | 

Dj al 266 bo | | Wage 
4 12,0 Da. 2,0 ee hee Ses aie eels Oe eon eee 

E “| 4.2 | 50: t M1. 2 + : 

ec ee | | ot i | Mo.3 

Ee i ee a {048 = ee 
Gi 6). 5.5 1 50 | [M2.6 

H 4 oe cee 5 | Pg | 
ee 

[ 8 12x65 P50 M3B.5 
9| 9.7 Se : | ua.o | 

J} 9 2.6 | 53 | M3.0 | 
Fis es LO ears | oe SO Ig Maer eee 

[Kk] 0]. 3.5 50 | M960 
4 11 o26 150 M115 

|| 112x848 52 | | M12.0 
oe ee = ee pe a ET | 48 | M10.0 
ig j2x6.0 | 46 | MO.0 | 

Nj} 13] 10.4 | | 47: | M1.0 
ee ee be 
[9] aS a3 | a M9.0 | | 
I asl | Se4 | 47 | | M120 | | 
IP) 15/2 eae 49 | 112.0 | | | 
| te a 4 
6: 16j2x11.3 | oh} M12.0 | | 

ae | 302 | 48 M11.0 | 
| Ri 7 205 | i | so | | MO.T | 
WE le cep | LO Ore es Me oe ee a ere 

Ss = S| | 50s, 7 a | 
Po 3 ; 84 | 50 ™ | | MT.0 | | | 

el aa a | M1.0 | | 
ee 
(oT a, ek rer | M11.0 
Le a ee 3



Proulem 5 2 aditicn 1945 

Name SRE 

Motes by Twenkofel and Banners 

: Locations cme! Angles Dire Slevations 
pe eee ade sons ad nonsense he ea 
Ste bes ata at iGo ina cane Dist ie a oem be, OG i eat veered BE opie ecaeria 
coe ee aaa ek ee a tT insets] Gromal P| Fils 

sie lettin een teen renee cts et ie eee been en ae et Be ae 

WBe | BBL | 2850 | 40-30 | i | | ; 20 : 
DD 2610 | 29-29 | ! i | 2 

| SBS) ezco | ser | | i 10 
; 2 ¢ 5230 | 34-01 | | i aes i oe 
a iso | 46-35, | oe 2 | 

EBa | 2190 j 31-00 | i i i i 2 | 
BM | 1860 | 30-49 | | | 952] 14 | 

i ! ' ‘ (wl et tp rn a 

| E Ba | 4 Ba | 2ico | 28-55 | i4| i 2 3 t ' 4 I i * {0 | aoe i | oo a4 
SB { e120 | 40-27 | | 4 1s | 
BB | 2420 | sly; | po 10 | 
DD | 1980 | 4BB7 ) | pS et 

; SEB] 1490 }| 46-27 | : ee jlo | 
; { ' i : aes : ee ocr en a ~ ee: ioe 

pe Bl ee Ba | 2580 | 19-52 | ' i 4 i : | 2 | 
r | 3440 | 28-03 | ‘ i i | Be 

} SB | 4320 | 30-02 | p24 fas | 
| RR BUG | S6-8E | os . | An! 
bs ss ee — =a ee ee ne = ee ee a arene ee ; feces oa som 

ao | WBe | 2610 | sospe | i ia | ' Ce. i 
| $B | 3780 | ses | | cae | [15 | 
; RB 45g0 | 34-08 j i aa i , & | 

ee = ccel GESS0el Gee EASES SERINE (GE GE euiees ces = 
. iF ; ‘ 

£3 al WBa | sso 21-46 | I | a] Poe 
ig 4540 | AMG | | 4 | oe 
e2a3 earG- | e0e1s | | i ; : ' (16-4 
1 DG | 2640 | ama? i i | et 
i RR BEEQ | a7-24 | i ' foe) 

Ce gre ee) ee 
Note: § C = not estublishec - Sights te DD from B Bl anc § EB were 

omitted except for direction, = . ap ee lee eee ter



GEOLOGY 11. : 
MAPPING 

r Problem 12, edition 1935 

Object: Computation of notes taken with planetable and telescopic alidade 

using Beaman arc system, 

Material: Pencil (soft), eraser, scratch paper (use the squares on bottom of 
this page). : 5 

Method: The readings on page 2 of this problem were taken on the same traverse 

as in Problem 1l. Except for the level shots every one was duplicated with 

angle and Beaman methods usually putting the middle wire on a different place 
on the rod for the angle reading than that where it hapnened to fall when 

: the Beaman observation was taken. The NET DIFFERENCES of elevation should, 
therefore, agree within a small margin of error a large part of which is due : 

to error in different Cox stadia computers. In the field the routine was: 
(1) read distance generally with tom wire on top of rod, (2) level index bubble, 
(3) set telescope so that it is on a Beaman division because with uneven 
divisions no vernier is possible and fractions would have to be estimated 
which is not close enough for much work, (4) read where middle wire cut rod 
that is the rod correction of the notes, (5) move middle wire to a convenient 
place on the rod zererally 10 feet, (6) send rodman on, (7) read angle with, 
vernier. This order of work reduces the time the rodman is held on a turning 

point. Note that columns in notes are essentially same as for other method. } 

The distance is not put down but instead the FULL INTERVAL reading or distance/ 
100 Some people call the “computed difference" the "product" because it 
is the result of miltiplying the remainder after 50 is subtracted from the arc 
reading by the full interval reading, Note that this is the same computation 
as with both "step" and "drum" methods, in other words one "Beamantone step= 
one drum revolution or 100 units. The only difference is that the Beaman arc 

serves for all angles whereas the other methods are limited to low angles. 
Rules for signs are exactly the same as with angles. 3 

For backsights sign of product or computed difference ig + 

OPPOSITE to sign of remainder when 50 is subtracted from arc. 
For foresights including sideshots the signs are the SAME. 

, All rod correction readings on backsizghts are + 
? a . " foresight’ are - 

Net differance is algebraic sum of computed difference and rod cor. 
Upper wire = + arc difference (remainder) Lower wire = — dif. 

Use these squares in vroper order for scratch notes. 

we | | e. 

| | 

i 
tH 

I pony am 
i \ 

+ ot | 

i 

| ae 

1 

\



Problem le, p. & edition 1939 

eo ae Keep scratch notes in order on another 

ones sheet, Do not compute elevations until you have checked net differences and com 
: pared with Problem 11. Figure clevations to nearest foot only. In case of a half 

take the even foot. 

A Sta |T.P BS FS Read | Rem.j comp] Rod -_ Net Sta PP ss 4 “36 | 

A) pe k 15.6 52 #2 [BLL Y vi es H69.0 ie 
+ 16.0 | 453 +460) —M14.0 | +3¥-0 12030 

B }.1 4 $6.0 | 57 ae ~f260) +L 6.0 Mol ~ 111-0 1092.0 
: oe 8.6 | 50 oO | 2) = Mine | ome 081-8 

C 2 eee U3 f= 7 [4968] +b 6.5"B 4995] ne13 
3 3.8 | 32 IS |W -113.5  |-gyg 1099.4 

D 3.1 0,2 56 | FG [cha] +H 905 [ogy 47.7 
y iF 50 © |-o | = 9.2 “5.2 10H 5 
5 a 8.2 | AO oO o ~— ~iH0 ‘ (6337 

= 5 ef 50 o er COT ol fap 
6 Wee) 5 | ee bt: 6 one i 2 monk JogpnZ| <4; I043-3 

F 6 aa 56 1 TG jag] +M 5.0 726 R Teng : 
7 6.8 53 — M11.5 + 69 029. ¢ 
g 6.0 70 200} — 2.0 $80 38-9 

G 6 Ta 50 O 1% yer ti. «fax AD | 2 
9 5.5 50 } eo je M5 a 104¥QY 

H 9 13 We |e ite tee 7.4 | tzao | 10624 
20 g.0 | 52 |tz |teOol-—wNi.o tse pry 

Ti 657 Ng  |-2 [#341 ¢M 3.2 [tub po9g0 
a: 73 56 to |r 4391 -M11,2 {4326 UGG |” 

z 11 4.6 ho ~/0 JF HO} eM 5.1 [eel I B2,7 
12 3.1 65 [tir [t4os | - Mw &.6 .g [327 1220.6 

K $42 726 UZ 3 [#228] e118.0"° leans [279.2 
13 303 | 5F #7 44231] — M — #183 1277.5 

L 1 Fe) f 50 0 Oo 4M 2. $246 | 12804 
: s . 5.8 | 50 ° o 1 6.0 Ko 1270-1 |G'2699 

No station M e 
n | 1 Be 50 @ 1 o> | FM S| 12 bb ae 

145 SG) oO 1B }= 0 2,42 -0:6 AS08 
o 115 5.0 be [FY |ezool+ wat.2 [aw [73 122 4 

16 2.3 64 $14 |43221- M 6.5 25:7 13379 | C1238-9) 
P|} 16 | 3.7 50, fo | 8, | FEZ gle is3 [9892 

17 1.9 5 |¢5 1795 J- M 8.2 t4Z 1384 5° 
@ 17 1.4 50 a o 4M 503 $5.3 1359.5 

; 1g 365 | 54 +4 jeMol-M 5.3) le6.7 bes 
R | 18 21 » | 50 } ° #M12.6 [412.6 \/3874,1 ) 

19 2.8 } 51 tr H281—-MoO.8 [+20 E333. 24 (4 8S." 
s e119 1.6 50 ° © +¥M 6.6 |+06 8979 

20 3.0 | 50 0 fo (Mab 1 $-26 eee 
M120 2.5 | 50 oO} o | tU 6.0%o/ +49 V992O | jpo92, 

21 3.9 | 50 o lw t= 0 lnteanhg 0.2 Hom 2 
U 21 2.6 50 o |o +M 7.4 +7.4 1399.6 4 20 ty 53 3 26 |-l 8.6 +46 1103.6 

. Vv ee 3a 5G ; Oo o | +M 8.2 #G.q IYY 

: 23 Cae 50 oO ° -M 5.3 3 190665 
W 23 1.9 50 ° ° $M 647 B67 BES. 

t



“3 Se . 

ee ee 
P Location | Full Interv | Arc | Diff. of Elevation Elevation 

4 Sta: TP | BS | FS [Read [Rem /eomp| Rod corr. | Net | sta | FP [ss 
: fe. \ | | 1413. 
oe Sab) | 50 8 9 M5 | HY MoT 

mo eh i 329 | . ' 5O er o ie tib.o | 23.4 4 ) 
1 25 15 le 59 | $9 aus 8 7.0 +155 | 1439.3 jlequ 9S 

ee ay , 45 |-e HOS |EM 76 eter yo s4 
: at 3 | 56 1H | oas-g]~ m10,0%FS| + 15-2 | W134 

@ 261 45 oo 7 2 o | FLLZ.0M=EY ¢ 1-2] 148564 
: 27 | 1 2,0 |. 50 ee +o7} G3 — 

AL; 27 265. | 1 50 ° 0 |+M 37 $3.7)! 1493,.0- ele 
| og | | 0.6 i 50 | woe | -M 304 -3-4| | 1187.6 highest t eaF 

$B be 1 be | 1. 50 o | 0 + 3.8%MGu| 041 149001 Z 
og ee B.5 ep eg fo -M Bel - 64 le 

Coy Oa 1 52 142 (19-4 1 +M 8.6 19:3 | 1,708 | 
a) Te ge ee). ens 1144 93 

md; 30 | 6.4 153 [63 ema eM 3k yl mye pyo3.s | 
gh 68 50 | Oo | OY| tam | 5 55-4) 19 18.1 

Be Dk 729 RS ok BIO M565 jt os h4 236. 
i 32 11908 =. NB tn [wang | -M 700 1 = 29.6 | 1395.0 1 of [2FFS 135607 

FF, 32 ye | a ed Oo EN fas 1 +7d [14023 j | 
35 1,8 1 50 | ° ° —M 7.1 Set 139 5.2; 

Ge 1.33 | 205 ; 56 +6 |-(2.0) +M 5.1 ~6.9 113943 | 
ia 207 | 45 [HS [-es]-M 663 oa NCR ST Pe? 9 

1m | BH | 342 56 | +6 1-172 |+M 7,0 -.2 356.3 
i 35 | 83 | 88 38-12 |-97.6 | - 12,0 J) & 12447 

II] 35 | 43 156 [ee f- ame] 12.5 1613 | 284 
1 36 | 5.6 lig a 2 j- 19.2. —M git SG 1206.6 

JJ | 36 |11.3 BU tty |-4 [4 M 5.0 = 40-2111 666 
BM 165 56 +6. |44501=M 6.8 +3 g.2 1204 | eovre 0.0 

| | 120 4.8 
| i ! 

Fe | | | 

a | oo | 

: 

= ts 

| 
2 } 

i



p GEOLOGY 11 

si MAPPING 

Problem 13, edition, 1930 

Object: Computation of planetable survey where distances were found by 

intersections and differences of elevation by vertical angles. 

Material: Cox stadia slide rule, pencil, eraser; blanks on page 2 to be 

filled in and handed in. 

j Method; The sketch below shows the lay-out of the survey which was started 
: from a baseline measured with a steel tape. First tvo columns sive loca~ 

tions abbreviated to initials . Distance was (except on 

base line) scaled from map and is therefore true horizontal distance, Ob- 
lique angle is angle read with middle wire on flag of station sighted. 
Difference is obtained by subtracting 30-00 from these readings. Commuted 

difference is obtained by uso of stadia corputer. Since this computer is 
designed to worl with apparent Cistances obtained by reading stadia rod 
work as follows: Set the vertical angle (difference) on the horizontal 

distance correction scale to the scaled map distance. The 0 will then 
read the apnarent distance which would have been obtained if rod had been 
used instead of intersections. ow read commited difference in usual way, 
H. I. column gives heicht of instrument avove ground. Elevations of sta~ 
tion occupied are given both fot ground and instrument and must differ 

by this figures _Corrwtations are made to nearegt foot only. Colum E. Ff. 

gives height of fleg at stations sichted above sround so that elevations 
of ground and flag mst differ by this amount. Vo rules for signs are 

needed; simply keep your head. If work is tvell Cone the elevations of 
different stations should not differ over 5 fect when Ccrived from dif- 

ferent sources. Place most reliance on low angless Sdale 1 in.=1000 ft. 
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PERSONAL DIRECTIONS--DEVILS LAKE FIELD TRIP 

General. Unless prevented by heavy snow the trip will start on f° * 2; 
oe » Date of return will be fixed by weather, not later than ** 7 ~~ ing 

Sunday afternoon. (signi eaya ota.’ 

Equipment. Hach student must provide: 

(a) Clothing suitable for work in brush and mud at temperatures down to 
freezing; some include thin gloves which you can wear while using instruments. 
Footgear are very important. Use either well-oiled boots with composition soles 

if possible or lumberjacks rubbers with leather tops, HOBNAILS ARH NOT DESIRABLE 
for they slip on the smooth rocks. A water-proof coat or a slicker, a cap or 

soft brim hat (on account of the alidade), and a belt are essentials. Take a 

change of clothes for it almost certain that you will get wet in April. Lighter 

shoes or slinpers for house wear are good. 

(>) Bedding for temperatures considerably below freezing; this means not 

less than three (3) HEAVY blon'sets, not quilts unless filled with wool. Mattresses 

are furnished to everyone! S. - es 3 fn Pes, ee 

(ce) Watch, for use with aneroid barometer and in order to get in on time. 
(a) Small drafting instruments such as a ruling pen, lettering pen, bottle 

of India ink, triangles, at least two hard pencils (4 to 9 H), scale with - 

decimal divisions of inches, protractor, etc. 
(@) Pocket notebook, not over 4 inches wide; a few sheets of cross section 

veer. THIS NOTEBOOK WILL BE INSPECTED AT END OF TRIP. BE ag ae 

wa me 7 . 37S. Do not use too soft a pencil when writing in this book. 
(f) Copies of Problems 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 18; Solar ephemeris. 
(g) Small Imapsack; this is very important as a safeguard against loss of 

small instruments as well as for your lunches, unless you have a parka or hunting 
coat. 

(h) Flashlight is handy 2t times. 
(i) Field glasses are handy; a talley register is good, also a slide rulo. 

but these are not essential. ' 

ORGANIZATION. Direct management of the house and table is placed in charge 
of the Cook. Students will be assigned to K.P. in turn. Note schedule of 
appointments. These are to help washing dishes, setting table, putting up 
‘lunches, etc. Firemen will attend to stoves and provide all fuel. Sweepers ars 
sesponsible for cleanliness of all quarters. INSPECTION FOR CLEANLINESS of 
duarters and dishes will be made without notice! Keep beds made up properly. 
Dishes must be rinsed free of soap; soap has been known to kill a horse! 
firemen sre velwreers fer the trip and nermaiiy oxemrt fren K.P, 

Complaints. As nothing undermines the morale of a party faster than com- 

plaints all such are strictly forbidden in public. Any complaints about food, 
service, etc. must be made to the Chief Growler IN PRIVATE. The Growler will 

make his report when called upon and complaints will then be investigated. 
Every effort is made to make the trip as pleasant as possible but it is not a 

pleasure trip and in this season of the year it is inevitable that there will 
be some hardships. Violators of the above rule will be put on K. P. ahead of 

and in addition to their regular turn.
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PERSONAL DIRECTIONS CONT'D. 

Personal supplies. Personal supplies can be ordered through the Cook who 
will appreciate advance payment. 

Hours. Rising hour (unless changed for special reason) 5:45 A. M. Dinner 
at dark. No lunch will be served at camp but those working near the ‘cary can 

park lunches there and come in to eat them. Evenings are devoted to study and 

work on inking maps, adjusting aneroid readings, checking notes, looking up in- 

formation for next day, etc., etc. Work will be permitted in the study.hall ~ 

until midnight ~ 

sleep. Work is permitted on Sunday. Discipline must be maintained to sare- 
guard the rights of all. Do not leave the work area without advance notice to 

the Chief of Party or stay out beyond reasonable hours (dark). Any violation 
of rules involving delay and trouble to others is a serious offense just the same 

as a violetion of any University or Park rules. SER SKB OF DIRECTIONS 

Care of instruments. Please observe all cautions literally. Remember 

that telescopic alidades and all instruments for that matter, are VERY EXPENSIVE. 

Do not jump fences or off cliffs. Check up your instruments whenever you go 

through a fence and whenever you leave a point you worked at. Follow definite 
lines so that if you leave or drop something you will know exactly where to look 
for it. Accidents do not "just happen" but are the result of failing to consider 
the risks. A. B.C. = always be careful! Better be safe than sorry. The dishes 
etc. are property of the Instructor not the University. Please be careful of 
them and do not include silver in the garbage! You are personally responsible 
for loss or damage in excess of normal wear and tear of any and all supplies 
charged to you or your party. Credit is withheld until such charges are paid 

to the Bursar. 

Personal Safety. Be careful on the rocks especially if there is snow. 
Remember that Northwestern trains run on the left hand track; KEEP OF¥ TRACKS 
WHEN A TRAIN IS PASSING! Do not stray from your area; leave it only when absc-— 
lutely necessary. There is no excuse for getting lost when you have instruments. 

Txust your compass and use your location maps. Do not take shortcuts across 
talus and cliffs for they take longer than to follow trails and roads. The 
eceatest danger you are exposed to is that when alone you might slip and injure 

& leg or foot so that you could not walk. To guard against this event carry 
matches and if incured make every effort to light a smudge in daylight or a five 
at night. Be particularly careful to not stay out after dark alone, Ordinarily 

you should never get out of contact with your party. Do not leave for field 
without proper equipment including clothing suitable for weather. A. B.C. 
Do NOT carry pencils etc. in bootlegs. Women students must not work alone or 
ieave immediate vicinity of the building after dark without proper guard. NEY": 
tail to keep an appointed meeting place; do not go looking for the others. 

z Fire warning. April is in the Spring Fire Season in the woods. The dry 
leaves make the danger very great except during and just after rains or snows. 
Fires are particularly hard to fight at the Lake on account of the rocks, Let's 
not start one. Please be careful with stubs and matches both in woods and in the 
house. Cigarette stubs do start fires, propaganda to the contrary notwithstand- 

ing! Break your match and step on stubs on hard ground. A. B.C. Use empty tir 

cans on the tables. Don't throw any stubs or matches on the floor. 

Health. If it is warm when the trip starts do not be misled into thinking 
that summer has come. Some bad weather is almost certain. Avoid wet feet and 
chills. Change wet clothes and shoes IMMEDIATELY on return to camp. Try to keer 

as well washed as at home. Shaving may be omitted. The menu is selected to 
offset any trouble due to sudden change in habits. In general you should feel
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PERSONAL DIRECTIONS CONT'D. 

better than at home! Never drink from streams. Learn to avoid drinking +:y¥ Jieuid 

during the day and you will suffer less from thirst. Help keep the dishes 
clean —— it pays! Apply to Chief of Party or Cook for first aid as soon as 
possible after any injury. 

Park rules. The rules of the State Park forbid starting fires (Unless you 
are seriously injured), cutting live timber, and bringing intoxicants or firearms 

into the park. Please obey these rules. 

Private proverty. In many places you will have to trespass on private 
property but the district has been selected to keep you out of such as far as 
possible. Please do not break any fences or leave any gates open. It is best not 
to work on Sunday near houses or on main roads. Avoid contact with natives as far 
as possible as most of them like to talk too much and will delay youesveia creinu. 

Mail. Have your mail sent care of F. T. Thwaites, Geology Camp, General 
Delivery, Baraboo and the Cook will get it if possible, There is a telephone at 

the assistant superintendent's home near the lake. 

Transportation. The University is not responsible for any student cars or 
for accidents incurred in use of them. Take 12-13 to junction with 159. Turn 
right (east) onto that and follow 1t to junction with 123. Go a short distance to 
right on that and then leave concrete to follow gravel road to right (south) up 

the bluff. Follow that to sign indicating route (east) to south end of leke. : 

Follow Park road around south end of lake to Camp Devils-Lake. Avoid the Skihi 
shortcut. If possible, gasoline, RR or bus fares will be paid out of the deposit 
Fund. File claims for such expenses with Treasurer. No return fare will be al~ 

towed if student is dismissed for misconduct. Park sleng res op esite e“fics. 

Cost. Expenses may run to $49.00. Wepeesdt cust oe eric in full scrore °° 
torferr 4or the Be.07 3 = . Living costs of Instructor, 
puy ana keep of cook, and rent of house, are paid out of this fund. Any surplus 

w.il be refunded together with a group photograph (if possible) at earliest pos- 
sible date. 3 ee = « Owners of 

cishes ete. get nothing for them except any left-oversat end of trip. 

Grades. Students who complete the required field work in a manner which ir 
merely "satisfactory" will automatically receive grade of C. Higher grades ar: 
given as rewards for ACCURACY of work, interest, resourcefulness, dependability, 

etc. Lower grades are result of CARELESSNESS ineluding loss of equipment through | 
violation of rules, neglect of opportunities to work, unreasonable neglect in 

veading and following instructions, slowness in grasping ideas, etc. 

Conclusion. Success is up to your initiative and gumption. When in dovb: 
‘cy to figure out SOME WAY to get the desired result. Get locations from map aio 
10t from natives. Check over equipment when starting and returning to camp. 

emember cost of replacing losses falls on you. Beginners are not expected to Le 
perfect but are expected to learn. CARRY ON! Let's try to better the record of 

the previous classes! LET'S GO! Making yeur depesit censtitutee a pledgo to 

ebuurve peti seove and any new rules which may seceme necessary. Meilure te 

sign eut fer tewn lesve ex fer sir phetes etc. taxen frem stusy hall, etayiug 

eut inter then is reasoucele, er cuusing exy disturbance in quarter: sre 

serieis efforeses, Chief ef exch werty must sign all members in en es re 2s seen 

eo he resches camp. ALL scciaents must bo reported premptiy. 

F. tT, Ghwaites, e¢hief ef Party
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~wsehand lettering after Orth and Maclin. ee also T. M. 5-230, sec. IV 
‘xrows show direction of strokes; numbers show their order. Draw guide lines; 
lower case letters extend 2/3 heigth above and below lines. Practice makes perfect.



THE UNITED STATES SYSTEM OF PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS 

Introduction. The public lands of the United St-tes extended west 
from the east line of Ohio, north of the Ohio River, and west of the Mississippi 

River with the exception that Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and Florida were 

also included; large parts of Texas and Celifornia,as well as smaller areas in 
other states,were privately owned at the time these regions were acquired and 
were therefore excluded from the survey. According to law the public lands 
were to be divided into tracts six miles square, inown as "Townships", with 
north-south and east-west boundaries. Those were to be subdivided into 36 
sections each a mile square. The system of surveys is important to geologists 
because (a) it affords a means of describing points where notes were made in 

a manner such that anyone could find them, (b) in examining private lands their 
yvoundaries must be found, (c) land divisions must be found in order t< show then 

on new maps, ard (a) land divisions are an immense help in finding ones 

location on a mape 

Beselines and meridians. Surveys were started from many initial proirts, 
susetimes several in the same state. A true east-west line was run through th- 
hoitial voint and called the "Base Line". A true north-south line was run 
cerough the same point and called the "Princinal Meridian." Every six miles 
on the base line township corners were established. "Range Lines" were run 
true north from each of these for from 24 to 60 miles. Points six miles distani 
from one another on these were joined by east-west lines called "Township Lines* 

: thus forming townships. On accovnt of the curvature of the earth townships 
ifas surveyed became narrower and narrower the farther north they were of the 
vase line. This reduction below the legal size was compensated for by runnir:: 

now "Standard Parallels" either every 24 (or every 60) miles on which new ful. 

sized townships were started to the north. Such lines were also called 
“Sorrection Lines". Ends of the lines south of the correction lines were ceil 
“Giosing corners" while corners for the full townshiys to the north were calie” 
"Svandard Corners." 

Numbering of townships. East-west rows of townships are called "Ticus" . 
ownships in the first tier north of a base line are each called "Township 1 
Novth. The next tier is T. 2 N. and so on. North-south vows are called "raz. 
sud townships in the first row east of a princinal meridian are called R. 1?.. 
iu the next row (or range) R. 2 B., and so on. In some cases townships are 
numbered south of base lines and west from meridians. In Wisconsin there is 
ouly one base line, the south line of the state, and only one princinal meridian, 
the fourth. All townships are therefore N. but there are both E. and W. ranges. 
The complete description of a township would read: Township 48 North, Range SE. 
eth Principal Meridian, or usually abbreviated T. 48N, R. Ss, 5th P.M., or 

move briefly, 48-6H. See Fig. l. 

Sections. Townships were divided into 36 secticus numbered as in 
Fig. 2. A few of the older surveys used a different system. Section lines ars 

supposed to be parallel to the south and east boundaries of the township and 

work was supposed to proceed from the southeast corner toward the north-west. 
The Sections were intended to be exactly 5280 feet (80 chains) from north 49 
south with the exception of the north row of each township in which all of tu 
error in subdivision was concentrated. East and west the maximum discrenancy ©. 
= section was supposed not to be over 33 feet (50 links), except that all 

discrépancies, as well as the effect of convergance of the range lines, were
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concentrated into the westermost row of sections in each township. As a matter 
of practice few section lines are straight lines for more than one mile and 
few are exactly north-south or east-west. In some of the older surveys, as in 

southern Wisconsin, no attempt was made to join section lines to the corners 
laid out on the north township line and as a result every township line shows 
slicht offsets between the corners for the township to the south and those for 

the township to the north, although the township lines themselves run straight 

through. None of either the west or the north sections of a township are 
squares. A given section would be described as Section 21, Township 47 North, 

Range 19 East, 4th P. M. or more commonly Sec. 21, T. 47 N., R. 79E., 4th P. M., 

or still more briefly, 21, 47-19H. In the last method the designation Section 

and North have been omitted where no ambiguity is caused thereby. 

Subdivision of sections. The government surveyers placed "quarter 

posts" at half mile intervals on the section and township lines; lines connecting 

these divided the normal sections into quarters of 160 acres. The points of 
intersection of the two "quarter lines" in the centers of the sections were 5. 
uarked but were left to later surveyors. A quarter section would be describe. 
ac the northwest quarter of section 5, usually abbreviated to NW 1/4, Sec. 5 
cv simply NW 5. In the north and west rows of secticns the quarter posts wezs 
set a half mile from the south and east boundaries respectively, thus throwing 
ali deficiency or excess into the marginal quarter sections on the north and 
west sides of townships. Elsewhere in the townships the quarter posts on the 
sest-west lines were set exactly midway between the adjacent section corners. 
“ser, settlers wished smaller farms than 160 acres and the quarter section: 
weve divided into quarter-quarters or "40's", the others in these sections i 
Tull size. The fractional areas on the north aud west sides of these section: 
wore called "lots" by the Land Office and numbered in cach section in genere. 
-om east to west and from north to south. Geologists gererally do not reecgn - 
ous in recording locations but treat all sections as though they had deen 

completely subdivided into 40's. See Fig. 3. 

Meandering. The borders of bodies of water were supposed to have =>: 
seandered" by lines run at angles along their irregularities but apparently 

wen this was done at all it was very crudely executed and few "neander post..: 
. Ge now be found. The odd-sized tracts were called "lots" and numbereé as 

»-vwn on the original plats which should always be consulted. For descript: ve 
purposes pay no attention to these lots. Adjacent to bodies of water which 
interrupted the usuai routine of surveying there are many descrepancies in the 
iand survey. 

Corners. in spite of elaborate rules and reguletlions for the marking 
c. corners with stones, pits, mounds of earth, etc. few seem to have heen thus 
permanently established. Generally a square wood stake was set; such stakes 
were marked in various ways but few original corner stakes: can now be found. 
Corners were also "witnessed" by taking the bearing -ad distance to several 
trees which were blazed and marked "B. 1." generally wita the number of the 
section, township, and range also indicated. Most such trees have long siuce 
fone but later surveyors have sometimes made new ones. Where corners fell :.. 
‘akes, streams, etc. "witness corners" were also established on the lines a: 
var as they could be run. Many later surveyors havo set iron stakes, dress x 
stones, or piles of stones often around stakes. Most lines were blazed and 
iater surveyors have reblazed them. Such blazes are generally found at the sano 
height on both sides of trees on or near to the lines and can thus be distinguish
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ed from natural scars. Care should be taken not to be deceived by corners set 
by unauthorized and incompetent surveyors; governnent and county surveyors are 
alone ;authorized to reestablish lost corners. Correct corner descriptions 

can generally be obtained from county surveyors.Original plats are on file at 
government land offices, and in many states at the capitol. County surveyors 
also have copies and some "plat books" are also reliable. Roads are commonly 
laid out along section, quarter, and 40 lines and county maps are therefore a 

guide to locating land lines and corners. Farm boundaries are generally fenced 
in a more permanent manner then are lines within the property since the latter 

are more often changed. "Line fences" are also a guide to finding land linos; 
farm lines are shown on many county maps. In vertical seriel photographs line 

fences are easily seen, elso differences in time of cutting in the forest and 

less commonly areas along fences cleared to prevent trees from falling onto 

fences and breaking thems These should hot be confused with clearing along 

electric "high lines"s In asking questions remember than many people miscall 
40 s¢re tract corners 1/8th posts instead of 1/léth posts. 
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: CONTOUR MAPS 

Generel. Relief may be shown on a map by various methods of sheding or by 

contours. ‘The latter method is alnost universally used in this country, although 

in certain places it feils to show ell the feetures. "Nachures" may be used 
for steep slopes which are not indiceted clearly by the contour lines. Although 
the general theory of contours is simple the following formal propositions are 
useful. 

(1) A contour line is a line which passes elong the surface of the ground 
vhrough all voints which heave the same elevation above a certain datum. 

(2) Contour lines represent the lines of intersection with the surface of 
She ground of a plane at a definite elevation above datum. 

(3) The verticel distance between successive plenes is Imown as the 

“Contour interval" or "verticel interval" (V.I.). 
(4) The less the contour intervel the greater the detail of elevations and 

depressions that can be shown; the size of the contour interval is also affected 
bj the scale of the map since e small intorval might make too closely spaced 

Lines « 

(5) The land on one side of a contour line is higher then the elevation of 

thet line; the land on the other side is lower, If you should walk along a 
contour the ground on your left hand, for instence, is lower end on your right 

hend is higher than the elovation of the contour. 

(6) Contour lines never intersoct or cross ono another. 
(7) An even slope is shown by evenly spaced contours: a sloping plane 

surface by streight contours: a cliff by coincident contours, 
(8) Svery contour mist either close upon itself within the map or pass off 

the arca mapved at tvo points or a multiple of tio. 
(9) then a contour closes upon itself the area enclosed by it is either a 

hill or an inclosed devression; in the first case the exact height of the top 
of the hill is ofton indiceted; in the second case a vond or marsh is often 
present. In the case of small depressions a spocial type of contour line called 

a depression contour is frequently used to evoid confusion with hill tops. 
(10) Maximum end minimam ridge end velley contours alvays go in pairs; 

thet is, no single lower contour line can intervene between two higher ones and 
no single higher contour line bettreen two lover ones, Violation of this 

provosition is @ very common crror of beginners. 

; (11) In crossing e valley contours bend toward the source of the stream. 
(12) It is advisable to make every fifth contour line heavier than the 

intermediate ones. The elovetions of these heavy lines are shown in @ break in 

tho line, not to the side. In very flat country it is necessary to number 

every line unless the exact elovations of intermediate points are sufficient to 

tell whet tho elevetion of each contour is. 

In eddition to the formal propositions the relation between contour lines 

and the origin of the topogravhy should be understood, The key to all topogravhy 

is the drainage system. The location, direction, and elevation of points along 

stroams must alvays be determined. The topography developed by stream crosion 

depends upon the longth of tine stroams have been at work and on the materials 

they have worked uwnon. Certain areas, such as the more rocent glacial drift, 

floodplains, sand dunes, eroas of recent vulcenism, etc., have not had any 

stroan pattern developed on thom; some of these typos are still being built un. 

Sverywhere olse stream lines are the control lines of the topography. Second in 

importence to drainage lines aro divides between drainage basins or, in the 

case of very young stream valloys, the limits of the eroded valleys. Normal
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stroams doveloved in matcriel of uniform resistence increase in grade toward 

their source while big rivers genorally have a grado of only a few inches to 
the mile. In material of uniform resistence to erosion mature streams develop 

valleys with intervening ridges of uniform slove, rounded at the ton. Where 
layers of rock of verying hardness occur tho resistant formations make steep 
slones or cliffs while the woeakcr onos make gentle slopos. It is therefore of 
great importance that the topographor understend sonothing of the geology of 

the country. Of tyvo maps with the same limit of mathematical orror, ono made 

by a topographer who understands goology is "alive" and full of moaning, while 
@ map mado without this knowlodge is "dead" or "wooden" in apooarance. 

Methods of loceting contours. The originel method of locating contours, 

or "curves of equal elovation", wes to traco every contour with a level; this 
is sometines done at the present day in country whore the reliof is low or 
extreme accuracy is domanded. It is evident, however, that such a procedure 
would nake topographic maps cntircly too oxpensive. The mothod of interpolation 
of contour lines between points of known location and clovation vas then 
adooted. Such voints should bo so pleced that thoy define the borders of plane 

surfacos; within these vlene arcas contour linos are cquelly spaced. Spacing 
of contours may also be obtained by moeasuronents of the angle of slope of tho 

ground and tho use of contour spacing scales for each dogrce of slopo. 

Control Points. The number of points vhose position and clevation are : 
neoded to locate contours depends upon (1) the purpose for which tho map is 
to be usod, (2) its sealo, (3) its contour intorvel, (4) the nature of tho 
topogrevhy, and (5) the forost or brush cover. If the clenontery principles 
outlinod above are notod, it will be soon thet ono mst locate and detormine 
the elevation of all summits, saddlcos, low places, and changes in degreo of 

slope. In the cese of crosion topogrephy, this mcens the location and oclevation 
of voints along ridge tops and drainage lines. In country where the slopes 
aro nowhero uniform it is sonctimes prefcrablo to traverse typical cross soctions 
of hills end valleys or to divide the country into a series of squares and 
dotermine the elevetion of each corner. This method is often necessary in 

country which is heavily forosted or has no definite systom to its foatures. 
In erosion topography it is most cconomicel to traverse the ridge tops and 
valley bottoms even in donso forest. The solection of the lower limit in sizo 

; of valleys which must be traversed doponds upon (a) tho scale of the map, 
end (b) its contour interval. In country like forestcd torminel moraine the 

method of smell squares is prefcrable since the features follow no law or 
systen. If great detail is ncoded the position and clevation of points within 

the squares can be obtained. 

Sketching. The exect position of the contour lines aftor all control points 
are located is done by sketching. In this work porsons vary greatly in natural 

ability to sce the locetion of an imaginary horizontal line oi. the ground and 
to transfor this linc onto veper. It is the doing of this work once for all 
in the ficld that gives the plane tablo its groat adventage ovor other methods. 
It is obvious, however, that in heavily forested country thore is no advantage 

in the use of the plane table. Traverses with compass and ancroid are far 
more economical unless such accuracy is required that it pays to brush out 

lines for the use of the stadia. The U.S, Geol. Survey usos a tape and small 
pleme teble in brush but it is doubtful if the accuracy obtained is sufficicntly 

groetor than that of a paced survey to pay for the incroescd cost. Ono should 
never attenpt to sketch contours in timber or brush farther then he can 
actuelly sce the ground. If tho mep scale is small and the topographic featuros 
devoid of small details which are to be shown, then contours may be intorpoleted
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between points where the ground was actuelly observed. In opon country ono 
should nover attempt to sketch contours which lie far above or far below tho 

level of obsorvation. The effeot of perspoctive gives rise to serious errors 

in these cases, so that table locations on the highest summits or in valley 
bottoms are of little valuc for sketching. Sketching stetions should be choson 

at intormodiate olevations; their locations may often be made by methods not 
sufficiontly eccurate for usc in the work of obteining control points. Wevor 
attempt to sketch the reverse side of a hill which you cannot sce at all. 
Above all, do not attempt eny sketching of contours excont in tho immediate 

vicinity of the teble until you have outlined the drainage systom and obtainod 

sufficiont control pnoints. Viewed from below, a ridge gonorally appears mich 
wider on top than it actually is. Old U.S.G.5. maps are filled with crrors 
due to sketching from too great distances. This often lod the topogrephors 

to connect portions of different streams because they hed not first followed 

out tho drainege pattern. Treat cach interstream ridge as a unit bounded by 
the velleys on ecithor side and work out the topography unit by unit instoad of 

hephezard. Don't assume that there is no break in slope or concealed valley 
or knoll in a bit of woods just because the tree tops are of uniform height. 

Do not got all points on ridgo tops only by intersoctions from below. You 

must climb hills and go into brush if your map is to be any better than a ‘rild 

skotch. Such a rough skotch is all right for some purposcs and may look bottor 
then a real map from the voint where it was madc, but it cannot be correct. 
The technique of sketching is vory hard to doscribe; it must be loernod by 

practice. hany approximate methods of location, such eas moasuring distanco from 
vertical angles to points of Inowm clevation, spacing of contours with slope 

scale on hills whose profile can be seen, etc,, are valuable helps. On very 
stoop uniform slopes do not attempt to draw all the contours in the field; 

draw only the top and bottom contours end possibly ovory fifth or heavy contour. 

Goncralization. As it is impossible to ropresont all of the smaller 
foatures of an aroa on a map somo choice must be made as to what to show and 
what to omit or goneralize. In this choice (a) the scale, (b) the contour 
interval, end (c) the purpose of the map are factors. The U.S.G.S. has 
steadily increased the anount of dotail shown to far beyond what was once thought 

possiblo. Features whose vrosonce is of geological importance or which are 
diagnostic of the origin of the topography should have preforonce ovor more 
accidents, like big tewiders on a talus slope. De not choose a scale for the 

' field map so large thet much of the detail cannot be shown on the reduced map 
used for publiestion, but, on the othor hand, do not use so small a scale that 

neesuring, sketching, orasing, and drewing bocomes very lsborious. The scelos 
used by the U.S.G.S, for ficld work are too small for beginners. Above all, 
do not sock to excuse crrors duc to insufficiont travel over the areca, by 

blaming them to generalization. 

Outline of field work. In ell mapping of more than a fow townships it is 
necessary to have botter "control" over horizontal end vertical locations than 
can bo obtained with the plenc table alone. The meesurcnents of location by 
triengulation (triconometric survey), primary traverse, or primary loveling 
all belong to the ficld of the ongincer. This kind of work is scldom done by 

® goologist, In an aroa of more than about 15 miles square the effect of the 

curveture of the earth becomes epparent. A map of such an arca made by planc 

teble intersections would be on Moreator projection and the scale would diffor 

in difforont perts. Tho nettor of ney projections to keop tho scale the sane 

in all parts of the map by changing dircetions will not be here takon up.
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For small areas, sufficicnt "control" can be obtained by eithor intor~ 
sections from a base line with plano table end telescopic alidade or by travors- 

ing around the arca end along roads with the stadia, The purpose for which the 
map is made, its size, scale, ctc., will determine the numbor of points within 
the arca whose position and elevation must be detcormined in this way. Whon 

vhis work, callod "secondary control", is all done and the horizontal and 
vertical crrers of closure adjustod, tho filling in of contours may be bogun. 
In case the arca is open and considerable accuracy is roquirod, tho remaining 
noints necded to locate contours mey be determined by stadia. Teble locations 
for this worl: may be made by compass oricntetion using oithor traverse with 
turning poiats or resection fron points elrcady determined and both methods 

hore possible. In many casos, particulerly where sevoral men are vorling on 

vhe aroca, it is better to transfer the voints end clevations determined by the 
volescopic alidade to shects on s;all traverse tablos., These can be used for 

peced surveys and locetions by rescetion: clevetions being secured by vertical 
angles, hand level, or ancroid. In very dense brush note book comoass treverses 
using the ancroid are moro economical than the plano table. In aroas of 
nagnotic attraction the diel compass should be uscd. In some casos, as in vory 

complex topography, two men would be an advantage since one could obtain 
locations and cleovations off the line of traverse loeving the other to keep 
track of locations alone, thus following tho woll known methods of gcological 
work in the Lake Superior District. The ancroid roadings can be reduced at the 
end of the dey by one of the methods outlined before and the corrected locations 

and elevations trensferred to the finel mep for uso in interpolating contours, 
Tentative contours and slope measuronants should, however, be shown on the ficld 

sketch. In arcas whore sauares aro preforable to ridge and valley traverses, 

tho size of tho squercs so as to insure that all the aroa has beon seen, depends 
upon the nature ef the topographic features as well as upon the forest and 

brush conditions. On crosion features in hard rocks, or in ground moraine 

much lerger squeres ero possible than in e complex torminal moraine or much 
dissected tonogrephy. Tho sausres are best travorscd in step-like form, thet 
is, north one squarc, cast onc, north agein, so that two sides of cach square 
heave bocn proviously trevorsod effording two chocks on previously adjustod work. 
Unless squares less than 1/10 mile on a side aro used, every stream and late 

shore mst be cither trevorsed or locatod by intersections. Tho method of 
squares is slowor than treversing of definite features, but that method is 

epplicable only in erosion topogrevhy. 

Conclusion. Don't try to sketch what you can't sco. Don't be in too much 
of a hurry to begin drawing contours. You cen extend contours up or down a 
slope whose anglo is known but it is botter to simply record the angle on the 
mep end fill in contours later after clovations are all sccurecd. Draw contours 
at changes in slope first; the othors can ofton bo loft until the map is 
inked in. Don't be afraid to climb hills but don't use oxtrome summits for 
sketching. Don't try to sketch distant featurcs, Go through woods along ridges 
and drainage lines if in crosion topography, otherwiso in systom of squares. 
Many important geological foaturcs are found in woods. In drawing contours 

every line worth drevwing is vorth drawing definitoly; avoid scratchy, faint lines. 
An oraser is 2 nocessary part of your equipment but by being careful to draw 

only whet you are sure of, you cen minimize errors duc to repeated cresurcs. 

If you leave a line of traverse for an outlook teke tho table with yous you : 
mney got a much better skotching station and besides, something might happen 

to your map while you are evay. Avoid unnecossery intersoction and other linos; 
keen careful record of these lines whore thoy ere numerous, Keep thom around 

the edges of the sheet to that thoy cen bo extended into area boing worked 

on when needed. Keop the map clean. Sometimes a shoot of wrapping paper with
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a hole over the place being worlced on is a very good way, but in high winds 
it is ept to give trouble. It is best to ink in the map from day to day instead 
of at the end of a job. If the mep is to be photographed use only bleck ink. 
Be sure you use the right kind of peper. If you are mapning geology show 
outcrops and boundaricos by uscual symbols. If you are preparing a map for a 
gcologist oxact clevations marked on the map near outcrops are often of groat 
value. Sxact elevations of bodies of water, hill tops, road intorsections, 
land corners, sags, and seddlcs in divides are all important to goologist. 
Sxact location and clevation of springs may also be valuables 

Goograriic nomenclature. The names of ell geographic features should be 
shown on a finished map. Great care should be taken to find the names actually 
ured by the inhabitants of the region; you are not called upon to criticise 
vLoir choice. Nover make up names of your own unless you are certain that no 
name has ever been previously applied to the feature. Avoid duplications of 
names elsowhere and under no circunstences neme a feature aftor a living porson 

GCanless possibly someone of great eminence); avoid long and clumsy names and 

such terms as "Little", "North Branch," etc., in naming forks of rivers. 

Finishing the map. Plane table maps should be inked in as soon as possible 
after the completion of the field work, if possible in the evenings end on 
rainy days. Watcrproof inks should be used. If the map is to be photographed 
it is best to use only black, but if it is to be traced or engraved, then the 
three colors used on U.S.G.5. maps may be employed with geologic data in a 

fourth color. Blue is difficult to photograph. 

Reproduction of map. Maps may be reproduced by photography in several ways. 
The photostat gives white lines on a dark background. Zine cuts are made for 

printing on paper. In case the size of the photographod map is to be very 
much smeller than that of the original, great care must be taken to avoid narrow 
spaces end sharp engles between lines which night blur in printing. Cut out 
perts of lines where necessary. This is especielly the caso in zinc cuts. Maps 
can also be roproduced by tracing, Information is readily transferrod from 
one map to another of the same scale by tracing on tracing papor in pencil. 
Then ley the tracing on the other map with a shect of carbon paper beneath and 
then trace with herd sharp pencil er steel point. Tracings used for blue or 
black line prints must be made wholly in black. It is best to use only the 
dull side of tracing cloth especially if the mep is to be photographed. Srasures 
may be mado with rezor blede or ordinary eraser, Remembor that both tracings 

and blue prints for publication are made by photographing onto motal or stono 

plates. The lines are then cut in with a stecl tool. Sevarate plates have to 
be made for each color. Copy for gine cuts, must be all in black. To make 

cuts from colored maps have them first photographed with proper color filter on 

@ panchromatic plate, 

General hints on drafting mans. Systematize your work — for instance do 
all roads, then all vator features, then all water features, then ell contours, 
etc. Never draw frechand any line, hovever short, which is intended to be a 
straight line. Use proper instruments and measurements to construct right 
angles, parallel lines, or circlos, however smell. Contour, swivel, or Payrant 

pons can be used for somo curved linos; they insure evenness of width. Use 

guide lines for 211 lettcring. Do erasing slowly; novor try to hurry. Wherever 

possible place all lettoring varallel to bottom of map. Where lottcring cannot
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be horizontal incline it so thet it can be read from the cast side of the map, 

Balance the size of letters to importance of places named. Follow a U.S.G.S, 

map for styies but avoid fancy lettering. Plen your lettering so that it will 
not obscure importent deteils on the map. Place your title in lowor left hand 
corner if possible, The words "map of" are often unnecessary. Give name of 
orgonizetion you are working for, date, name of chief of party, names of 
instrument men, graphic and at least one other form of scale, magnetic and truc 
moridians. Fancy borders ere generelly not needed. Remember that all of your 
work including field notes is the property of your employer. All your work must 
%e in such form that anyene clse can"take over" at any time. Wo one is infallebles 
cneck 211 your work and if possible, heve someone else also check ite 

Uses slanting letters for names of bodies of water end for public works like 
reLlroads and vertical letters for all other features. Section numbers can be 
either placed in center of each section or on large scale maps put in the corner 

ef every section so that there are four numbers around every section corner. 
Corners which were actually found from either a monument of some kind or from 
fence coruers should be marked with proper symbol end distinguished from corners 
whose position is simply inferred. heck carfully to see that you did not 
violete any of the rules for contouring.
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MaPPING fees 

Froblen 17, edition 1943 (eddl7 now combined with 18) 

Objects To draw a map fora oblique aerial photographs 

Materiel: Hard pencil, eraser, scele, magnifier, triangles, tracing japer, 
one or more photographs, meps of area shown giving control data, white paper 

Method: Photographs uay be taken from the air with the axis of the cauera 

tilted. _If the tilt is not far from verticcl the phtos are called "low : 
obliques";-if the angle is net fat’ Pros horizontdl+they are "high oblicues". 
“Note thet the reference is to vertical and not to horizontel in this. 
Low obliques can be chenged to verticals by use of a specicl printer. This 

is regular practice with sultilens casers which take both verticals end 

obliques ct the sane tine. high obliques cannot be treated thus but are 
often used in reconneisance mapping because less flying is needed to cover 

a& given area and the requirements for flying are not so exacting. 

Geouetry of aerial photos. The transforiuetion of aerial photographs 
into me,s is a problea in solid geonetry. Study the following closely as 
several published ,epers contain errors. Every photograph is a record of 
horizontel and vertical angles which could heve been deteriained if an 
alidade and planetable had been ct the plece of exposure, From a given 
spot in space all joints having the seve horizontal angle (equal to a 

single rey on planetable) lie in see vertical plene. All objects which 
have sec vertical engle lie on surface of « cone whose epex is at point of 

: observation. Try this with a telescopic alidade. as you sight at points 
along one ray you aove the telescope uj end down in a vertical ,lene. If you 
set it to say 10 degrees above the horizon and roatate it to different 

j directions froma the planetable you have described the surface of « cone. 
The three diagraus of Fig. 1 show the differences between jictures tuken 
with axis of couera horizontal, with it vertical, and with it inclined at 

an angle between these two extremes. 
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Boe See i Ser 
: Center ae SCedtert ee Ce ‘ _ \ | a x, Nos 2 i aS we \ Se 

ex = Be Se 

~~ \ \ - j eS \ a 

! ao te ad ‘ ‘ 

FIG.1 
Lines of equal engles Lines of equal angles in Lines of equal angles in 
in horizontel photo oblique photo vertical photo 
See Probleia 15. See Froblea 16 
Note thet the oblique is trinsition.1 between the other two extrencs. The , 
ground included is shajed like c triangle with one end cut off. 
It is highly desir: ble thet the horizon show in an oblique but this is not 

elways ;ossible because of weathcr conditions or topogrephy. The line on 
the level of the ;lane is celled the true horizon. It is found ubove the 
apparent horizon et an angle in minutes aluost exactly equal to the square 

; root of the elevation of the ;lene in feet. Center of picture is fund in 

sac wey ws with vertizels. In practice the cemera may ulso be rotated 

sideways around its exis but this has no effe05 on geometry of choto.
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Picture plane - Lens 

@ege Horizon — ee 
angle conputedty --- ‘ i a 

apparent horizons ee : eG Ue ee 

: ; foca ae 

FIG. 2 : ength’ 

Vertical section through center , a 
of an oblique photo - a 

Center_) i yah 

"Point sought" is a location which Aare i P 
«is desired. ‘The true point is on ee E 

a plane it right cngles to the plane of \'_ . we 
the section and intersects the picture Point-sought ~~ 7 
plane along a horizontal line. Vertical b 
projection of the point to plene of true 
horizon is :.lso shown. the ;icture plane 1 
meets the pluab line below the lens at the i 

bottoa of the diagras. n 
Lens to picture plane in horizon plene= ” Edge photo G 

: focal length divided by cesine. of angle of 
tilt. : 

Lens to junction of ;luab line and ;icture ;lane= : 
_ focal lengthdivided by sine of angle of tilt... 

FIG. 3 = 
: .. .... -ntersection. of horizon and picture planes. . te 

ee a venter . piene : /Rey to ,oint sought oe 
' ss : cuts horizon - - . = 

: * . : : s = ‘| 

; ‘ x 2 . : " z i 

! ae 5, ‘ sae eee sought is vertically below here. 

: Besta’ ; if] # Bdge yhoto 

pe eee AS a. fee ee “here below plene-see Fig. 2 

oe : s a Figure 3 is a top view of Figure 2 show- 
be : ‘ff’ ing relations in the plane of lens and 
eo ra «true horizon. Here a ray way be drawn from 

See lens through point vertically above the point 
Se sought. But this is not a precticable way 

e a to draw such rays without sone other con- 
‘ struction. Distance frou lens to intersec- 
tion of true horizon and ;icture ;lane = focal length divided by cosine of 
angle of tilt. Note that true angle of dejression to point sought way he 
found frou this diasran combined with Fig. 2 as explained later.
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The following principles nust first be understood. (1) As e reference point 

is required for angles those :acasured on the map will be taken frou the 

intersection of a vertical plane through the lens and center of the photo 
with the plane of lens and horizon, (2) 411 horizontal angles to bé shown 
on @ wep must be aeasured cither in the horizon plane or a horizontal plane 
paralel to it, (3) the vertical angle frei lens to point scught ust be 

ueasured in a vertical plane passing through both of these points. It is 
evident thet we cannot choose « point in the plane of the photo end use it 
to draw may reys to points shown if such points are at different angles 

below the horizon. ‘the following didrau shows soae of the principles. 
\\ 

. a. ame es roe belles eee es aut ie os 

: True horizon 
Beate Cena aside ee ee ee 

; Ajparent horizon | / 

: / : 

: / Map rey ‘ 

is 
pas : 

Center / ¢ 

: ! 
ee woes? Point sought f 

90 deg. 
| : 

Ee : 
: | : 

Edge photo | f : 

FIG. 4 ae 

High oblique photograj;h shown | o 
: in plane of the y;biture. i 

: ee eae rue hoe tionted engle to joint sought: 
Both true and Sa horizon drewn through this point. “ee 
lines are shown. The solid horizontal line frou yoint sought 
vertical line is intersection j to plumb line in Fig. 2. This 
with « verticel pleno through point found by scaling on Fig. 2. 
lens and center of rhoto. ‘his | 
is the plane of Fig. 2 Note | 

oP ioe ey at ; ; LF that true horizon is co.zion ee 
to ell three diagrans. The if 
solid line drawn from inter- a 
section of picture ¢lene and if 
ylwab line below lens through | 

point sought is NOT the ray to 4 Intersection of ;luab line and y;icture ‘ 
be drawn on the map frou j;lane fyplane in Fig. 2. 

. location to point sought. : 

although the solid ray above is not correct for a map rey the true angle 

ewey from center line of yhoto can be found by transfering the distance 
between the two rays on the true horizon line to Fig. 3 s
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However, this solution is not alweys possible. The lower the angle of 
tilt below the horizon plene the longer becories the vertical line through 

center of photo to intersection with ;lwab line below lens. This distance 
would be infinity with a picture teken with horizontel axis. ik better 
sclution is to figure out the distence from point sought in the photo 
plane to place fro: which true horizontal angle may be drawn to get a nap 
ray. First the ;oint sought may be connected with center line by « line 

parllel to the horizon. hen Fig. 2 cen be used to scale the correct 
radius for this particular point as done in Fig. 4. Crone's graphical 
solution is iasuch easier and is exyleined belcw. 

enn oe ar@ onsen nee er sos seneeeensunnepaene sent ennennn An eontengguwsnsmpendnaen ons 
: apparent horizon oreo ee g 

in e ‘ 
: i ey 1 , 

Ht : 2 ; 
. i 

: S . . : 

: . Center: Mey: ‘ ; 
ce to true ro Bey ‘ 

horizon ¢ ‘ p 

Center ie : 

: roa : ose 
sought» My : 

. mee f 

: ‘ f¥ocal length 

: Photo edge | es ee y= a 

FIG. 5 « ‘ 
Crone's method of drawing 2 
map Tayse y 

; Lens ” Center from which may ray is drawn 

Crone's graphical solution. Crone's method invloves drawing e right 

triangles; one side (here at right) is equal to focel lengths the side 
at right angles (here upper right) equals distance Of photo center 
froa true horizon; third side equals distance of horizon line from lens 
as in Fig. 2. Note this is the sare triangle as above canera exis (focal 
length) in Fig. 2. This triangle should be laid out on tracing celluloid. 

The toy side may be extended when necesscry. Lay the triangle so thet the 
long side is along the line showing intersection with picture plane of a 
vertical plane through center, that is the line on which Fig. 2 is drawn. 

Next scale distance in picture plane of point sought from true horizon. 
Strike a n arc whose center lies on the upper side of triangle(here 
extended) and passes both through center line of photo end just touches 
true norizon. The apex of the triangle is now in proper place to draw 

a map ray through joint sought. 

Other solutions. Other solutions of this problem have been used 
; which include both graphical end mecanical methods. Several plotting 

instruments heve been devised which soaewhat resenvle telesvopic alidades.
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With the instruients the picture is set UL in jropor relition to ma,, that 
is tiltod just as takun. (Sec Fig.2 ) hen sights ure tiken on it with 

a telescope or other siuiler device. The .rxchine either :wasures angles 
in Jesrees or plats rays on th. drawing board. 

Locating position of plane. The x4 josition of the zlane et instant 
the photogre,h was tcken uuy be found as socn as three rays te objects 
whos o i1a; locations aru alrcauy known can be cravm. These can bo platted 

on tracing paper and the shect of jayer shifted until cach ray passcs 

through the known locetion. Foint fro. which rays were drewn cen then be 
prickedc through onto the ua, anc is the joint verticelly below the ; lane. 
Once this locrtion has been found rays to unknown points can be drawn. 
when othcr ,icturcs sive rays to the seie joints locations are secured by 
intersection just as in Froble.i15 or with a pleneteble. 

Verticcl anoles. In order to find clevation of the ;lene (any record 

furnished by the ;hotsgri ;her was based on enursid reedings) we .ust 
weasure the verticel oenzles to ,oints of known clevetion whose locution is 
also known on the icy. The ansle .ust be found in the vertical j lane 
yessing through lens end ;oint sought. No quick and eesy sclution see.is 

to heve been published. It is necosscery to draw beth Figs. 2 and 3. *hen 

the distance froa lens to a point vertically above the point scught end 
the vertical cistance of point sought below horizon plane can be found. 

Knowin,; thse two siues of a right triengle the anzle sought can be found 
graphically as in Fig. 6 

Lens Horizon plane Maj distance to here _ 

Vertical ng © < | 
a. 

/ ta f£ 

7 ia . 
i r 

if e | 
FIG. 6 \ a ; | 

1 @ 
Deteruiinetion cf vertical a © 

angle in vertical plane through i Figs 2 | 
lens and joint souzht, clso Point scu.ht o 
difference of elevetion plene to f 
point sought. a 

S e 

Note how say distance is also pletted es i 
to obtain difference of elevition to viap a, = 
scale. Compare with Proble: 15. In findin: s el 

elevation of ;lane preference should be siven a S 
to points with as sill a vertic:.1 angle as possibloy, t 

Ss z 

as ° 

Ganedien jrid snethod. The Toposreyhical Survey of EK 

Cenada devised a icthod for rectifying hizh obliques of s 
neerly flat country which depends ujen the ordinary ;rincijles me 
of pers,ective. In Fiz. 7 the elevation of the plane is shown to map 
seale but the picture ylane is shown at actual focal lenzth distance in 
front of lens ;osition. Picture ,lene is extended to ueet the sround. : 

: along line of intersection with ground ;icture and vey scales are the sanc. 
axis of caiera is also prolonged to iect the ground. Equal intervals on 
ground are laid ovt to map seale both beyond and back frou plecs where
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Lens ; : : : True horizon 
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FIG. 7 Vertical section through exis of canera 
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Vertical line 
FIG? 8 Construction of perspective grid in plane of photo. 

the axis of the camera intersects the level of the ground (fiz. 7). Next 
connect each of these points to the lens yosition es shown by dotted lines. 
In Fig. 8 the plane of the yhotograph is shown. The line warked "junction" in 
fig. 7 is drawn and intervels equal to those shown on the ground in Fig. 7 ere 

laid off on both sides of the vertical line through the center of the jhoto. 
The intervals deterisined above are then laid off on this line. Lines parallel 
to the true horizon are drawn through these points. “hen lines freu the points 
on the junction line are extended to onverge et o vanishing point at the inter- 
section of the vertical line anc the true horizon. Each figure forued by crossing 
of these lines corresponds to a square on the sround. To ley out this figure we 

wust have both focal length of cemera and alitude ot tic picture was taken. 
It is best, however, to check the srid and see if it shows known points on the 

ground in correct relation. Such known or control yoints ere shown by dots above. 
Draw the squares one inch to a side and then sketch true outline of lake. 

neq ny TOU Lain id 
5 = i #e Py a WN



edition 1943 ny 

; U. 5S. aray acthod. The U, &. aray uenuals describe « siethoud of drewing 
naps froa obliques wuich involves finding four or sore yoints in the picture 
whose uaz locetions ere known. The diegrans bi low show how this is aaue use 
of.. Care shoulu be tuken not to draw too azny triengles so thet they will 
be confusing. With only four known joints the ;rincijles of persyuctive are 
used and two vanishing joints cre found. ‘he work hes to be uone on € sheet 
of tracing ,ao,er considerebly lerger than the photogreyh. 

“ vl 

2a FIG. 8 aray nethod of 
eae ee Pee so pce ee drawing wep froa oblique 

; Res Pnono eae \ photo with four known joints. 
: : eS \B i Note two vemishing }cints ena 

: oe ee ; how triangles were Urawn. 
: 4 pee oe : The points «re shown in 
: oe tes eae ; correct relation below and 

sper eit cog en ae eneeoe | the sene triangles 
% ane ace Se re Sea oe i - 4 * vl soar er eet t were drown. 4 

ee eee “ 

je LO CE TEER Pesce ea 1 ee es 
i See : ee ee 

eo 

ee pene ihe ps ey Bets a ae = : *L ae 

i L i 
; Spe aes a sb 

| f os 

pee oe : ee eee 
‘ aes sents ee wee ee : 

: ge G ee - c 

i : : re : se 

: a se =o e - ee 

= Edge photo : "8 “2 

: FIG. 9 arny uethod where more than four known = vi “n ; 
points are present. Drew more triengles on the photo and then Grew all the 
triangles on rej shown at right. ‘whet kind of country can this method be used 
for? ‘what advantage over other siwthods hes it? 

References. See list ct end of yErcblea 16. also Trorey, L. Gy Survey by 
5 high obliques. The Canadien ,lotter and Crone's graphical solutions 

Geographicel Journal, vol. 100, yy. 57-64, 1942



Supplenent to Froblem 17, edition of 1949 Rich's method of rectifying an oblique, 
0 hich, J. L., Photogrammetric Engineering, 1947 Pele ngs ae PRISE 3 
a i i % = oe Line to horizon at H “teunttos tuep seule) 

eae 2 eo Ground line et map scale ees Sat ee eS 

Step 1. raw a vertical cross section : 
through principal plane of photograph. Sg 6.7" ser ha 

Make Hp = distance scaled on photo. Scale HG See 

ed 
; 

Aes en ee ee eee ee ee ee 
4 1 

Y 4 4 LA 

\ Ke : ee 1 \ Zo ; 
Ground \ \ line at 3 77 Bie) map scale 1" =1000'.4~ “// 

K Se ee A tip 
i Pe A \ x ee a, f 

‘ oo we | WN a Vi 
\ 7 oe oS / @ 

\ s oe a 2 \ \ io aE A i 

7 CEOs A Se NN sachigh Male 
ee ea Z eo vie r\ i oe ea / 

ERE Ve ee | 
se ce a 

ee ee \ Wo | g eye 

| ye : \ \y7 
te eae x 

1 ae ce se | ae \\ ‘ 

i pe ‘s \ 
ae i 

| Outside bf photograph { as ml j 

Step. 25 os 
Lay out parallel lines fo 

horizon and ground line at 

proper distance apart for 

map scale. Lay out line HO / 

with scaled length. Ghoose if 
two vanishing points, V1 and : 
V2 at any sonvenient locations oe ; 

H is also used as a vanishing pint. A if : 3 

Connect all vanishing points wi yi 7 Section line 
0. Now Vl- V2-0 represent tye \__ A i; ; 
map plane. Yistances along oe li Mep Seale 1" = 1000! 

2 the ground line are to map scale. iN hy 

By the theory of perspective all ah : 
lines which converge to a single dy 

vanishing point are parallel on the Y N 
ground. Therefore, we draw lines ‘ 

parasites Se FG, Sey end Tise ene Gaution: Like the Canadian grid - 
of which passes through the point of hou Rien = neehedsaee di mies 
intersection of a line to the vanishing BY BES ey . Pye tes ony 

5 : Z 3 nearly flat country or to points as 
point where it crosses the ground line. 74 ha Gee yERG EoaS Brac 
Draw such lines to at least two different Sy eee NRE 
vanishing y;oints from each point it is desired 
to locate, Intersection of two or more lives 

drawn parallel in the mep plane gives ihe devired locations to map scale.
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é rg to Problem 17, edition, 1950 

Proof of Crones method. 
The method of getting true map rays from map location of photo where camera axis 

was inclined can be solved by more than one method as explained before. The fact 

that displacements on the horizon line or line common to both photograph and map 
is the one used by the U. S. 4 F. The Abrams "Rectoblique Plotter" is a mechansce 1 
ical means of doing this. However, when the angle of depression is low in a high 
oblique photo the lines from horizon to nadir point are very long and another 
method is better, iee. Crones. This method is briefly explained above but is 
proved and corrected below. In Fig. 13 it is clear that we must obtain on the 
photo the radius PN' from which to draw true map rays to all points which lie 
the same distance(in the photo)below the horizone By projecting this radius to 
the horizon line HL it is equal to P'l, Attention must then be directed to the 
triangle HPP' which is here shaded with vertical lines. The distance HP' is the 

excess over the length of the desired line which is P'L. Fig. 14 is drawn in the 
plane of the photo. Here are two triangles. One is the same as triangle HCL 

of Fig. 3 here designated hcl and shaded with horizontal lines. This is in practice 
made of celluloid or other transparent material. An arc with radius equal to HP 
of Fig. 13 is drawn with center on prolongation of line hc; this arc is tangent to 

horizon line and to principal line HN' (drawing in Fig. 5 is incorrect). 
Next we must superimpose triangle HPF' here shown as hpp' and shaded as before 
so that it has the ‘same relation as before being simply turned face up. 
It is then clear that the side hp' cuts off the same amount of the side hl 
as it does in Big. 13, and that point p' is on the horizontal line through P. 

+he distance below, PN' is then the same as PN' is Fig. 13 and locates the point 
on the plumb line from which true maps rays are drawn to all locations on this 
horizontal line. 

H ,» horizon line L horizon line 
7 > = 

| | 
cen = 

2] “are with radiup = 

\ bhad HF 
6 : a plumb line a 

f i Pp Nt 3 fail : ~, 

Pon this linelprt tr Zo ae ; 

/ principal one 

line 2S j 

aed 
| / 

af center for rays 

BiG. 13 FIé. 14 for all points same 
distance in photo 

\ below horizon 

; N 

' Differences of elevation in oblique photos by U. S. A. F. method 7 
The method outlined below was used with the obliques taken along with verticals 
in-the "trimetrogon" method used in the southwest Pacific area. It works only. 
when there are overlapping obliques all taken with essentially the same angie of 

depressions. See *ig. 15 on following page. ‘



FIG. 15 FIG. 16 17-10 

V5 Ng eh Horizon line H 

/ T = angle of tint 

\ 2 images of m as shown in I 

¥ \m: RRs a I ae ees een m iV 

photos with displacemen Principal point 
reduced by distance 

H (elevation of 
: plane above 

datum ) 

hoto plane — 

IH = distance in photo 
T plane isoline to horizon 

\ | E = actual elevation of m 
\ Vn above datum B' = apparent 
1 “ gdiifference in photo plano ---- 

| AY Et E E' apparent vertical displacmen’ 
i \ I/i__in plane of photo 

dy Pay 4goline or junction line 

: ———p, ty 3 Section on principal plane of one 
L photograph showing relation of E' 

Diagram in photo plane showing converg~ to E and IH to H (elevation of plane 

ing line to vanishing point of each above datum), : 
photograph 

Let m be a point whose elevation is E feet above datum plane. Base of per- 

spective line in Fig. 15 is the isoline or ground line where photo is equal to 

map scale. Note that although perspective lines show only one position for m 

the positionson isoline indicate an apparent or parallax displacment of m here 

denoted as d. ‘This is the sum of dy + do otal distance of the air base, B is 

the sum of D, + D : , 
1 2 Note that B is equal to vi, Now d, = E! (D, + d,)/TH 

and dy = EY (D, + a,)/IH Hence d= E' (B +d)/IH Also B= Et cosT 
end H = IH cosT Hones utt Ul.se dt .(d4-B)- eng E/H = af/(d +B ) 

The right hand expression of the first proportion is proved by similar triangles. 

Solving the second proportion where cos T has been cancelled out gives the 

result that E = Hed / (B 4d) 
For practical application refer to Fig. 17. Here a datum plane was established 
by a point Y of known elevation which is near principal plane of one photo. 

A well marked point X near to the horizon and visible in both photos is then 
selected and a ray to it through Y is drawn. As extended to the isoline this 
ray intersects at 0 which is the bse point for all measurments, Similar rays 
are drawn to the same vanishing point on the true horizon which pass through 
m and through the plumb or nadir point N. Hoth are extened to the isoline. 
Next the same rays are drawn to the same vanishing point on the adjacent photo. 
The principles of perspective demonstrate that these rays are essentially 
parallel on the map to thoseof the first photo. Using an inch scale measurments 

are taken from the intersection of the base line through X and Y to intersections 

of the other rays on the isoline. In this the reading of 0 is taken as equal to 

10.00 inches. B, the air base is equal to the distance from the transferred



Fig. 17 1y-11 

horizon Vv eS horizon Vv 

oa 

Y Yy 
\ 

i 

CN (nadir point) [N 

base line at O in right photo and the line from nadir point, N to same vanishing 

point, V in right photo. d is the difference in readings of ways in each photo 

to the point sought, m. H is the difference of sea level alitude of plane and 

that of the base point Y. If m is lower than Y then the formula a above is 
changed to B-d. B and d are given in inches, H and E in feet. his method is 

very briefly described in a publication by Base Map Plant No, 1, G. H. @, AFFAC, 

1945. : 
| 

j- - H. T. U. Smith's method of obtaining 
Soe Se SEES b true vertical angles from oblique photos, 

| = - | ' from Photogrammetric Engineering, 1946 

eee E In Fig. 18 the plane of an oblique 
(lens) ee | = oy : photo is shown with the construction 
toa Se / aaa lines dotted. 

ae aS - Draw line nh through principal point p. 
: \ s/ ee Draw line 1 from p to o, the location of 

4 > So" the lens as shown by tilting the vert- 

= ! JT ical plene through the principal point 
‘ ope ay Glens) down into the photo planee op is then 

equal to the focal length of the camera,f. 
3. : Lraw line 3 from n to o making a right angle at o. 

FIG. 18 \ / Using n as a center st7rike arc 4 through point o". 

\ l Let a be a "point sought" for which the angle of depression 
y is desired. Draw line 5 from n through a to its inter- 

5 section with the horizon at a' Take a right triangle 6 
(nadir) here shown with the double solid linesand pass its sides 

through both a' and n and place its corner on line 4. This determines point o” 

which is the same in space as o but is here turned into the photo plane. In other 
words the triangle na'o" is a representation of a vertical plane through lens 
point O and point sought a. *he line o" a (kine 7) is then drawn and the desired 

vertical angle a o"a' can easily be measured with a protractor. Smith suggests 
that the right angle and protractor be combined. 19 find elevetion of a on the 

map its horizontal distance from the map location of the photo must be found 
by other methods. Compare with method shown in Fig. 6. Smith's method works 

best with photographs where focal length is short and engle of tilt is consid- 

erable. 
End of Problem 17. :
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Determinetion of true norti fro1 Polaris Edition of 1943 

- Based on Spaulding, G. K., Trairing sanual in topography, mep reading and 
rucomiaisance, U. 5. War Lopt., 1917 

Materials Strong twine or fish line abcut 30 ft. long, weight, two stakes 

several feet long, one stake less than 2 fect long with cress bar nailed *. 
to top, 2 necdles, axe, twe Flash lights, pocket tape, scaie divided into 

tenths of inchess 

Method: Study the dicgra to see how Polaris is found froa the pointers of 
the Gipper. Yoleris is not ex:.ctly on the ,.ojection of the earth's axis but 
rouguly a devree off. It appears to an observer to revolve in a snall orbit 

: in a counterclockwise direction. Co are witu direction of aotion of sun. 

. Study Fig. 1 for definitions of four different rovsitions in this orbit. 
At two of these the star is directly north (on the wedidian). 
Folsris is found qt an augle aoove the uorthern horizon (i ig. 2) spyroxima- 
tely equal to the letitude of the point of observation( et bot elongatious 
it is exactly equal). Study Fis. 2 to see why we must know the latitude of 

a locality wita more and sore exactitude as wo go north, also why no agcurote 
ovservation of Folaris for direction is possible in the far north. 

< If you timed a revolution of Felaris 

aie ee nice you would discover that it is con- 

: : 3 eae pleted in 23 hrs. 5¢ min of earth 

Usper culuinatibn SSE time or "mean soler time". The 
0 es > v—~% "hour angles" given outside the 

Z ec 12 Jee eae circle represent hours after Upner 

a sy . ~ Culmination in "siderial time". 
a : oa The difference between this ster 

/ ; aS NS tine and our earth tine is du to 

o: - Pe \ the fact that the earth goes around 
: 102. = = oN 9 the sun every years We do not : 
¥ : 8 a have to compute the difference 

- a \ between the two kinds of time 
: aS \ because it is tec g.iacll te make 

z es ‘ a naterial difference in any one. 

West vlongation a = Hast elongation | day vith observations to be used 

olds | Pole ae _only with the hand compass. 
‘es Eolahiacy | Eu it is worth noting that 

\ eee soe 4 1 Polaris comes to the same pos- 

\ aor { ition about 4 minutes earlicr 

\ o : every daye You can look up the : 

\ a cxact times ef each position in 
a\ 8 es : Fi thc ephemeris making corrections 

ax af yiL6 for both days since the one 
\ * /~. wiwen and for longitude. Where 

= a a we live the latter is not important 

‘si Pane ac ae for compass observetions. 
le culajnation 7 é men you do not heve a table you can 

; pe G = still get time of culmination very close- 
\ a <3 ; Se ly by watching to see when one of the 

mass, 2 dotted lines to second ster from left of both 

| Dinper and Cassiopéza are on vertical linc below 

te agtaemt h Folaris. The Dipper line passes this position 

CASSIOPEIA about 8 winutes. ocfore Upper Culmination and the 
Cassiopeia line cbout § minutes before Lower Culmination. But this 

docs not always occur during the hours of darkness or muy be at an inconvenicnt 

hou. Spauldings method is to imagine thet the tine is shown on & cclestial :



Determin.tion of true north, p. 2, cdition cf 1943 

clock with Polaris at the conte: and with the lines to Cassiopeia and the 
2 Dipper <s hands (both hour lends). The hours of this clock run in the con- 

trary direction to the hour engles und each represents two siderial hours. 

You can make « clock fece out of cardboard with a hole at the center. Then 
hold this up ct right angles to the line to Folaris ond read the "clock time" 
by holding out « string -or ruler until it toucies the proper ster. 

Near the twocuzoigetions tine iaust be estimuted within about 15 minutes but 

near the clongations such accur:cy is not necded, 

Study Fig. 2 to sec why as latitude increases the dive:gence of the planes 

from zenith through the elongetions increases at the surface of the carth or 

MiGs eee Star True FIG. 3 
Zuni eg OFEt of Folerio as pee 

Slane of oN \ 
= sient # =e ee 

‘< oe i 

Plumb ¢ 8 : \ 
linc ¥ ue ss Mss 

2 é fet ee \ Mi = 

= =r Horizon 
Coleen” Sa) 
cs er < (~ Plumb line 
BG \ \ ~ ' 
oo + True north aS \ 

. 
= Base line \ 

Stake with cross ber 

Stcke with cross bar 
ut south end base linc 

Make offset in seaue direction 
as star is from true norti. 

horizon plane, This is liks o;ening a door by inserting. a given object : 

farther enu farther, : 

; The following table is for 10 deg. north letitude and gives the horizontal 
ov horizon engie of Folerie in vota minutes and offset in incee per fort of 
baseline for both hour ensles efter Upper Culmination and for "clock" times 

. ai Seer ieee ean iat Rae 
ae 

|__Star weet of north [Stir cast of north | lwhatuie-Fact . 
pe sheeet TE pee CkeaE po ee aoe 
La Se: |... | HS Gass Dip _ | ie qe Ped 20-31 1,1 
wc oli2 [6 jofo ide 212 10 10 | 31-38 1.2 
| 1) 11530 5*30!16 .0F6 13] 3#30|11+30) 16) .056 1 38243 273 

gtr 6 31 108 145 | 1311.208 43-48 1.4 
3410330 4830 44.155) 15) 4250110130] 44 oD 48-51 1.5 
41.10 4 53) «1854 16 4 TO 2 5s ands 1 51-54 1.6 
6 9 Sree 61) «213 18) 3 9 (Gi4.213 "4 en s5G* 1 7 
8} 8 12 453) .185 2 2 8 15310185 | 56-58 1.8 
9, 7830 | 1230|44 2155) 24) 123017330 (44 |.155 ft 58-60 1.9 é 

LS 0b7 TSU 20e) eel 3115108 | a 61 -3.6 
11} 6236 [12:30 |16|.056 23| 12830 6330/16 |.056 | 608s 

os aCe Leto Z 0} 0 24; 12 3 6 O| 0 63 29 | 

ee Pears, 64 2.25 i 

ae 65 2.3 = 
: 66 2.4 

OT 2265 
68 2.6 | 70 2.85 
69-257 71 3.0 

ae



é Determination of true north, edition of 1943, p. 3 

: Routine of observation. Prepare stakes, etc, before dark and if 
possible select the point for the plumb line and place it. If a tree 
it should be as large as possible and the line hang from a stout limb 
where the view to north is rcasonably free of obstructions, Ground 
to the north must be nearly level. Line can generally be thrown over 

and so tied at one end that it can easily be pulled down when througr. 
Place weight on the free erd, If disturdcd by a slight wind the weight 
can be placed in a pail of water, Choose a time for observation as 
near as possible to an elongation. After you so to the locavion after 

dark find Poleris. ‘Then estimate "clock" time. ‘An observer on the 
ground will then line in the plumb line snd star. A flashiieht on the 
line but turned away from the eyes of the obscirver will make this 

possitle, Place needle, ‘Then comoute offset in inehes by multiplying 
the 10 degree value by tlhe latitvde factor, Moasure base line in fet, 
Maltioly offset by this.. Set seconc needle on cross bar in proper 
Girection from first needle. Ses Fig, 3. Now usc two flashlights to 
set the large stake from 100 to 500 feet apart along the line of 
second needle emé pluib line. “emove plumb line, Next day find 
local declination by reading compass on this line, (Line aust be 
removed far 2nougk from sources of local attraction. ) 

Example of computation br use of epheneris. 
Madison, Merch 17, 1942 Time 10 P.M, C.¥.T, 9PM. Gye.T, = 

9:02 P.M, Local mean soler tine. (correction for longitude). 

Upper culmination Greenwich March 15, 1942 2h 13 m P.M, 

Subtract change, 2 days, 3.93 min peor day & 
Upper culmination Greemrich March 17 2h 05m P.M, 
Correct to Lonz, 90 W, subtract lam aE 

Upper culmination Medison March 17 3h 04m P.M. 
Time of observation L, HM. S, T. Sh O2m Pu. 

Elapsed time since Upper Vulmination 6h 58m solar time 
Change to siderial time add 7 x ,16m a 
Hour angle in siderial time (star west of north) 6h 59m 

From table Polaris 1 deg, 18 Min. W of north et 7 hours in 1st. 42 

. tS dogs 90 bine to et in 
Polaris 1 des, sO min, West ov North at Madison (43 deg. ) 
Tangent 1-20 = .0233 Multiply by 12 to re@uce to inches = 0.2796 offset 

in inches per foot of baseline. Multiply by length of baseline and 

make offset to west of first needle, 

kor Pm Ther : Ay La 5> Fae Otte, /o, pis 

eee 
COT we GOR = OOD (haa P13! pn Lo 43-20 

a om ee ow 
2004 ML ST 0 

ees 7699 lee b 
SS a Geet ee ee te : 
Iden -_24 0g gpk WS BOO Eee ae 

0204 GCTAMY 
GBA Oh. AY 6 (Thpa7) > 168-34 
add gn 0204 (TS Jorg) + oi) 05% 

PP 
Arum fone, $9 -4S~ 694 

. LHA ees
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; : Problem p 2 edition 1942 

Name 

Notes by Twenhofel and Hanners 

Locations |Distance| Angles Comp Elevations Diff 

Diff Sta Oc Sta std 
Sta Oc|Sta sta] tect [Bora Diff | Mev. "Ground | HT | inst. Ground] EP Flag Ap 

wBal £31 | 2330 | 40-30 |tm-30lr¥32 | 12% | 4 44986 | Oe ’l io Ly 18S 
: DD 2610 | 39-39 |#9-39 — 1$29°| 7 [130 ./70 

SEB] 3290 | 38-17 |+%-17 [+480 1 1y5G | 10 Jy ge «146 
DG 5230 | 34-01 [rt-o! [seb 13% 6 Pei ~*70 
T 1140. | 45-33 bis? h317 | 30! 2 Bos +278 
E Ba } 2190 | 31-00 |ti-o |, 39- ee 2 tor S onze 
BM 1360 | 30-49 |+049]}_20- 442 5x6 992] 14 | 7006 | 9143 

EBa | w3a] 2190 | 28-53 [-'-97] #43 | f0r3 | 4 [tor? | 982 | 2 ogy .ol9e 
T 3100 | 35-02 |+502] 273 = 1298 | 2 Boo 080 
SB 2120 40-27 |+0-27 | 391 1403 15 pus 1 ¥4 

e = Bl 2420 | 39-17 j+3-'7 oe mMiaw| 10 22 163 
DD 1680 43-37 jxi2-37} 40 427 7 Wad .242 7 

1-2 Y SEB} 1490 | 46-27 jre?7| 440 1467 | 10 i4g7 «295 

BBL | WBa | 2330 | 19-31 [4% [+432 | 14 ig 2 | 06 | 9624 2 joy of8S 
T 3440 | 28-06 |-I-5y] -114 (306 2 [y30r ,9 332 
sB | 4310 | 30-02 |+o-0 1a 1yo | 15 YI. coos 

28- ~las}- 1216 RR 5110 8-35 . 1244 4 90 6245 | 

DD WBa | 2610 | 20-22 |-9-3elr4u | fHas f 4 1/4 2%) Gg 2 |454 .170 
SB 3780 | 29-50 |-o-m| no yyoo 1 15) PY ooags 
RR 4330 | 28-08 |-1-S2]~!¥3 1252.| 4 #36 0539 

> “SEB{ WBa | 3290 | 21-46 |~8-HH77 | 1457 /é6r | 98%) 2 |gey 14 
T 4340 | 27-50 |-2-/0] - #63 1296 2 tf 0376" 4 
sB 3470 29-18 j-o-4y2} $2 14904 } 15 [#90102 
DG 2340 | 27-27 |~2-33] 104 13511) 6 [87 gyqs 
RR 3680 | 27-24 |-296] 167 \f-?29e0 4 1494, 04sY 

Note: S C = not established - Sights to D D from E Bl and S EB were 
omitted except for direction. RR and D & not on sketch.
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A port sens: i 
ye SseOLOGY 11 

So HAPPIAt 
mee Proplem 14, edition, 1330 s 

es re 

Object+ Co:struction of sccles showing (a):map or horizontal distance of 20 foot 
contdurson different slopes, and (b) 10 foot cifierences of srevetion on a one 

CBPOS Slors, botu for mop senile | inch = 1000 fect. 

é /usericl: Sheets of plane bond pager, acrd pencil , scale of inches snowing tenths 

4 oY Other decimel divisions, ereser, two triangles 

Method: Scnles showing horzontal spacing of contours ana of units oi elevation 

for yiven map scales and slopes are military inventions but can be used by 

geolo.ists much more widely tusn they are. For simplicity we will first tke up 

the second kind of scelu; this is knowa as a ong degres Slope stclo. A one 

degree slope is one of one vertical unit in 57.3 horizontcl units or ].75 ve: 

units in 100 horizontcl units. From tais iniormetion compute how many feet 

horizontcl distence to 10 feet vertical Gistance. Nexs it is neccessiry vo vcin- 

pute how far this is on the map scele of 1 inch = 1000 fect. If we diesire vo 

meke this scale to saow 100 feet totcl differeyace in clevation or 10 sstces veke 

10 ti:tes the cbove figure. Measure off such a line using due care. For the map 

distances cncnge the feet of tue originel compvertion to inches. Nexis suvaivide 

this 100 foot scale into ton ecucl parts. Fae stclu whica you ave ili uot snow 

the points which you will a:we to mark therefore proceed as follows. See Skeoc? 

From one end of the ling to bu subdivided liy off a line ct cn migle. On vais 

line Ley oft ten divisions which ure shown on your sce:le. Choose civisions ind 

ngle so tinct outer end of this sucilisry liae is nesrly vertically soove the 

Gther ond of the line tu bo subdivided. Now join the owesr eacs of both lines. 

hen through the marked suddivisions of the susiliery line pass linvs porehiel 

io tais line thus suodivicing tue line desired. This muthod works bust when th>s 

ines iabersect et abous rilit eagles. It is muca moro eccurays tam tae other we 
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Problem 14, p. 2 : 
Nosethas it i6 undvsirebl<s to snow; onc foot uaits all alens tue secle in order 
to seve lebor in construction; ror. the number of teas om bignt Sortvion of sc.le 
end oxccss Luss tacn Lo on sie suddiviaed porcion to leit of 0. Tas onu augroe 
sloye scile is a hendy wi of su.suring sitner (c) dif:ereice of elo?-tion when 
cistance on mop and verticcl ongle cre knowm, or (b) uistance on meo vavre 

dilivront. of vlovation ine v.rtie:! cagly oru know, 
Tnstvcd of using tae ou. Gvgrue slope secls it is sometisus wore convenivat 

to have « se.le whieh shows tiv mop spneia: of couvours on slopes of known cuouat. 
This con oc usud to put in consours sium you know the cajle of c sloae Oct not 

its full extent. Ths follo.ing muthod of construction was devised oF s. J. mud 
duciag tau world wr. Ley off a worizontel linu perallel cna clos. te one vad 
of a. Sout of paper morse taca 10 aaeacs lons.- On tiis tiny V7 oii, Gsitis the 
ony Guir.o slopy se:le alrwdy dram, tis spncia; of 20 foot contours on a onu 
@egres Slisu,mop scclu 1 iach = 1000 fest. Siow <bont 4 suci socevs, Ac ler 

una of Ghis livia, acld s5 tit it, is xt botcon of 4.0 power, urstu-< jerpunet 

On tng lig off orot sul? 10 gacnus*itwouge ony Vom inser Oi ue. aki de 
Jolt ths pod with strei ost lines: to thursevar ljolass On tus. torimoatal Lins 

r8 SHOU in e@kutGh which is a0 to se¢-loe. Nov Go fiag Big Pup co Sb 30 fost 

eonbours wall buon & @ dupré. slove Gividu tis vortic.] liav fa Avl¥ ene erey 
( Waveo te ligkt. tne oveaacl oF begs Mino, To tac nor ior spre oa tare 
dcitos slote ley Of) suel cline ono taird Jf cine Saye iron tg TOOk Ge cmo t2.00 
Us “hig ior cl) Gseruss ws to 17. 
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“6 ‘ GEOLOGY 11 4 P PEDO: 

; MAPPING : : 

Problem 15, Edition, 1941, ‘i ; 

Object: To draw a map from photographs taken from the gHound, 

Material! Hard pencil, eraser, scale giving tenths or other decimal divisions of 

inches, protractor, paper either plain or cross section, 

Method: It is first necessary to grasp the mathematical relation of a photograph 

to the original, The following sketches show this. oe 

\ eon 

PS lens ele 
photo on Bea eet ie pecan z 

Clin ee 2 ce Kok jegt 
plate ‘ eee 

focal Length oe ee 

2S pee me ‘ 

— Focal = Diagran of old panoramic Kodak 
Se i 2 f vi = Tenet ftens showing large angle of view ee 

Bye ) Sere [ootoers Kobject 

focal length OMe 

The first sketch shows the relation of the photograph on the plate ar film to the 

original, or object, provided on ordinary comera was used ond placed with exis level 
The sketch epplies to either oa vertical or a horizontal plane. Note definition of 
focel length. It is essential to grasp the following ideas. (a) Every photograph 
with the axis horizontel shows a portion of the ground which is shaped like a tri- 
engle., (b) In a photograph all objects which have the same horizontel engle, away 

from the vertical plane cages exis line lie inthe some streight line on the 

picture, (c) All voints on the level of the cemera ore in a horizontal line called 
the horizon line, (4) In a photogranh taken with horizontal axis, both verticrl 
angles are shown by distances from the horizon line or vertical plane which are 
proportional to the tangont of that angle. (An exception to the last st-toment is 
the old Ponoramic Kodek; in this instrument, illustrrted in the middle sketch, the 

film was curved in ae semi-circle to secure a larger engle in each'picture then is 

possible with an ordinary cemers. Its horizontal engles were directly proportioned 
to distances on the photograph. All points with the same horizontal engle lie in 

same vertical line. All points with sane vortical sngle lie elong 4 line which 

curves farther away from the horizon line with increasing distance from centor ver- 

tical line with ordinary camera (straight lines with Panoremic Kodak - sketch, noxt 

page.) The lowest sketch illustretes another fundamontel idea, namely thet if the 
photograph were transparent end hold in front of the human eye at, a distance equal 

to the focal length of the camera it would just match with the oniginal if the ob- 

server were on the sane spot as the picture was teken fron,



i - Problem 15, p. 2 

Laying out the nap. Two different kinds of photogranhs are avrileble: (a) some 
sets of views taken in Alaska with the old Penoramic Kodak, and (b) some photo- 
graphs taken at Devis Lake with an ordinary crmera. Note crrefully which you have. 
Look over the available deta which includes the distence spart of some of the 
camora stetions: and the compass berrings of some of these and other lines. 

Without such auxiliary date no mep could be made. In prectice ground control is 
mede by either transit or plene table. Some elevetions cre also supplicd. 
Points shown in more than one photograph are in some cases marked in the pictures. 
The first step is to ley out the skeleton of the map (control points). Look over 
the photographs snd decide whet part of the paper you should start on. Plast 
compass directions of other camera stations first. Now at every station loy off 
@ line for the vortical nxinl plane of the cemera for each picture. To locrto 
this line accurately oxtend 2 line to rnother stetion nesr to this plrne. On one 

side of a sheet of paper mark the focnl length; on adjacent side of srme psoper, ._ 

at right angles to first side, merk the distence on picture between the other 

station and the axial plone nersuring samo in direction parallel to horizon line. 

Now fit the triangle to the extonded linm in proper relation to bring line ct . 
right angles to sxiel plene at distence from picture station equel to focal 
length. Sec disgram below. Now extend this line end call it the picture plene. 
It is where you would put 4 transpnreht picture to just cover the originnl view 

. with your oye ct stotion. To obtein engle of rays to any object in a picture, 
neasure horizontel distrnceé from verticel exiel plone and plat on picture plene 
of the nap. Join this point to picture stetion and you heve seme result as if 

i you had sighted om alidrde on aplrne table. Obviously, the intersection of such 
lines from differont stations gives locrtions just as do intersections on the | 
plenctrdle, It constitutes indoor planctabling. The rdvrntege is thet tine 

spent in the field is greatly reduced but tixe in the office is much incronased. 

Certrin climates meke this desirablo. 

/picture plane for Sta A AC 

Dicture location of D seen from A 

] o : \ 

| 10 S oS \ 
: oe ‘ raxial plane 

: x “es ; : cc location of © 
Horfizon line 0 i 5 : ae . (Located by some other 

2G AG kO” «0 20 | : i Pe method) 
Horikontalj 7 | t ee. 

| Pegs _-’pexial plane 

= tk ae _oo- picture location 
Diagram of angles recorded ..” ferme Seep ees of D seen from 
on 0 photograph — eg cress B 

fo ae: oe true map location of 
ee ee : !D found by intersection 

ee es a 

Base line (length ss 
given) a A



: Problem 15, p. 3 (edition 1951) 

Finding elevations. The elevations of some of the camera stations are given, 
otherwise no map could be made. After you have located enough points to enable 
you to make a good map it is time to find difference of elevation of these points 
as compared with known places. The most practical way of doing this is to solve 
the problem of finding elevations from known distance and known angle. The 
distances can now be taken from the map, working from a picture where the elev- 
tion of camera is known. The angles can be determined from the picture. To do 
this a right triangle is solved. One side of this, say the horizontal base, is 

the distance from the location of the station on the map to the platted position 

of this point in question on the picture plane, The other side, at right angles 
to the above, (the vertical side) is the picture distance of the point in question 
above or below the horizon line shown on the photograph. The third side or 
hypothenuse joins the last point with the other end of the horizontal side. The 
angle at the last point is the actual vertical angle which would have been 
measured had you sighted the point in question from the camera station. It is 
not desirable to measure this angle in degrees. The problem can be solved graph- 
ically. On the horizontal line of the triangle plat the map distance of the 
point in questio n as transferred with dividers or otherwise. Use the same scale as 

used for the map to scale vertical distance above or below this point to the 
hypothenuse. This is the difference of elevation and should be properly applied 

to the elevation of the camera station to get desired elevation. Note that with 

an ordinary camera the distance from the station to the picture plane is not 
constant but increases toward the sides of the picture. It is therefore necessary 

to use several triangles for each picture. In the case of the Panoramic Kodak 
the focal length was constant. This instrument is now obsolete. 

————————_ Distance on map scale~camera Pane iencnera asa | ; 

| station to point determined in picture plan 
+r Distanck oF POINT —” ' | 

; t 
Camera station sie ali alata at Difference of elevation 

. to map scale 

Sa | Distance o} 
picture plene 

ot | 

Note that line to picture plane is not always the same but Ea point 
depends upoint relation of point determined from central vertical plane. 

Drawing contours. When all points have been platted with elevations it is time to 
start drawing contours. The problem of sketching lines of equal elevetion is the 
same as that met with in the field with ordinary surface surveys. Before accepting 
any location it must be checked in more than one photo of the same area wherever 
possiblee Never draw contours where you cannot see the ground in at least one 
picture. Try to make the drawing an real interpretation of the ground form and not 
a mechanical interpolation between known points. Note that if two views are taken 
from each camera station with camere on seme level and separated by 50 feet or more 
ground distance these can be used in an <rdinerv stereoscope thus getting a better 
idea of topographic form than can be observed either with the unaided eye or on a 
single photograph. All that is needed for a ground photographic survey is an 
ordinary camera properly equipped to take distant landscapes. The camera must be 

levelled for every exposures Panchromatic film with a red filter is best. Some 
form of ground control must also be surveyed to find position and elevation of as 

many camera stations as poss ible. Use of photograrhv on the groune ic still a 
good method forzsurveying some erear. Bnd
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GEOLOGY 11 : ‘ 
prv/ : 

MAPPING 
Problem 16 and 16a, Edition 1950 

Objects To draw a map from aerial photographs. 

Material: Hard pencil, eraser, scale, stereoscove with parallel arm (stereocompara- 

graph), magnifier, triangle, tracing paver (about 84 x 11"), photos, map 
with elevation data. 

Method: Photographs taken from the air may be divided into (a) obliques with 
camera axis tilted downward and (b) verticals taken with camera axis as 
nearly vertical as »ossible. Obliques are taken up in Problem 17. Read 
TM 5-230, pp. 188-249. 

Vertical Pictures: Ivery vertical picture is a complete and accurate 

map of the area shown, provided thnt (a) the camera axis is exactly 
vertical and (b) the land is essentially a plane. The scale of this map 
is fixed by the elevation at which the picture was taken in relation to 
the focal length of the camera. In actual »oractice, however, it is very 

difficult to meet these conditions >recisely. Obviously if the land is 
not flat, the tops of hills are shown at a larger scale than are the low- 

lands, Check the scale of your “shotographs by neasuring several !mown 
distances. If you do not get the same result in different parts of the 
area at the same elevation, the camera was tilted. A line on the land 
surface which is straight but runs up and down hill is not straight in 2 
the picture. The amount of curve due to differences of elevation 

; increases radially away from the center of the photograoh as shown in the 

following figures: 

i lane 
FIG. 1 i\ ‘ 
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“a 16-2 

Three hills rise from a plain. The one vertically below the camera has its top 
B shown on the picture in the same place as if it had been at plain level B'. But 
the hills near the sides of the picture have their tops A and C. displaced outward 
from the center of the view to A' and C!. The distortion of straight lines across 

each hill is also shown. 

Stereoscopic effect. Photogranhs are taken in the air at horizontal distances 

such that each overlans the adjacent ones by 60 per cent or more. Were the lanc 
all flat you could not tell any difference in one picture from another of the same 
spot, but where there is relief the relative positions of high and low points differ 
in the overlapping victures. 
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Now place a pair of adjacent photos so that the common areas are next to one 

auother. Shift one or both until you see some of the highlights double. Make these 
coincide and the fused image will look like a relief model. Keep looking as if you 

were in the plane at a great distance from ground until you can get the effect. 

The mirrors or lenses serve only to separate the eyes so that each sees only one 

victure. A similar result may be obtained with two magnifiers or by holding a 
paper between the eyes. In these cases the common points in the nictures must be 

eye distance (about 23") apart. It is x.o0ssible to dispense with the paper. Put the 
common points of two pictures about 24 inches apart. Slowly raise the pictures into 
the line of sight with eyes relaxed (daydreaming). Th’s does not injure the eyes but 

considerable practice is needed. The closer the eyes come to the victure the better |
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x the stereoscopic effect. Note that two other images, one on either side of that 

in relief, are seen. These do no harm to the eyes. Shift photos until you get 

relief effect. 

Map location of points. NOTE: Actual construction done only for problem 16a 

but all must know the principle. s 

i The rays drawn from the center of the photogravh (which was vertically under 

the plane end is found by intersecting lines sither between marks in the 

margins or : the corners) to objects seen in the »icture represent true 

angles just as though you had sct up a.plane table there and sightcd those 
points through an alidade. The map location of this center or principal point 

may be found by oassing the rays to three recognizable points in the picture . 

which had previously been located on the ground through the plotted map 
position of those voints. This is merely solving the "three point problem". 
This orients the »vhotograph in respect to the map control. Now rays may be 

: Grawn on tracing paper from the picture conter to unknown points, mainly hill 

tops. Mark on each ray apparent position of point using a small definite dot 
for each but extend lines. Next comes the »nroblem of correctly locating the 

next overlapping photograph. Find its eenter as before. Locate this point 
on the first photograph. I the centers are both at the same elevation then 
the distance between them is the correct map distance. But if the clevations 
differ a correction must be applicd. Draw the line betwcen the two centers 
on your map.» Use this line to orient the tracing over the second picture. 
Shift along this line until rays from conter of sccond picture to known 

points already correctly located pass through the map locations. One such 
intersection would be cnough to give map location of the second center but 
two properly located off to the sides are much better. Note simiiaerity to 

plane table method of location of unknown point. You may also find correctly 
=oerted points such es section corners in the sccond picture. 

Sce TM 5-230 pp. 188-212. . 

-bow on your final map to proper scale the locations of scction corners as 
given by U.S. Land Survey. These will be your control points. Draw radial 
lines from centers of each photograph to these on your tracings. ‘When agree- 

nent on intersections has been reached prick through proper map locations onto 

your final sheot. The chicf error in such "plane tabling from the air" is 

“ilt of the photogrephs. But compare it with crror in doing the same work 

on the ground!
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FIG. 4 Kadial line adjustment 16-4 
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Re sure to understand that dircetions hold over distances and that all lines toa 

‘certain location must intcrscct at same point. 

2 problem 16a the »hotos will cover two edjacent flights. Flights are commonly 
mée going eitucr north or south with an overlap of about 30%. After arranging 

she tracing nenor sheots (tomplets) you will soon realize the advantage of the 

‘,ott¢ed tomplot system. This was at first done with cardboard shects cut with a 
special punch along the radial lines. These shects conceal the basemap and are 

chrown away when it is finished. Honce metal arms which may be clammed into 

orogr rolation to one another have displaced cardboard. No templet necd be made 
Yor problem 16 since it would add little to accuracy of results but 2 width of 

only two miles should be mapped to avoid distortion due to relief and tilt which 
affects tho sides of the photos most. a$ Lah iki 

Histortion duc to relicf. Displacement of points due to difference of elevation 

above or below the normal or datum »lane is nlong lines which radiate outward from 

the point vertically bolow the cnmera. It is commonly assumed thet this plumb or | 
nedir point coincides with the contor or vrincipal point. Tho actual displaccygent: 
dcpends upon the »roportion: altitude of planc, H: difference of clovation, hi: 

radial photo distance of point,R: displacement from true position, d. In solving 
this note that cach pair of terms must be in samo units, for instance if H = 

14000 feet, and h = 200 fect, thon R and d must be expressed citheor both in inches. 

or both in millimeters. In this case if R = 100 mm. then d = 1.43 mn. and if h is 
above the datum nlane the truce location of the point must be moved along the radial 

line toward the principal point by this amount. See figure 5 on next page.
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FIG. 5 ‘ 16-5 

Displacement of a point in photograph due to relief. 
Note that such dsiplacements are along lines which - ’ 

radiate from the plumb or nadir point. For most 
H photographs this is not far enough from the center or } 

principal point to make a material error if the nadir 

point is not known. 

r 

h 
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Sctting wp photographs. lveon if you find your photos alroady set up on a board 

you should undorstand just how this was done. Look over the books of instructions, 
‘he "principal points" arc all marked with red circles. Note the marks in margins 

.. eorners which wore uscd to locate these. If you are using the Abrams instru- 

sens you should mark the Line botwcen the principal points with a sharp hard 

pencil. Turn the y dial (notion across line of flignt) to read 0. Placo instru- 
uucntG over a sheet of whitc a cr and turn up the righ? hand marker about 4 complcte 

surns. Thon adjust left head marker on its y axis until the two dots blond as one 
when you. Look at them througi the lenses. If you weny glasses yc may have to 
Leave them off while working. Choose place on the board where the parallel arm 
vLLL allow the instrument to covor the common part of the pair of photos. Lay . 

Auwa the left photo and turn until tho lino joining the centers (principal points) 
.s on the linc of tho two dot markers. Staple down left corners of this photo. 
.Direetionus say uso tane but this mey causo moro injury than do staples.) Now 
s.% the right photo over the left so that whon left marker dot is on principal 

veint of left photo the rigat dot is on princival point of the rizht photo and tho 

two lines joining the principal points coincide. Another way to set up photos is 
te use Yront edge of the instrument as a straight cdge; this is more rapid but 
loss accurate. Next look through tho lonses and see that you get good stcreoscopic 
ffoet without oye strain. You may havo to shift the right »hoto kcoping it in 

sci eltgamen+. When satisfactory, staple down temporarily and flap over the 
eéges to soo that there is no "blind spot". Anothor shift may romove such, but 
you ms. not adjust without leaving cnough space on tho x motion to allow of 

moving tho right dot by turning to left to allow of piacing it on lowest points 

:. tho photos. Distance betwoon common points must not oxccod 2.45". Now 
sveetice reading from tho dots. Whonevor you look at the dots they will blend 

to one (unless too far apart). Practice looking at the ground at the same 
‘omc; then whon the dots blond into on» it will apvear to touch the surface. 

14 first it is best to blink from one oye to the other to sce that cach dot 
is sot at the same objoct in the two photographs. First try this on road intor- 
sussions and other definite points. ‘When you have the dots coinciding make the 

jal road O by turning its cdge. Study map of areca to find 2 road intersection 
notr one edge of tho arca whoso 2slovation is known. 0 dial on it. Now shift to 

ler side of the aroa and ses if youstill have tho dots coincide on an object 

a> nearly or oxactly the semc olsvation. If thay do not ono picture is tilted 
w.ih respect to the other. Effoct of tilt is largsly, although not wholly, 

oLiminatod by following Abrams mothod as described on pp. 16-17 of thoir manual. 
Stick a neodlo through check point on one sido; thon turn around this axis until 

you got samo parallax reading at tho othor chock point. Thon restaple. A 
tolorance of about 0.05 mm. is allowod in this measuroment, othcrwiso it must be 

i vopeated. Always check baci: on first point again.
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If you arc using tho Fairchild instrument you will find it casicr to sct up the 
photographs. Lock the parallel arm. Thon linc up loft photo with tho common 
principal »oints undor the scalo at tho back. Staplo down at once. Thon moasure 
map baso or distanco botwoon principal points in millimotors. Tho corresponding 
points on right photo are thon lincd up in same way along same straight line and 
its mep bas? is measured. Notc that with this typo of instrumont you do not over-~ 
lap the photos. To get propor distance for storso vision do the same as with the 
othor type. Placo white paper below the dots and then mako them blend by use of 
tho largo adjusting knob underneath tho centor. Now romove paper and shift right 

photo along the line of oriontation until you got good rcoliof effect. Bo sure 

the micronctor is about tho contor of its scale whon you fasten tho right pvhoto. 

Now pick out points of known clevation on the two sides of the flight and make 
the samo cdjustmont as with the Abrams. Noto that although the right dot can be 
moved for y parallax thove is no means of moasuring this motion. Distanco betwoon 

common points is about 6.20" with this machino. 

Measuring clovations. Aftor the photographs have boon jinially sot and you have 
good storoo vision bogin to practico moasuring clovations. As suggostod above 

you can best do this at first by blinking from one cyc to the othor and thus 
locating both dots on corrosponding mark in cach photo. 

. Parallax cquation 

q Line of x“ d2 

\ FIG. 6 
\ = focal length £ 

Lens RE ASN ST TRARY eo ae ee 
: eZ \ Ba 

: (air base) 

H | (altitude 

Sa 

Ground ‘) se £ 
x nl ue PV 4 pyre ore n2 = nadir or plumb point 

eee) 
x 

See next page for derivation of formulas, It is here assumed that flight 
was exactly level, that axis of camera was exactly vertical in both photos, 

and that dh is gwall compared to H+ on the two photographs Ba is represented 
by b, the map or photo base which is commonly assumed to be the distance 

between one principal point and the next. This distance is shown on both 

members of the stereo pair of photographs.
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difforonco in parallax = dj + dg = dp 

serlo ratio = f/H = focal longth/altitudo 

dp ; x :: £ : H, by scalo ratio, whoncc x = ap.H/f (strictly spoaking (H-dh) but 
dh is so small it may commonly bdo noglectod) . 

also 
dh t x :: H: Ba, by similar trianglos, whonco x =# ah.Ba/H 

equating to oliminate x, 

dp.H/f = dh.B/H, honco ah = dp.H?/f.Ba 

but b on photo = Ba . senlo ratio orzBa.f/H : 

‘ 
honeo by substitution dh = dp.H/Bh 

noxt substitute for H its valuc “.f/p whers gf#a as. and p its 

longth in the photo and f = focal iongth 
Mcasurc p on photos, also b usually in ") 

n » oe 

honeo dh = dp.g.f/b.p W% AP ~ © ae ap - ep = JS f 
‘ 5:+ ’ V8 sts 

Assumc dp = 1 mm., g = 5280 ft., and f g 8.25 in. 
In ordor to balance difforcnt units of moasuroment either p or b must be in mn, 
To change mm to inches multiply by 25.4 

Honeo dh’ = dp™ ¢" gt / vp or dh’ - 1715/b" sp" 

(This dorivation is roquired of 211 studonts.) 

Finding tho altitudo. Even if you had the altitude at which tho photographs wero 
supposed to havo boon t2ken it may not bo correct, for it was bascd on baromotric 
detcrmination. Most of these photogranhs wore takon with the K-3B camera which 
hed a focal longth of 8: inehos. Tho scalo of the photographs is exprosscd thus: 

' Scale = focal length = _nhoto distanco = £ = pg 
altitude ground distance Ez € : 

Noto that these ratios demand that both torms be in the samo units. 
Solve for altitude and: 

H (foct) = ground distance (ft) . f(in) = gef 
photo distanee (in) p 

Note that we can use two different units because there is only one term of cach 
above and below the line so that the correction factor cancels. 
We could equally well uso millimetors for both focal longth and photo distanco. 
Example: f= 8% in.; g = 5280 ft., and p = 3.1 in. 
Substituting those values above altitude, H = 14000 ft. 
Study your »hotos in comparison with - map on which known horizontal distances 
are shown and compute flying altitude for cach. The scale of the two photos may 
not be cxactly the same. 

1 inch = 25.40 mn. lo mm. = .0394 in,
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Computation of difforonces of clcvation. Tho formula domonstrated above rokatos 
difforcnce in parallax on tho photographs to difference of clevation, altitude, 
and map base. The latter is the average distance betwoen principal points of a 
pair of photos. It may be oxpressed cither in inches or millimeters. We can 
also solve the formuln for difference in olevation for unit difference in parallax. 

difference of parallax = diff. in clov. . map base dp = dheb (1) 
altitude Ez 

Solving for ih, . (3) 
dh. dp.H (2) Substitute for H, Hs then dh = 3 ; spelt a si = 

If @p = 1", ¢ = 6280', f= 8.25 " then dh Lng aw Ii . 0st | 

(This form gives either feet ver inch of parallax or fect per millimetér. Taking 
H = 14000 feet, and b = 2.5 inches the result of (3) is 5600 feet per inch or 220 
fcet per millimeter. Note that again different units may be used provided that 
the conversion factors cancel out. Check these computations for your varticular 

onir of photos. You can measure b in millimeters if desired. Next you must 
realize that altitude, H, is that above the particular spot on the photo which 

you are measuring. For instance if there were a 500 foot hill in the photo 

described above H would be reduced to 13500 fect changing the results to 5400 

feet/in and 213 ft/mm respectively. Although there are tables which may be used 
to compensate for this in TM 5-230 a simpler solution is to figure the value of 
dh for the average H over the photo. This may be used to determine differences 
of elevation such as heighth of hills above known low places. Using (4) if b = 
2.5" and p = 3.1" then dh = 222 ft/mm. or 5650 ft/in. Compute dh for your photos. 
You can also get results by measuring a known difference of elevation on the photo, 

Note that measurements uphill register on the Abrams machine by motion of the 
pointcr in the+direction. On the Fairchild instrument the readings on the scale 

increase with elevation, that is increase toward the left. Compare this with 

what causes hilltops to appear closer under the stereoscove (FIG. 3). When you 
measure you may have to use the y motion to make dots coincide. This is a result 

of tilt (see later). Tilt results in change of scale of the photos so that 

corresponding points are displaced in relative distance from the line of flight 

or line of orientation. In the Abrams instrument use the motion of right dot 
only. Left dot is moved only when first setting up the photos. Study the scale ° 
on the Fairchild machine. Whole millimeters are marked on lower side of lino 
except for those which are numbered where line is carried across. Half milli+ 

meters are marked on upper side. Since the micrometer head reads only to 50 and 
measures hundredths of millimeters you must add 50. to its reading whenever a 
helf point is passed. Continue practice on reading spot elevations. Base your 
parallax difference on elevations on roads, etc., on low ground not too far awey 

on the photo. If you try to measure over long horizont»l distances the effect of 
even slight tilt will make results inaccurate. On the home-made instrument 
parellinx is measured in thousandths of inches; divisions on side are 25/1000", 
on head of drum 1/1000". : 

Drawing the map. Bach of the machines is provided with some kind of pencil. See 
thet yours is sharp and not too hard. If you can obtain only faint lines go over 

ponen with a softer pencil. Colored pencils (provided when possible) arc ‘good.- 

f . Use a sheet of bond paver which shows a watermark when held to light. 
If drawing board is rough put 2 sheet of poorer paver below. Fasten down in 
position so you can map the area common to the two photographs remembering that 
you have to reverse the photos with all but the Fairchild, In tracing roads, 2% 
streams and boundaries of dense timber use left hand dot only. Locate dwellings 
which at most farms are close the road and more or less concealed by shade trees. 
for this. Use blue for streams. red for rosds and houses, and. green for timber.
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Do not map all farm buildings. You will have trouble in following some stronams 
because of troes, also in telling what portions of some streams are now part of 
the actual channel. Dot all uncertain parts. Show streams which do not carry 
watér all the time by dash-dot lines. Last locate spot elevations. Compare 
with the old topo. sheets! All students will make a map based on common rea 
of one pair of photos. 

Contouring. The choieo of two methods of drawing contours is possible. All 
books of directions advise sctting the distance apart of the dots to that for a 
given level end then tracing around the contour. This involves finding thé 

difference, dp, of parallax for a given contour interval, Tilt of the photos 
makes it necessary to shift the sotting for different parts of tho map in a very 

complex manner. Keoping the fused dots together is .xlso difficult at first. 

Arter practice they should appear to just touch. the surface while looking at the 
sopography and not concentrating on the dots. You can always make the dots blend 
if you look too hard st them alone. The other method is to measure spot eleva- 

4ions and then sketch the contours from them checking with the stereoscope. 

Ucmbination of the two methods is suggested. Try to trace the 100 foot contours 
virst. Blink from one eyo to another to see that dots rest on same ground point. 
Change reading in differcnt points of map in response to spot elevation data. 
Then fill in 50 foot contzurs between by sketching. Compare your results with 
the old map which was sketched from the ground! Last locate section corners 
using the old map as a guide. From these locate the lines nbout x mile apart 
which subdivide the sections into 40 acre tracts. Draw all those on your paper 

making section lines solid black and the other lines dotted black. Also draw a 

line exactly a mile long xccording to the scale you found. Your map may be 
prescnted either (a) in pencil on origin2l paver or (b) traced in ink on tracing 

poner. If the latter also hand in your sketch. First maps cover only the area 
seen on both photogrephs of the pair. Contour interval » 50 feet. Roads 
may be left as single lines but make branch roads dotted. Show also all dwellings 

(not barns), streams and swemps as far as possible. 

FOR 4 CREDIT STUDENTS 
Problem 16a 

Material: <Asido from that for problem 16, you need 10 shocts of trecing paper 

7" x 9" plus o sheet of tracing paper about 18" x 18", 

Introduction: 4 credit students will do Problem 162, man of 10 verticnl photos 
located in two flights, a portion at least of which must be contoured and all 

completed to show roads, dwellings, streams, woodland, swamps, section and forty 

lines. The tracing paver bout 7 x 9 inches will be required for the radial 

line plot and larger sheet for final map. First, make the radial line tracings 

taking lines from principal point of each photo to 211 section corners, other ; 
principal points, and to such noints common to the two flight ascnecessary. 

Draw fine accurate lines and mark the picture locations dof ink€sty Jal thoueh lines 
should extond half an inch boyond edch. Mark photo number in same position as on 
original. Next lay these trecings over one another to get true locations by 
interscations. Make lines between principal points coincide. Assume that N-S 
township lines -re straight. Apply seme criteria to accuracy of location as 
with planetable. When you have a satisfactory adjustment, disregarding the ap- 
parent locations on photo, tape or staple your assembly together. Then lay it 
over the master sheet and prick through the revised locations. Remove overlay 
and mark each prick point with cross for section corner, circle for principal 
points and other locations. Place photo number at ench principal point.
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; Draw in the section lines on master tracing. Next subdivide cach section into 

40's using solid lines for sections and dotted for subdivisions. You now have 

an accurate framework to which sketches and tracings of each photo may be fitted. 
Last use the stercocomparagraph to make a contour sketch of not less than common 
area of two stercopairs one in each flight. Adjust contours between the two 

flights as seoms best. Do as much contouring os time permits; if you cannot 
contour more thon minimum finish rest of area as 1 flnt map. Submit your sketches 
and overlay with the final map. This may be completed either in pencil or ink. 

Use green crayon for woodland. 

Effect of tilt on vertical serial photographs. 

Introduction. As noted above, few photographs taken from planes and intended to 
be true vertienls are such in fact. Efforts to control verticality by levels, 

views of horizon, gyroscopes, etc., have failed although it may vrove practicable 
to indicate the plumb point by a2 spot of light regulated by a gyroscope. 

Fortunately the angle of tilt is rarely over 3 degrees from vertical and can 
safely be neglected for radial line construction winless the topography is very 

rugged with high relief. A tilted photo has the same perspective as a very low 
oblique as expleined in Problem 17. Note diagrams on following page. These show 
that the side which is tilted below the position of an equivalent verticol picture 
includes a smaller area than it should and is expanded; the converse is true on 

the other side, thet toward which the principal point is displaced from the plumb 

or nadir point. Midway between the locations of these two points is a line where 
the equivalent vertical photo intersects the actual picture, Only along this line 
which is perpendicular to the principal line is senalo true. 

Fig. 7A See next page 
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Pic. 7 Geonetry of . tilted photo 
| 0 = principal point 
\ n = nadir or plumb point 

i = isocenter or center of 
i \ distortion 

oes aes 08 : \ d = displacement 
principal plan t = angle of tilt 

es J f = focal length 
B \ B = angle between line to a 

point end line to iso- 
\ center 

\ 
Lower side | Upper side : 

| Actual photograph 

Dee oo oe eS ) 8 Equivalent vertical (same f) or 
| | n * line parallel ground. 

ret J 
issct | } 

ee at ‘ 
; ‘ ' « Note that the tilted photograph 
— !_| makes a rectangle on the ground 
Se Aer es ee ee | appear too big on lower or down 

| Axis of tilt side and the converse on upper 
| Down | side (here to right). 

Up 
| | A = angle between a radial line ‘ 
| | from isocenter and the principal : 

: line. 

7% ! Derivation: (required for 4 
| if | credit students) 
| 2 are “ Vertical displacement of point 

noe L Principal line gla’ is ia ( or ib) sint © 
no ° | Horizontal displacement = vert. 

| - displacement tan B Since 
Lower side expanded; Upper side comp= | tan B = ia (or ib) J @ then 

| displacement outward | ressed; displacemgnt 2 ee 
from isoceneter in toward isocentgr | 4 = ia”(or ib ),sin t /f and oa 

| { sin t = a.f/(ia ) wheneg is- awk 

tance no =f sin t = def A ae?) eS 

j | \ See Fig. 7A on last page for 
| | effect of distortion when 
Sippel ae oe eee lexi pf Side disgfonal to 

sides of a square. 5 

Displacement olong a line radinl from isocenter = d/cos A 
Displacement along line perpendicular to principrl line = d tan A 
Note thet displacements sre proportional to square of distance from axis of tilt 
but sre slong lines radinl from isocenter. Displacements due to relief are radial 
from plunbd (nadir) point. Therefore, there is no single place on a photographfron 
which both tilt and relief csn be corrected. Fortunctely, error due to this fact 
is small in most cases when the tilt does not excecd 3 degrees. In country with 
high relief, measured in thousonds of feet, it is necessary to find the plumb or 
nadir point for radial line construction, Note carefully the distortion of a SQ, 

_ @ue to tilt. If axis of tilt dingonal, square is "skewed". :
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Figure 8 shows results of tilt of camera axis in successive photographs, A, By C. 

Centers (principal points) are designated Ao, Ro, Co. It is assumed that A is 
exactly vertical with the plumb or nadir point coincident with Ao. The rectangle 
1, 2, 3, 41s correctly shown. Centers of adjacent photos are shown in every 
case, When set up for stereosconic examination these are aligned along the line 
of flight or x axis which is horizontal in the stereoscope. Distances perpendic- 
ular to the line of flight are called along the y axis. Fhoto 3 is assumed to tu 

tilted along an axis parallel to the line of flight. As explained in Fig. 7 the 
rectangle is then distored into the shape shown by solid lines (its tens shane is 

shown by broken lines). “n = nadir point, i = isocenter or intersection of axis 
of tilt with a plane passing through both camera axis and plumb line. Note that 

points 1, 2, 3, 4 are displaced along lines which radiate from i (see Fig. 7). : 

Distance of 1 in y direction from line of flight is al, of 2= a2 Displacement 
of 1 from a line through 1 in A is dl and of 2 = d2 both measured in y direction, 
Such measurements are made with y dial on Abrams instrument; the Fairchild has . 

no gradua ions on its y motion. Fhoto ¢ is assumed to be tilted along a direction 

perpgndic: lar to the x axis ( along y axis). Distortion is shown by same method. 
Nispsacemeats from lines parallel line of flight, dl and d2,are measured in same 
way. y distance of 2 from line of flight = a and x distance of 2 from So = b. 
Angle A is determined by its tangent a/b. Note than tilt is demonstrated when you 
have to use o y motion to.yit dots on corresponding points in two photos. Cases 
of tilt alo.z axes in other directions than those shown by be resolved into com~ 

ponents alcag x and y axese Displacements. due to relief are eesumed to be absent. 

Correction of parallax errors due to tilt. “hen a pair of overlapping photos is 
set up for steroscopic examination the average value of dh must be found first. 
Known elevations should be present along both sides of the common area and nearly 

opposite one gnother. Tlevations of ly 2, 3, 4 should be known. Dots are set 
on 1 and 1 in photo 33 the effect of difference of elevation of 1 and 2 is com 
puted; the x dial is reset and checked on 2 in A and 2 in 3. Pyto 3 is then 
loosened and turned until this distance checks. (Abrams method).™ This adjustment 
will (unless the error was due only to faulty determination of centers) serve 

only to correct readings *\a relatively narrow area between the two correction : 
points, i. e. an area extending in the y direction. A different ¢ex:+-, position 
would be needed for points 3 and 4. Hence it is well to use tave cn right photo. 
Error due to the component of tilt on v axis is not affected by this method, 

Measurment of relative tilt. Fig. 7 shows how it is possible to compute the 
displacement of the nadir point in both x and y directions with proper signs. . 
In Fig. 8 displacement left (below) line of flight is - and abovejor right)is +, 
Displacement of n above or left of principal point is ~ and below or right is +. 
Photo 3 shows a + displacement in y direction, Such a displacement is called Dy 

and is ecual.to f+sin $ since sin t = d.f/a“ it remains only to find a, This 
must be the average of the two a's on F because we do not know the position of the 
axis of +ili. ‘This average value corresponds to ia or, ib of Fig. 7 and hence 
d= (dl +42)/2. sy substitution On = f°(di+ 42) / 2a° Note that since both 
dl and d2 are to right in gp of Fig. 8 a positive value will attach to result. If 
the displacements had been the other way the result would be - indicating a nadir 

point below (left of) the x axis. In photo ¢ the tilt is along a transverse axis: 
dl and d2 a~e both measured along the y axis as before but one is ~ and the other 
is +. In tis case we must use the average of dl -d2 multiplied by the
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tangent of the angle A thrt is by a/b. Now to obtnin this average value for 

d we must reenll thet the displecenvats are opdosite in sign and tht we must 
therefore use their algebraic difference. Thus d = (dj - dg)a/2b. Substituting 

and cancelling a above and below the line it anverrs thot Dx = £°( az - dg) /2ab. 

In the case shown the algebraic sun of the y displacements is negative and the 
nadir point is disvlaced to the left or backward on the line of flight. In this 
manner the x 1nd y displnrecement components may be found end thus the relative 
relation to the photo at the left (earlier in the series). But since we have no 

knowledge of the tilt of thot photograph the solution remains relrtive. until the 
nissing data is supplied. Then relative tiits may be carried forwsrd by 
slgebrnic differences. This method is described by Van Camp in "Manual of 

Photogrannetry," pp. 290-302. : 

The following method is adapted from one by "AGLEY, pp. 180-192, modified to use 
2 rectangle (or squxre) formed by one or more sections of land. Because most 

aerial photographs were t-ken by flying along . N-S section line it would be best 
to use 2 pair of -djrcent sections enst and west of the line flight. It is 

essentinl to have the principil point well inside the aren used. True dimensions 
end directions of the sides should be checked by » ground survey with pl-netabdle 

or otherwise. Elevations of ech corner must also be known. Also focnl length of 

ennern in inches. Steps in construction follow, 

(1) Loexte both on map 2nd photograph the principal point using redirl line 
construction with forner. 

(2) Find the averrge senle of the photograph from » section line nesr the princi- 

pal point .nd compute elev-tion, H, by usurl method. H = Ef] Dy where ¢ 

is a ground dist«noe in feet and p the same on photo in inches. 

(3) Compute displacement d of 211 corners to each plane passing through elevation 

of the lowest corner. d = h.R/E, where h = difference in feet elevation of 
point considered above lowest corner, and R its distcnce from principal point in 

inches. Move the high voints in tow2rd the principal point 1s the isocenter is 

as yet unknown. See Fig. 5 4 

(4) Seale, in inches, the four sides of the quadrilatersl as shown on corrected 
photograph (notediagrom); also distonce of ench corner from the 

principval »oint, Also obtain corresponding ground distance in feet from map 

and field date. See Fig. 9 

(5) Revise the figure for altitude H = (L°) from the fact thet LO:A°:: frao! 
whence L°' = £",4 o! / ad" eoproximotely. Use nenn value from four solutions. 

(6) The four triangles embracing lines from L (position of plane) to each corner 
of the figure crn now be drawn to map scerle (preferably lerger than photo 

scole). Include corresponding lines in the photograph, Remember th-t plane 

of photo is normal to line (L°) to princival point. It will now be noted that 
since f is the same in cll triangles the lines representing the plane of the 
photograph will not be parallel to the cround. See Fig. 10 

: (73 Now we hove the dntn to construct triangles for each of the four exterior 

sides of the pyramid making the ground line straight. It is not normal to ° 

Hine 1°, See Fig, 21 : 

(8) The next step is to pass vertical planes through ench apex of these triangles. 

The intersection of these planes with the outside of the pyramid are normal to 
the ground line ‘and ench will pass through the line (Ln) from L to the nadir 
point. See Fig. 1z
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(9) Next use the map and drew on it lines normal to each side at proper distances 
from each corner as shown on bese of each triangle. These lines should all 

intersect ot the nadir point, n.See Fig. 12 

(10) Transfer this nedir point to the photogravh by tracing paver solution of the 
three point problem. Location of isocenterardinxis of tilt are now known. 

* Angle of tilt, t, may be computed since tan t = no/f. L 

NR 
L (lens of camera) 

fe" 

, H (map scale) 

id | a a 
| photo 

C 
a 

b 

D - v 

ae Bee map.(larger scale | ° 
than photo) 

A > 2 
— = 

Fige 10 

B One of a series of four triangles from 
line Lo out to each of the four corners 

: Fig. 9 of the area on the ground. f = focal 

length of camera H = altitude of plane 

Pyramid over two adjacent sections of at map scale. In order to fit it the 
land including the principal point. true ground distances at map scale it 

abcd = tilted p hotograph 4BCD = map. is necessary to make them inclined which 

on scale larger than that of photo. indicates tilt of the photograph 
Because the ground or map distances Construction must include all of the :: . . 

are horizontal the photodistances mst four triangles. 
be first corrected for differences of 
elevatione o = principal point on ground, 
2‘ = principal point of photo on line i 
normal to plane of photograph. 

n = nadir or plumb point on ground ar:s 
n' = nadir point on photograph.
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Figs 12, 
Four sides of the pyramid spread out with base or 

ground level as a straight line. Sies of the triangles 
scaled from four construction figures like Fig. 10 
The lines normal to the base line through the apex of 
each trinagle at L are the intersections of vertical 

: planes with the sides of the pyramid of Fig. 9 Each 
D of these planes must pass through the plumb line 

ee ee below the lens position and hence the nadir point 
on the map. These planes are not shown on Bag. 
9 except where they intersect the ground or map 

n plane. 

B G 
Fige 12 

Map to scale of the area shown in Fige 9 showing how the nadir point n is 

located by the interestion of vertical planes through h This position 
may be then transferred to the photograph by the tracing paper solution of 
the three point iene here actually four points. 

This lengthy solution is justified only for photographs at start and end of a flight 
and then generally in rather rough countrys Location of the nadir point aids in 
drawing radiel lines. It does not aid in tilt correction where displacements) are 

radial from the isocenter. 28
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Rihn's method, "Manuel of photogrammetry", 1944, pp. 274-289. 

Introduction. Rihn's method is based upon three voints, prefernbly surrounding 
the princival point,whose elevations and true distances aprrt in 2 horizontal 
plane have boen determined by a ground survey. It is first necesssry to find 
the location of each point in a plane at level of the lowest of them. Find the 
principal point. Mensure distxnce to each control point. Compute displacement 
by formula d = (diff. elev.) x (rndinl photo distence)/(elevntion of plane). A 
point 200 feet above datum and 100 mm. from princival point is displo¢ed with 

photos trken at 14000 feet (200 x 100)/14000 = 1.43 mn. outward. Therefore the 
loertion to be used in correcting tilt must be moved by this -mount toward the 
princival point since the isocenter is as yet unknown. 

Method. 

(1) Select the three points. (2) Set datum plane t lowest of them. 
(3) Commute elevation of plane from serle = focnl length / elevation. 
(4) Compute disnlacements. (5) -Locnte nosition of exch point in datum plane. 
(6) Mersure in inches or mn. length of each side of trinngle = P. 
(7) Find the actual length of each side in feet or meters = ¢. 4 
(8) Galowlnte scale of exch side from formula S = P/B. The different scenles of’ 

each side are shown .s Sh, Sm and Sl as ratios. es 

A, B, D= the three 3 

control points aN 
y = plund or nadir point jj S: 
i = isocenter f \ 

0 = principal point N FIG. 13 
"Line of constant 

jj scale" 
bi 

n. ac 
a. 

h 
: L 

N b ——38 

/ aes 
/ 

¥ 
6 M 

(9) After finding 0 (principal point) droo perpendiculars from it to nll sides of 
the triangle. Mensure distances L, M, N. Now lay off the same distznces from 
the opposite corners of ench side of the trinngle. These will give "scale 
points" h, m, 1. If the perpendicular fells on an extension of the side of 
triangle then lay off .n oxtension 1t other end. In every crse the midpoint 
of the datun line is midway betweon the foot of the verpendicular .nd the . 
"seale point". 

(10)Find » point "A" on lino hl from formula ha = h1(Sh-Sm)/(Sh-S1) where S with 
subscrints refers to the senle .t the throe "senle points". 

(11) Drow ma, the "line of const-nt scnle", and drop - perpendicular oc to ma from 
the vrincivnal point and snother from either h or 1 whichever is longer, 

(12) Compute rote of change in senle, dS from formuln dS = (Sh-Sn)/hb. 
(13) Find the serle -t o from S = Sm +(02)(dS) when o is on same side of ma ash 

or So = Sm = (‘o2)(dS) when 0 is on samo side of ma as l. 
(14) Find the rangle of tilt, t, from fornuln sin t = £48 where f = focnl length. 

i : °



: —e— 16-18 last 
; (15) The vlunb or nadir point, n, is on the line oc on the side of o townrd the 

higher serle on = f.ten ¢ ond of = f trn(t/2) which ploces it almost half 
way between n and o. 

(16) If the tilt proves large revert ll steps substituting n for 9 in Step 5. 
Then Si = £, -f,i)(dS) in Step 14 and H = f£/(Si) in Step 3. In Step 4 4 = 
(n.R)(f4x sin t)/(E.f) + on nadir point side, -— on vrincip»l point side, 
and x = perpendicular distance from image voint to axis of tilt. If h is 

3 less then 150 feet omit this correction. : 

Example of 2 comput>tion: 
Point Elevation h, ft. Re it. dy aie 

a 692 1% 3.90 205 h = elevation xbove datun 
B 809 288 2091 206 R = distince from principal pt. 
D 521 0 =“ 200 before correction 

' ad = correction. for relief 
Line .0, £35 Pi S = P/G Senle Line ihe e 

AB 9574 6.21 648.65 Sn ee yin 
BD 8894 5.74 645.42 sl =e YY Fe - 
DA 10398 6.80 653.98 Sh , 

hl = 2.78" hence al = (248) (323) /(8.56) = 1.05" 
hb = 1.42" (senled) : 
dS = (653.98 ~ 648.65) /1.42 = 3.75 per inch 
oc = 0.52" 
Bo = 648.65 ~ (0.52 x 3.75) = 646.70 
sin t = (8.27 x 5.75) (646.32 = .04796 t= 2 45! 
omz 8.27 x 0.04798 = 0.397 in. 
of = 0.20" : 

Sammery. 4 common way to allow for errors in pnrcllex mensurement due to tilt is 

to drew 2. areph of error os described in T. M. 5-230, mp. 253-254 ond Bagley, pp. 

198-199. This method of changing the sect of the voints for error in parallax is 
spplicnble only when following contours. It has often been observed that the 
more Iznown clevitions the mare complex the gerxph, which scems to indie-te tht 

distortion of the photograph in developing and vrinting is an import>nt item. 
The only renl cnswer to the tilt »roblem lies in the use of one of the plotting 

machines such 1s the "multipler" projection method where the position of the 
piotograph is shifted until it sxtisfies the ground control. For less oxpensive 

mechines the best answer lies in the Abroms method plus limitrtion of the aren 

used to the center of ench vhotogrenh. This gsrently reduces errors but obviously 

the more known elevitions there nre the better. Blevation differences should 
clwnys be mexsured from !mown elevrtions as close to the point concerned as 
possible. No commut-tions of ~bsolute or relative tilt will be required in 

o Problem 16a but you must understrnd the principles involved in order to snswer 
questions in the finnl exnminction. See syecificntions for final nob given at 

stcrt of Problem 16a. Be sure you include scale rnd nadir point. 

"30"
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' GECLOGY 11 4 

: MAPPING a 

: Problem xe) etition, 1939 é 

Object: determination of length of pace. 

Material: Notebook, pencil. ; 

Metho@: The base chosen for determining length of incividusl pace starts : 

f at an elm tree back of the high chimney of Radio Hall; this tree is marked ‘ 

with white paint: "X11". Y¥ollow marks "11" in white paint to north end 
of south tower of sii slide anc thence through woods and brush across the 
abandoned drive down the hill to lake, through woods on west side to old ie 

lake drive ra gray stone, thence along on lake side to tree on north 
side of drive just at end of a little point which is north of the "Dorms", j 
It is also marked "KX 11". Be sure you know where the ends of the line are. ‘3 
The length is 2610 feet. Make at- least one round? triy over the line. 3 
Commate length of vace to hundredths of feet, Count paces, not strides. Ey 

Can you explain why? 5 : Ra 
—— Sage a es 3 GG Ww ra ; 
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GEOLOGY 11 
MAPPING 

Problem 1%, edition, 1941 

Object: Make scale of paces for map on scale of 1 inch = 1000 feet for paces 

from 2.0 feet to 4.0 feet. 

Material: Sheet of plain paper, hard pencil, scale showing tonths or other decimal 
Civisions of inches, two triangles. 

Method; The idea of a scale showing different lengths of pace is that you can 
maxe a scale from it at any time that you find just what the length of your pace 
is under the conditions in which you are working. It is desired to show scales 
for all lengths of paces which will generally be found. On the sheet of paper 
draw a line parallel to the left margin and mark on it a length of four inches 
subdivided to intervals of 2/10 inch. At both ends erect perpendiculars to the 
right. Compute length of 1000 paces of 2 feet length on map scale of 1 inch = 1000 
feet. Get result in inches and decimal fractions thereof. Subdivide this line 
into 10 equal parts and then subdivide one of these in turn into 5 equal parts each - 
thus representing 20 paces. Trasnfer this data to top horizontal line and number the 
narks appropriately placing the 0 100 paces from the left. Now do the same for & 
paces of 4.0 feet length and transfer data to bottom line in same way. Join 
corresponding points, Now draw horizontal lines at every 2/10 inch vertical interval 
and lable the left ends appropriately. The following sketch is only approximate. 
Now when you have found what your pace length is it will be easy to copy a scale 
for it which will show 100 pace intervals to total length of 900 paces and a sub- 
divided unit of 100 paces total length which will give 20 pace spaces’-= or you 
can use this scale for 1 inch = 500 feet by taking every other mark. 

1044s 4 5 gi PO Pe 
SR ROS OOH 

il csebinctissLeecaeliictndanedirs’ 

3 ‘ Note that scale is shown ttt eee v5 Sep anal tao or tk 
oo) eb ee ee oe length of pace. Put your 
ei he re ee name on your scale. 

Hit i eee eae th NOTE: if you do not like to carry 
hie 2 ae ; a scole in field you can instoad 

nako up a tablo for your pace | 

30 paces etc., upto. 400 'pacoa'”), 
lad se leeineiaties! Adar ge eillaateharn pou com 

ee A obtain distanco in inches on nap 

my A for eny nunbor of pacos. (Seale 
Cee oes Vk :  &iven in nunmbor of feet to 

foe ne 

Ae Bd kocicdon oaeaeyc a 
' O22 * 2 3 4 5 6 e 8 900 paces
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GEOLOGY 11 : 
Mapping 

Problem 19, edition, 1941 

Object: Compass traverse and sketch map. 

Material: Brunton compass, shect of cross section paper on board or notebook with 
cross section paper, scale of your paces for 1 inch = 500 feet, protractor, hard 

pencil, eraser. 

Method: The Brunton compass is the great friend of the geologist, In all regions 

which are devoid of lecal magnetic attraction geologists use it to keep track of 
where they are. Unmapped roads, trails, as well as geological contacts, and other 
features can be traversed. Bearings can be taken to definite points from several 
locations which when platted onthe map serve the same purpose as planétable 
sights for intersection or resection. The two and three point problems can be 

solved with the compass. In addition to these functions it serves to measure dip 
and strike and will in a pinch serve as.a hand level. Other compasses are better 
for surveying but the Brunton is the standby of American geologists. 

The area to be surrounded by a traverse is from Muir Knoll west to the 
longitude of the Observator:, north to Lake Mendota, and no farther south than the 
walk on the north side of Bascom Hall. Start at any zoint on this circuit where 
you think you are away from -ipes, tunnels, and other metal objects which cause 

local attraction. Traverse the area by sighting in the mirror ahead at some 

definite point like a tree. Take care to hold the compass level so that the needle 
swings free. Get the line on the nirror in the center of image of the slit in the 
vane which is kept upright. See that declination of 4 degrees east is properly set 
off before starting. Use screw driver in large screw on side to do this. After 

5 sighting a forward station pace toward it; it may be undesirable to go clear to the 
point. If so stop in line with it; then sight back on your course to see if there 
is any local attraction. If there is, the two bearings will not differ by 180 
degrees as they should. For instance if you read first N. 50 W. looking back on the 
same line you should reas S. 50 EB. If these do not check you can still make a Mape 
Plat line with vrotractor and scale distance found by pacing. Then sight ahead 
and repeat process until point of beginning is reached. Show clearly the error 
of closure. If no magnetic attraction were feared, how could you vary this routine 
to save time? Do not try to traverse all the small bends of the lake shore but 
cut across on straight lines. Keep the map platted as you goe Include on it a 
sketch of (a) lake shore, (bd) roads, (c) trails as single dotted line (d) buildings, 
approximate outline only. Remember that the map is small scale so that care is | ~ 
needed in drawing. To insure correctness of platting keep notes in one corner of 
the sheet as follows. Mos compasses we have are graduated in azimuth (0-360 deg). 
As your protractor is graduated only t@ 180 de SEB, | proper computation to plat. 

= pied] a. sighte searine’ Paces or azinit 

| 
{Then if there 'is any large error you can check your platting. Remember that errors 
of interhanging north and south or east and west or of reading the scale in the 
wrong direction are more common than slight errors. Do not wait for needle to come 
to a stop but hold compass reasonably steady and then note the extremes of the swing 
and average then. This is an exercise in field mapping and not in drafting. 
HAND IN MAP IMMEDIATELY ON RETURN FROM FIELD. Wo work will be accepted under any 
other conditions so do not stay out over the regular time without permission in 
advance. CAUTION: To get on point hold arns against the body and level compass; 
then swing on your fect without removing arms until lino of sight is on rao 

DO NOT FOREGET A NORTH POINT, SCALE, AND YOUR NAME. 

DO NOT LEAVE YOUR COMPASS UNATTENDED! Hand in personally and see it is checked in.
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3 : G@OLOGY 11 
2 MAPPING : 

Probiom. £9 eee , 

Object: Plane tablo topographic wap of part of. campus wes : 

lintorial: Light plano table, open sight alidado, shoct of papor, fioid 
senls showing your peeos for 1 inch = 500 foot, hard poncil woll shar~ 

pened, oither hod Lovel, &bavy. Level, or Brunton. compass, orasor. 

Method: Tho area to bo mapped lios wost from Muir noll (Ski siide), sox 4 
of Leke Mondote, north of walk from Bascom Hail to Obsurvetory, ead ort 

of a nosth-south linc somowhore near tic Obsorvatom duponcing or tone . 

availablo. : : 
First proparc a fiold pase sealc from tac srivors:l peee seals you icy 

Ti this caso teks evory other division for tais may wiil vo an seaic 
Linck = 500 reos. If desired you may <lso copy the 1 dogroe siopo s:i. 
previously proparca also making divisicus twice as .erge. If you cogy * 

: contour space ccalus DO .NOT CHANGE THM for the contour interval neice = - 

to bo 10 foct instead of the 2G used a5 Davile Leko. Oopy thes seeds 
in poneil md pesse vhenm onto base of m alidade, PUIYOUR NALG ON 4H%p 

so that you can got samy one again. -: : . 
Now vu a craverse around the outside of the area starting ct any ; 

desircd locrticn, Use every station method checking oriimtation with : 
both compass and backsight. DO NOT FORGET. TO. BLOCK. N#LDLs- Wail NOT 7.) 
USE, alsc do not forget which is ths north ond. Bo suro to use a sher) 
hard poncil-outomatic or solf-sharponing pencils will not do, Mark 
station locations with neat triangle sround a dot. . Glose the travers. 
and adjust sry error, Look out for mixing pacos and strides, Wo. will 
use #AC&S (uvery stop), Ghuck with inch scale to sou if you are all righ’. ; 
Thet is figure the distence betwuun tio stations in fovt by your pacing 
end chock to soe that you. heve laid off the right distenco, Sach year 
nearlv helf the class guts belied up on this simple. thiag? . io 

While you are meking the traverse locntc. buildings, roads, and other ? 
Londasrks cithor by pacirg to thon cr by intersections, Some of those | 

landmorks may be outside tho area to bo mapped out will be useful for 3 

2 end 3 point locetions lator, licke bu:ldings solid block, roads two 
solid linus. Do not forget the lake shore. BR : i 

¥. Now procusd to got olevations oi at. loast 2C key points in the area, si 

(EF 36!) Start at U. S. Gc. Bunch Merk,just south of-moin. entraneo of Bascom: 3 

: Holl. It is comonted into wall several. foet frou ground, -Use hand ~~ 

Lovel or ono of tho other instruments sot to 0. Gat height of your oye 

.. + with a level rod in office, Obtain clevetions to nesrest foot ond mark a 
(write Figs than on the map. Sesin figure imwiediatoly ofter,point it. spplics to. , 
Bw) Make locations cf points in eny conveniont way- paced traverse, throv 

point, two point with compass criontxtion, already Located points. 
Last skotch 10 foot contours. Try to visualize onch contour by looking 

et whero it runs on the ground. ‘while sketching you must know the location ' 

of the tablo yvery tinue you stop to drew, Do not ettompt vither to draw 

contours of ground wore than 150 feet oawey or thet you cannot seu at the 
time. Practice using the contour space se-lus to obtain proper spacing 
of contours on uven slopes. Try to diffcrentiet., physiographic foaturus. 
That is show the postglacial lake cliff ond r-viave in it‘cs distinet 
from tho wneroded glacial topograshy. Do net try to hurry. xt first for oS 

: morc angte avons Luss spovd if cuality of rvsult ia considorod, 

The finished may nud not by inked but must show true oid magnetic north, oh 

SCALE, contour intervel cad nome of survoyor., . ri 
a
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Problem 21 f 

Object: Use of tolescopic alidade and plane table. : 

Material: urge plane tuple with paper furnished, telescopic alidade, 

Cox stadia computer, stadia tod, hard pencil well sharpened, eraser. 

“ethod: Two students must work together with this problem. Twins should 
he taken in reading the instrument and in holding the rod. Find the elevation 

of the water surface of Lake slendota from the known elevation of Bascom Hall 

Zench Merk 961.3 above sea level. Ths bench mark is to the left of the 
entrance to thepenter of the building; it is a brass plate about 3 inches in 
diameter cemented into the side of one of the columns about 4 feet fron the 

ground. 

CAUTIONS: Do not try to set the table over the bench mirk either here or 

elsewhere. Set up waer2 you can see both bench mark end lake. Bo not set 
up table on pavement or on travelled walk or roud. See that it is firm. 
Nover leave it with the slidade on it. Carry slidade in its exse when not 

in use. DO NOT IRAVE GO OF ALEDADES UNTIL TABLE HAS BEEN LEVELED WITH BULLS 

BYE LEVSL AND CLAMPEP WITH UPPER SCREW. Ci.eck adjustments before starting. 

COMPUTE NOTIS IN FIELD AT ONCE and hand in ¥ i i : e =. a is : work immediately on re. : 
Draw a line on the table to represent m.gnetic north; Tae the eibeatrg vhe base 

of the calidade on this line and use the compass to orient the table. Clamp 
with bottom nut beneath the table. Make a mark for the locstion of the 

Bench kark. Sight it with edge of alidnde through this location. Read 

distance with stadia placing wires so thet one falls on a divided foot. ~ 

Study the rod to see how it is marked; the fifth and tenth feet are the only 

ones which are subdivided. Use stadia computer to get true horizontel 

distance ond liy this off to get location of table or station. Use no note 

pook but lay off the following form of notes in one corner of the map. 

This form is for moasurments of differences of elevations with vertical 

angles; this requires the use of the Cox stadia computer. 

ee elevation = ah Bieyation| 
oe a Sa cece ag = ys a nm a ge ao pero 

jstss| Ro ae ae “5: Opt aue patey Sone ait. Rod coz sf tet. ater} ste Ce ‘| 
i { i | ! 

The oblique angle is that read with the vernier when bubble on index is 

level and telescope is pointed so that middle wire falls on an-even foot, 

; forfinstence on top of rod. Record what this reading of middle wire was in 

column for "Rod correction". Be sure that it-was the middle wire by recording 

2 "M" before the figure. If engle is sm-ll try for s level telescope reading 

and if such can be obtained record upper wire rerding with 2. "U" and lower 

wire rending {if such be only one thet falis on rod} with a "L". Remember 

that in such casesithe angle differenee column must carry 2 0 and the computed 

difference column the value of 2 HALF INTERVAL. Practice the STHP LETNOD 

of reading if possible. 

Also make o duplicate set of notes using the BEAMAN ARC method. Motes as follows. 

[Locations | Full interval a ot aha = aye VEL OM 3 T 

iSta. |Rod. | B.S: |F« 8S. Wena] huge Product [Rods Cory Net airr. : | See Ode 
[seh — oe — ae L ee oe ea es ee fronton nnennene 

Do not confuse the two methods. Recall that bubble on index must be leveled ° | 

and then telescope set to an exact division on the Besman are scale before 

reading of middle wire on rod cen be token. You cannot choose 2 point on the 

rod as with angles. : 

The two systems of notes must check and errors of over © foot or two be corrected. 

: ae



° vi, Geology 11 gx 
& Keview questions, six weeks Use diagrams S 

; jo) (1) Telescopic alidades define apparent distance 
1949 /(2) Define slant distance with tel. alidade, and give relation to apparent dist. 
[— ¥ (3) Show how appare nt distance is corrected to true horizontal distance. 
o— tat Which, sla-nt or horizontal distance is shown on a map? 
4 =—} (5)\ In computing difference of elevation with telescopic alidade which is used, 

ie when observation is with stadia rod: slant, apparent, horizontal distance? 

~——— 2b (6) ) Which distance, slant, apparent, horizontal is found when intersection 
~—. method is used on plane table? 

ze CH Derive formula for difference of elevation used when distances are by 
intersection and vertical angle is measured. 

pee 3 Yerive formula for vertical difference when stadia rod is used. 
JAG) Define, stadia, interval, rod correction, half imterval, rod intercept. 

10) Define angle scale ere ae RE 
' (11) Define, Beaman arc: aN 

gam 17) 334 How can you tell Beaman arc from angle scale on telescopic alidado( ) 

=— (13) ) Explain basic principle of Beama n arc. 
ef 14YO(JAY Make sketch showing how you read vernier; on which scale is it? 

(ZL What is the drum? ‘ 
- ¥ 716) Explain basic idea-of the drum. : 

+ | 1 How is the drum used to measure distance (more than one way). 

7 {(45)) How is the drum used to measure difference of elevation? Show computation. 
Y (sy What is urupose of the striding level? 

5 Ler Drew a diagram of essential parts of telescopic alidade. 
—— {21) Show why and how the striding level of tel. alidade is adjusted. 

5 [f22)\ Show why and how ths line of sight of tel. alidade is adjusted.. 
62 Way is there 1 contvol or index level on telescopic alidade? 

off 24)) Explain why a4 how the intéx or control level is adjusted on tel. alidade. . 
; 19? (95) Bow would yo: work if there were no control or index level on alidade? 

(26) ew do you x31 the vernier on Beaman arc? Explain. a 
7 (27) Wat would vis. do if the etriding level of tel. alidade is not broken mtXy 

Cariot be edjuss6c? \ 
(28) Why is *% 2 cood idea to lay down a telescopic alidade with hinge down? 
(29) Could you mezsure ¢i stance if there were only one horizontal wire in 

tel. alidacde) -Expisin method. d 
¥ (20): Define Puli ivtevval, half interval, quarter interval, rod reading. «) 

(31) &xplein norco ren oxe way to find distance when nct enough of the rd i 

: a geen io span a haiy interval. ( No cuarter interval on instrument). 
) G2) @xple:n .evel_shov. What is its advantage? 

jaa 1979 (33) Show bv a diagram raw you fina differen.e of elevation with telescopic 
alidece when Levsicd anc middle wire dues rot strike rod. 

(0 14) }) Derive the formula for the "f+ 3" ccvreccicn to stadia distances. 
39) ‘Hxplain why th: £.+-< correction can cSten be omitted. eee 

“O3®) When a nd way is plumb bob needed wil: plane table? f 
(37) Whet are majer advertages of plone teble? —tk) ; 

' (38) What are some of the most important cbjections to use of plane table? 
1979 {39) In what kind of terrain can you. survey by plane table intersections? 

f, \{40)/ In what kind of terrane would you survey by plane table traverse? 
V (41) Explain difference between intersection and resections 

tay Compare advantages and disadvantages of two methods of traversing. =~ —— 
o— K43) Explain two methods of plane table ee) 1 eg 
t— (44) Define orientation, station, turning point,~ ection, intersection. 

i/(45.) Explain two ways to orient plane table. OD § 
(46) What is purpoge of “three point problem", of "two point problem." 
(47) Explain solution of one case of one method of solution of three point 

problem (method suitable for use ‘in field). : é 
(48) Describle solution of "two point problem". 

\ W1{49)/ Explain foresight, backsight, side shot 
f (50) Explain advantages of telescopic alidade over opensight.



GEOLOGY 11 
6 weeks review, p. 2 h 

(51) What is major cause of error with planetable? ® 
i 13 Sxplain rule governing reliability of intersections with plane table. 

(53) Should any shots be eo which do not.conform to rule of minimum angle of 

intersection? ‘hy? /Z 
(54) In what kind of coun is use of planetable not advised? In what kind 

of country does it work best? 
(55) Define "base line! 
(56) Cention in use of plenetables with leveling head. 

\%1(57) Why does use of planetable appeal more to geologists then to engineers? 
I 197458) You want to measure distance across water with plane table and cannot see 
cf a readily nem cua point on other shore to intersect. Do what? (Vater 

; can be crossed} Stadi ‘ GFA 550 

(59) Define"stadia poebaa 02 — I a ae Sgt CBS Be ae re aa = 
Ge ieee) Full interval at 1000 feet,true distance = 10.2 ft. Stadia constant =? 7° 7) 34 

7{61) Why is a lateral adjustment needed for striding level? as 
(62) hat is limiting factor in accuracy of stadia distance? 

x 13163) Why is full interval reading the most accurate? 
st 4) Diagram essential varts of hand revel x) . i) 

(6 What limits accuracy of non—telescopic hand level? Assume it to be adjusted. /7 

b (65) Step needed before use of hand level for any purpose. Oxplein. 2 
Mm +-(67) How is hand level used when vorlcing alone? (X) 

1G Wf (68)? Terrane in which hand level cannot be used worling alone{«) 5 

69; Do what after adjusting before using hand level alone’ E 
(70) Show method with form of notes for use of level with assistant. 

197973.) Why choose hend ievel instead of barometer? 
(72} Why choose hand level over telescopic alidade? : y 

199) (73) Suggest a method of finding a level line for adjustment of hand level om 

telescopic alidads. 
When prefer baroxeter to hand level? 

(75) General principle of berometer. 
ve 19993476) Give limiting factor of accurecy of barometers explain. 

we (773 3xplein a practicable method cf compensating for weather when working done {) 
(78) Sxpiain use of stationary barometer. 

3 R73) Sxplein two bese method of compensation; show computationse 
19——~ Sxpiain basic principic of Lakees method of use of etonctcn( oO) 

Sl} Explsin e‘fect of a thunderstorm on baronueter. 
teal When and why use a thermometer along with barometer? 

(£3) Ma3or advantage of barometer over other instrumentse fs 

aogtet) Define streight check; how used for correction of barometer readings. 
1177(85)_ Define cross check; how used for correction of barometer readings. 

Ye 183) ) Describe a practicable metho@ of correction of barometer readings when 

straight checks can be found only at, start and finish and, vou work alone. 
(87) Could you use a baromever as an-aid in finding horizontal distance? Jxplain. 

—(88) Give three ways of describing scale of a mep. 
!94{89) Scale 1/20000, 1 in = ¥ ft. z 

ot oe (90) Seale 1/20000, how many inches = 1 mile. ; 
(97X91) Scale 1 in = 2000 ft. Give fractional scale. 4 

(92) Define "vertical photo". &) 0.0 
f (93) Define "low oblique photo", pera in av 

=), (94) Define "high oblique photo". go—* seat 
MF) (95) Define "principal point" of photo VU 

H96)} Define "nadir" or "plumb point". 
7 — s9v4(97) Define "perellax". os 

i(G8) Sxplain cause of stereo vision. &) 
99 Sxplain several physical defects which may prevent stereovision. 

oo (TOO }erplain in general terminology displécement of points in vertical photo due to 
differences of elevations



Review questions, first half final exam (Use Diagrams) 

1. Full interval reading = 5.0 ft. Seaman are = 56, Middle wire at 8.0 ft. 
Difference of elevation? (Stadia. constant 101) Up or down. 

2, If above is a backsight on point with elevation 1000, table elevation = i 
3: If above were a foresight with table elevation of 1000, rod elevation = } 
4. Rule for sighs with backsights. 
5. Bule for signs with foresights. 

6, ule for signs of rod reading, 
7. “hen other than middle wire is read how make correction to middle wire? 
8. Fall interval = 10 ft. Angle scale =131-08 (factor = 2.00%) 

35-46 (factor = 10.00%) middle wire 10.0 
Difverence of elevation? Up or down? Stadia constant = 100 

9°. “f a backsight from elevation 850, table elevation? 
Ll), If a foresight from table elevation 900, ro¢@ elevation? 
il, “hy keep alidade cases on hinge side? 
iz. VW hy hold onto alidade until table is levelled and clamped? 
13. How use the compass on base of alidade when on table? 
iJ.. Describe principle of drum method, 
i... Describe basic idea of step method, 
15. Whey is there an "f 4c" constant? How applied? When can it be omitted? 

—17. Describe briefly 5 methods of getting difference of elevation with eel, alidade 
l¥. Poll interval «= 8.0 ft. Stadia constant = 100. Lower wire read 12,0 

Difference of elevation, up or down from table? 
19. Full interval - 12.00 Stadia constant = 100. Upper wire read 1.0 

Difference of elevation up or down ffom table. 
20, List essential steps that must be taken before starting work with tel. alidade 

Omit details. 
22, Mxplain in full each of above steps. 

22, When elevations are obtained by intersection and vertical angles instead of 

with rod, how compute difference of elevation? Why? 
23. When you enter area of local magnetic attrattion how run traverse with 

p. table and tel, alidade? 

mo’, Whenever you catch sight of a previously located point in course of tel. 
alidade survey do what? Wt two things will be accomplished thus? 

é5. What is a sideshot. and what taken for? 
_=26. How are sideshots computed and what danger of error with them? 

_2]. If you are going to use aerial photographs to complete your man what kinds of 

_~ points should you locate on your planetable sheet? 
__(28,) If vou pass a body of standing water in your area so what? (tel. ali. survey) 

39. What caution must be taken in handling striding level whenever instrument is 

placed in its case? 
30. Why cannot tel. alidade be used in rainy weather? Two reasons. 

31. You are issued a planetable which has a built-in compass and are to use the 

tel. alidade, Do what first? 

32. Caution in tel. alidade instrument man carrying o compass? 

33. Why do engineers have to defer computations to night? Advantage in doing them 

at once? 

34. Suggest methods of checking differences of elevation in fiela? : 

356 When is steel tape measurement desirable? With planetable? 

~36,. Cautions in.. use of steel tape. Three kinds, 

37. How is slovgcompensated in use of steel tape? Two methods, 

38, Could you use tel, Alidade. for a Polaris observation? Explain. 

39, Explain how without any tables or other aids you could obtain true north 

from Polaris using methods suitable for any hour. For culmination?



2 First half final ,examination 
40, Define: culmination, elongation, meridan, zenith, hour angle, 
41, What effect does latitude have on direction to vertical plane through 

Polaris? Explain. 
42. Describe two metiods of indicating directions. 

Define: azimuth, quadrant, bearing, truc,magnetic as applied to directioné. 
uu, In running a compass traverse could jou use cvery-other station method 

and under what circumstances, 
45, If locel attraction occurs or is suspected can you still run compass 

traverse an¢. how? 
46. How is Polaris located in sky and how can vou tell its position in orbit 

Bive two methods of latter. 
U7. If a line of known true direction is obtained by sight on Polaris how can 

be corrected to a true I-S line? 
4g, How can you tell whea you are far enoggh from a known source of local attrac- 

tion to get true(correct} reading, 

ie, Transform some quacrant readings to a”zimuth and vice vorsa. 

50. Transform some true azimuths to magnetic azimuth and vice versa. 
5i. What must be done to compass when it is moved to a “ifferent latitude? Why? 
52. Explain the sundial corpass, What must be used with it? 
53. Compass foresight = 220; backsight from next station = 30. Explain. 
5. Draw diagram of cotipass circle showing how divided, 
55. Draw a diagram showing how to set off a declination of 5 Hast on Brunton; 

also 10 West, Show line of sight and needle, 
56. Show two methods of gotting directions with Brunton. 
57. Show how slopes (vertical angles) are found with Brinton. 
58, Diagram construction of prismatic comass. 

50, Compare advantages end disadvantazses of Brunton vs. prismatic compass. 
~eb0. Are land divisions of U.S, Land Survey truce or marmetic? 

61. If your retracing of an old map shows a differen” loclination than was ori- 
ginally used, what is explanation? 

~<62. Explain magnetic pole, declination, deviation, me tic storm, long torm 

Tomi chenge. 
63. Define townshin, section, correction line, princi,al meridian, forty. 
64, Diagram subdivision of townshiv into sections. 
65. Diagram subdivision of section in 40 acre tracts 
66. Diagram where error in surveying etc, is concentrated in township. 

67. Explain why correction lines are needed and where error is concentrated, 
68, Someone tells you that a certain corner is 40 acres distant; meaning? 

' 69. Define, quarter corner, 40 corner. Why is latter sometimes called 1/8th corner? 
70. In following lines along west and north boundaries of townships how obtain 

distance recorded by original survoyors? If sections are subdivided into 

40's whore is irregularity concentratcd? 
Tl. what is meander corner? mcander line? chain? link? bearing tree? 
72. Explain how original surveyors were supposed to subdivide a township. 
73. If you find two sets of section and quartcr posts along township lines what 

is reason? 
~The Define; contour, contour interval, vertical intcrval, depression Sontour, 

hachures 
75 What rule applies to position of lower(or highor)land as you travel a contour 

in one direction, 
76. What rule with regard to vertical cliff contours, to contours on divide, to 

, contours crossing a valley, to clevation of contours, to choice of contour i 

interval. 

77. Draw some sinole contour diagrams of hill with doprossion, d#mlin, valloy, 
even slop}? two-story valley, concave slopg ctc, : 

78. What methods might be used to locate contours (ground survey) 
79. Other methods of showing relief, Advantage of contours,
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80, Definct tangent, dogr i 2 : tang » degree of curviture, radi Q ti if 
curve to tangent, station, ccdce mee ee relation of center of 

$1. How can you find yalue in foet of aia i ae ps niente Gas ln ee es ak oo * — parallax-two methods, 
i d AMthe mm of 11; at a point 500 fect lower th 

measurencnt is/12.5) um. Co:mute diff Soe 5 ae ee 

83. Explain pwrpose a * usted of etl es or i 

84, Two methods of drawing contours from vertices. “4 °° ——— 

= How find alitude at which photos were taken, Show forms 

a — relation betwcon parallax difference an¢. other quantities 

» “how how formula for di f i ee a i Biovite™ or difforence of clovation fro;unit parallax difforence was 

85. Why is there a motion at _ . i xt right angels to line of flight on or e . ; n ox Ca, a 

dots, What docs its use donons trate? e —eee 

- —_— process of setting up 2 storca pa. “. 

ao ° ag = finding nultiplying factor with formula given. 
-e Vhero is .¥ nos osirable to have true elevation: on a a, 

92. | dot shoulé be used to trace detail? a 
93, Describe @ifferences between the three nodel 2 3, 2 iv Y di s of stozeo instruments usod 

Qlie +S ome must you fly to take photos at 1320000 with a cancra of % in. 

95, 4 = measure 3.0 in. Find scale as fraction. Aso number of foct to 

one inch. 

96, Whon and why is truc horizontal distance used with plane table? 

97. Whon is horizontal distance correct on vertical photos? 

96. How can you correct for error due to differences of clevation using vertical 

photos. 

gg, If you used an crroneous stadia factor with tel. alidade would it affect ‘ 

aigforences of elevation; exception to this rule? 

100, In what direction arc contour intorvals measured; map distances?



GEOLOGY 11 
MAPPING 

Review questions Secon. hal? final exam (3 credits) 

y (1) Compute how far apart contours of given interval are on different map scales 
and different slopes. Tangent 1 deg. = 0.0175. 

(2) State effect on (a) horizontal closure, (b) vertical closure on point of 
beginning, and (¢) map scale of an error in stadin constant of telescopic 
alidade. 

(3) State effect as in (2) of failure %o compute true horizontal distance in 
telescopic alidade plane table traverse. 

(4) What effect on elevations has omission of table height above ground in a 
telescopic nlidade traverse run with backsisht orientation? 

(5) Under what conditions must you use backsicht orientation with telescopic 

alidade? 
(6) <A traverse was run with telescopic alidade and compass orientation through 

a doubtful area; at end the point of beginning could be seen. Do what? : 
(7) In preceeding question it was found that sight did not check. Give two 

alternative procedures to correct this error. 
{S) State caution in seeking corners along west and north sides of township. 
(9) Where can you find correct information on size of sections? 

‘l2) Deseribe methods of obtaining true horizontal distance with paced traverse 
and ground is such that ordinsry pacing is either impossible or inaccurate. 
Actual field practicability is considered, also different types of instru- 
ments, such as opensight alidade and planetable, Brunton compass and skewt::!: 
Doard, etc. 

i . 1) ode different methods of using Brunton compass for direction including 

type of ground or slope in which each is used. 
: (12%) Compare advantages and disadvantares of Brunton and prismatic compassos. 

(13) On some townshin lines you find two sets of corners except at the cornez:. 
of the township. Hxploin why. 

(14) In ease traverse with telescopic alidade shows that a section of land is 

not the shape it is supposed to be, suggest check lines to prove which is 

. right. 
(15) |Be familinr with different near-obsolete units of land measurements, chain. 

rods, acres used for distance, ctc. coverting cach into fect. 

-(16) Be prepared to compute difference of elevation from telescopic alidade 
readings with different conditions and stadia factors given; include angie 

Beaman, and level telescope systems. 
(17) Explain methods of measuring distance with telescopic alidade when only on: 

horizontal wire is available. 
(18) Compare different systems of obtaining differoncos of elevation with 

telescopic alidade considering which allow you to choose point where mid??: 
wire is placed on rod. 

(19) Explain methods of working with telescopic alidade which could be used if 
you could not adjust it or one of the levels is missing. 

| (20) Explain how to usc Brunton compass to measure slopes and how you will use 
slope data for contouring. 

(21) Explain how you could use Brunton compass to obtain differences of clevati. 
using: more than one method. ; 

(22) In running telescoric alidade traverse you catch sight at a station of a 

- distant >oint already located on your table; it is too far away to visit. 
Do what to check directions and elevations? Show computations. 

(23) On setting up to start a branch telesconic alidade traverse should you set 
up over an old station, have rod held at a former station or have rod held 
at a former turning point, set up on old turning point? Explain possible 
error. 

(24) Explain fully why an index level was added to the first telescopic alidades.



Second half final exam pe 2 

(25) Explain different ways of correcting readings of the barometer when working 
alone; consider case of long interval between visits to known elevations. 

(26) Compare results obtained in field with hand level with those you obtained 

with barometer. 

(27) Explain comutations of map distances on different mans scales and 
transfoz:mation of map scales into fractions and vice versa. 

(28) Explain the distortion of a vertical aerial photograph due to relief of 
region shown, considering not oniy displacement of points but also change 

in shane of straight lines on grownde 

(29) How obtain fastor to measure difference of elevation on vertical aerial 

photograph if you have no informetion on type of camera used. 
[ ¢s0) Under what two conditions is a vertical aerial rhotograph a correct map of 

the srovnd? 
(31) What sters must you take to find the scale of a vertical aerial photograph? 
(32) Compare advantages and disadvantages of Beaman and vertical angle systems 

; of the telescopic alidade. 
(33) Exolain why alrebraic signs of backsights and foresights with telescopic 

Alidade follow different rule. 
(84) Explain advantage of making sideshots with telescopic alidade. 
(SE) What kinds of surface features should be carefully located with telescopic 

elidade if you are to complete your map from nerial nhotograrhs? 
(33) Eyplain sdvantage to planetable or compass survey of location of a prominent 

altnough..inaccessible ynoint like top of windmill; include elevation as well 
: as location determination. 
(57) Yixplain why you should obtain clevation of surfnce of a body of standin: 

wator or slow-flowing strean. 
(33) Explain effect on compass needle of different tyres of local attrastion, 

such as R.R. track, joints in rails, reinforced concrete, end of fence, 

north-pointing fenee corner, buried iron pine, etc. 
(39) Explain effect on accuracy of elevation determination of high and low 

vertical angles. 

(40) How can you find true north; explain general principle of two different 

methods using Polaris. 

(41) Why in finding true north from Polaris must you know approximate latitrd:? 
(42) Which way do you move south end of observation line on Polaris to obtaiz 

a true north line? Diagran,. 
_ (43) Explain use of survey of 2 railroad in making an accurate map. 
(44) Explain steps in checking stadia constant of telescopic alidade includixn’ 

different types of this instrument. 
(45) Explain the rules in refard to contouring which must always be remomboreé 

in field drawing of a map. 
(46) Exolain two ways in which you can find the time on a given day that Pole: 35 

is true north? 
(47) Be prepared to transform true to mignetic azimuth and vice versa; also 

Pzimuth to bearings and vice versa, 

[ (48) Comare advantages and disadvantages of azimuth system versus bearing 

systcms, 

L_(49) How Can you use vertical angles as an aid in obtaining horizontal distan.s? 

: (50) How do you distinguish between Beaman and angles scales of telescopic 
alidade? 

(51) Zxplein possible crror in using for straight chocks with beromoter of (2) 

- Level of 2 cold body of wator elong with (b) points on open ground away 

fron wetor. 
(52) Whet would be offect on difforonce of elevation of confusing Beaman and 

anglo systoms on tcloscopic alidade? 

(53) How do you detect areas of locel magnetic attraction duc to unknown causc?



Second half finel oxan, o. 3 

(54) What nicht be ceuse of anneront agreoncont botwocn Beanan and angle systons 
of moasuring olovetions with tclescopic alidede when results wore actucllg 

in orror? 
(55) In en intorsoction survey why is so much stress lid on sights elong the faces 

of the bluffs? 

(56) Whet is Linitine factor in sccurecy of elevations obtained fron the inter— 

soction survey? 

(57) Compare securacy of Level and angle stuts with telescopis alidade? 
(58) Why and where might engineers level be superior vo telescopic alidade for 

elevation determination? 

(59) “hy is peraissivie error in closure cut directly proportioned to distance 

covered by survey Dut increases at a Lesser rate? 

(60) Be prepareé to compote radius of raiirovad or highway curves of different 

degrees ot curvature, : 
(61) Deseribde how you lay out railroad or highway curves on a map, : 
(52) What is meant on map by term "B. M."? by the small triangles with dot in 

center? by letters on such marks "T, Tr,"? Describe marks you would expect 
_ to find at these poirts when visited? 

{so} Vhat are advantages and disadvantages of different ways of expressing scaie 
ef a map? 

(64) State bare minimum of information necessary in legend of a map, 
{S¢) How can you change scele of a map in absence of any special apparatus? 
(66) Tf a map is to be reproduced by blueprint (or black line print) what colers 

of ink are allowable? 
(sv) “hat color must be avoided if a map is to be reproduced by ordinary 

vhotography? 

\c&) What types of checking may be done to determine accuracy of a given topo- 
geaphic map? 

(69) Why is “tracing paper solution" of three point problem useful mainly in 
effice? 

(70) Explain how the U, 8, Land survey was supposed to be laid out, 
(’l) Define, baseline, correction line, meridian, meander corner, township, 

section as used by U, S, Land Survey. ; 
(72) Be prepared to compute notes taken with telescopic alidade (any system). 
(73) Compute notes taken with engineers level or hand level and rod, 

(074) What is limiting factor of accuracy in using hand level? ‘ 
.7E) What is limiting factor in accuracy with barometer? 
{“6) Describe two ways in which paced distance may easily be laid out on map. 

(77) What is limiting factor of accuracy in pacing? ; 
(78) Why is it necessary to set flags to sight on in intersection work? 

(#5) Describe steps in finding a land corner in unfenced region, 

(30) Why are results with large telescopic alidade commonly better than with 
small or explorers model? ¥ 

(31) “hy are foot numbers commonly omitted on stadia rods? 
(82) Explain two major "personal security rules" when working with a party. 
(83) Under what circumstances should telescopic alidade be kept in its case 

during moves and when not? & 
(84) Explain reason for precautions during leveling plane table with telescopic 

alidade and when setting up on rocks, 
(85) Why is Brunton compass better for following land lines than is prismatic? 
(86) Give precautions in carrying telescopic alidade in its case when traveling 

by car, 

(87) ‘hen it happens that you cannot see enough of the rod to span the smallest 
interval in your alidade and you cannot have rod moved suggest what method. 

to obtain true distance, 
(88) Outline procedure used to check accuracy of the stadia constant. 
(89) Unecer what circumstances could you find a "neutral point" whore the compass 

needle will not stand still? :



Review, enc half : 

(90) Under normal circumstances does motion of compass needle indicate local 
attraction? 

(91) Although the f + c constant with telescopic alidade is less than 1 foot 

could its omission cause an appreciable error in a long traverse? 

(92) It is commonly said that the allowable error in surveving is proportioned | 

to the square root of distance covered, Zxplain qualitatively, 
(93) Zxplain two important reasons why geologists must be familiar with the U, S, 

Land Survey of area in which they are working, 
(94) Why is it better to follow land lines when sun is out? 
(85) ‘hat limits methods used for long sights with telescopic alidade when rod 

can be seen only throuzh a narrow lane between trees? 

[kss) Plan how you could carry out a "two base" barometric survey by cooperation 

between several parties, 
(97) Outline best method of using barometer when you are always close to straight 

checks, 

(98) Outline a method whereby two observers, each with a barometer, could carry 
correct elevation over a considerable distance from nearest known elevation, 

(99) You desire to check the magnetic declination for use with a hand compass 

and have no.astronomic tables, Outline practical method, 
(100) Describe effect on ¢ompass of (4) another compass close by it (b) of a north. 

south fence, (c) of a vertical iron rod in ground, (a) of a break between 

rails of railroad, (e) of a buricd iron pips not at the ends, (f) of a con~ 
crete bridge or culvert,



GEOLOGY 11 
MAPPING : 

STOP, LOOK, READ--- write on 20 questions and NO MORE. please list on cover of 
bluebook which you LEFT OUT. Arwer enclosed questionaire carefully. 

BE BRIEF and use DIAGRAMS freely. constant 
Vv (1) Telescopic alidade~ full interval = 10.0 ft. Stadia >= 101 middle 

wire = 5.6 ft. Beaman arc = 44 Wet difference of elevation, un or down? 
v A2) Explain rule for signs of BACKSIGHTS., : 

* (3) State rule for signs of rod readings (rod corrections) a. +...+ 
_/ (4) Telescopic alidade-. full interval = 5.0 ft. Stadia ~ = 100 widdle 
™ wire = 14,0 ft. Angle scale = 33-24 Stadia factor = 6.0% Ditysrence of 

elevation, up or down? (Net) Retent : ; 
( (5) Telescopic alidade full interval = 6.0 ft., Stadia oe = 200 Lover wire= 

: 12.0 ft. Difference of elevation, up or down? (vet) Instrument level. 
(6) Telescopic alidade Full interval = 12.0 ft. Stadiasostnut+= 100 Upper wire= 

. 2.0 ft. Difference of elevation, un or down? Intrument level. F 
(7) How will you run a telescopic alidade traverse in area of local magnetic 

attraction; explain fully how you will rearrange notes from usual form. 
(8) What is a SIDESHOT, what for and how computed compared to obher shots? 
(9) If you desire to complete vour map from vertical aerial photographs name 

several kinds of objects which should be located on planetable map to 
facilitate this work, i 

./ (10) You have been issued a plane table with built-in compass. State precaution 
- which must be taken when orienting with telescopic alidade. 

(11) Bxpalin with diagram how you can find time of culmination of polaris without 
use of any table or other aid. what is direction of star then? 

\/ (12) Explain how you would run a compass traverse through an area of Ikmown or 

suspected local attraction. ‘ 

(13) How can you tell when you are far enough from a Imown source of local 

: attraction to get accurate compass directions? 
(14) Draw a diagram showing line of sight and needle of a Brunton compass when. 

; corrected for declination of 10 deg. East. 
(15) Show with diagrams two methods of getting directions with Brunton compass, 
(16) Draw a diagram of a township with sections numbered and dimensions and 3 

directions shown. 
' \y (17) Show on diagram for (16) where error is concentrated and what it is due to. 

(18) If in following a township line which is not a correction line you find 

two sets of section and quarter corners, explain cause. 
vf (19) Give the rule which shows direction of lower land as you walk along a 
- contour line in same direction. : 

(20) Give two methods by which you can find number of feet difference of ical 
elevation per unit of parallax with vertical aerial photographs, Torey ret } 

(21) Uxplain with diagram the purpose and method of radial line system of | 

correcting vertical aerial photographs. 
(22) you have a camera with 6 inch focal length. At what alitude must you fly 

to take photographs at scale 1:20000?, 
(23) photo scale = 1:20,000 How many inches to one mile? 
(24) A mile on photograph measures 3,17 in. Find scale as fraction and feet 

to one inch, Sitant 
(25) If you used 100 as the stadia “aU*i"s where it should have been 99 what 

would be effect on differences of elevation and what exception to this rule?



GEOLOGY 11 

First half final exam ( 3 credits) April 15, 1962 

STO:*LOOK-hEAD Write on any 20 questions and no mores .Flease list on cover of 
your bluebook which you left out. klease be brief ‘and to the point. 

(1) You intend to traverse along a railroad track with planetable and telescopic 

alidade. Describe with diagrams what to do (why?) to avoid error and suggest 
how to alter usual form of notes. 

(2) Define sideshot and give caution in its computation. 
(3) You are making a telescopic alidade traverse and find that from one of your 

stations you can see a distant but identifiable point whose location and elevation 
are already known. Explain fully how this will help your traverse 
(4) What kinds of points should be fixed by sideshots on planetable in order to 
use air photographs of the area to best advantage in completing your map? 

(5) You desurs to lay out a baseline for accurate telescopic alidade intersection. 
How best measure distance? How compensate for slope of ground? 
(6) Explain with diagram how you can tell approximate position of Folairis in its 

V orbit without use of watch or table. 
(7) Full interval = 10 ft. Stadia constant = 100; Beaman arc = 44 Middle wire= 
4.0 ft. Difference of elevation up or down.from table to foot of rod. 
(8) Above is a backsight to a point with elevation_900. Table elevation=? 
(9) (7) is a foresight from table elevation 850. flevation bottom of rod=? 
(1@) Explain rule for algebraic signs of differences of elevation with backsights. 
(11) Explain basic idea of step_ method, computation, limitation, cause of error. 
(1.2) Diagram two different ways of indicating directions on ground. 
(13) You desire to run a compass traverse through a region of probable local 
attraction. Explain how you would proceeds 
(14) You desire the correct compass direction of a stright section of railroad 
track. Kxplain what to do to insure you ere far enough away to get result. 
(15) Station 1 to station 2 of compass survey = 240; station 2 back to station l= 
60; station 2 forward to station 3 = 270; station 3 back to station 2 = 80° 
Explain what is.cause. How read backsights to save computation? How lay out 
directions from station 3? 

(16) Draw a diagram showing line of sight on compass and position of © on dial 
in order to read true directiens on compass with declination 20 deg. east. 
(17) Yiagram how you could get direction with Brunton compass in brush towhigh 
for normal use. 

(18) Drew a diagram of aU. S. township numbering section, showing directions of 
‘outside boundaries and indicating where error (2 causes) is concentrated, that is 
changes normal length of sides of sections. 
(19) Ylu wish to walk along a contour line maintaing same direction. State rule 
as to direction of lower land. 
(20) You have tw o adjacent overlapping air photos and wish to set them up for 
use under stereoscope. Explain necessary steps. ; 
(21) Your find on above stereopair that distance between points on top of a hill 
ie 151 mm. Nearby point 500 feet lower, this distance is 15345 mm. What 
valuable information can be computed from this fact? 

(22) If you neglected to check the stadia constant of a telescopic alidade 
and later found that it is 102. how would this alter your measurment of differences 

of elevation using angles? using Beaman arc? using level centered? 
(23) Explein how you use the compass on base of telescopic alidade including how 
to allow for declination and two other major possibilites of error. 
(24) Full interval = 5.0 ft. Stedia constant = 100 Angle reading = 24-14 
Stadia (conversion) factor = 10.00 Middle wire = 14.0 ft. ULifference of elevetion 
from table ugy or down? 
(25) A&vove is backsight from rod point elevetion 1100. Table elevation=?



GlOLOGY 11 — MAPPING 

First half final examination (3 credits) April 14, 1953 
Ansver 20 questions only indicating on outside cover which you left out. 
USE DIAGRAM 

/(1) You are to survey a railroad with telescopic alidade. Explain method in detail. 
(2) Referring to (1) show how you could keep your notes with this method. 

‘Aas What is a SIDESHOT and how do you treat it in computation} 
(4) thet danger of error causes so many beginners to omit taking sideshots? 
(5) If you desire to complete your map from vertical air photos what kinds of 

points should be determined by sideshots of telescopic alidade traverse? 
(6) You find that your planetable top has a built-in compass. State danger and two 

ways to avoid it. 

(7) Should the telescopic alidade observer carry a Bruton compass on his belt to 
check orientation? 

(S) Bxplain how you can tell when Polaris is exactly north without tables or watch? 

' (9) In using the compass can you tell when you are far enough from a known source 

; of local attraction? How? Diagram. 

/ (10) You have Brunton compass and the local declination is 15 E. Diagram line of 
sight and O of dial when properly set to give true readings. 

(11) You are following an E-W township line and find that the section corners are 
double, and a number of feet apart. How did this come about? 

(12) You are to map section{6 of a township. Diagram this in township showing other 

5 sections, 
(13) Referring to (12) Diagram section/6 subdivided into 40 acre tracts with 

; designations. Za 
anyon (14) Referring to (13) are any of the tracts of abnormal dimens ions? Where? Why? 

_/ (15) Bxplein why rule of algebric sign of backsights is different from that for 

: foresights using diagram. : 
(16) During the making of a telescopic alidade traverse you discover that you can 

; see a point previously located on your planetable. How use this fact for 
¥ check on location? for elevation of check? Be specific. Point too distant 

to send rodman. 

J (212) Compass survey; Sta. 1 to 2 2403; 2to1l 60; 2to 3 2703 3 to 2 80. 5 
Explain. Diagram 

(18) You have two overlapping vertical air photes. How set up for stereo 
examination? : ‘ 

(19) Vhat valuable data is supplied by the fact that after setting up two vertical 
air photos the distance between the road intersection on the plain is 153.5 

whereas the distance between the top of a 500 foot hill is only 151 mm,? 

‘ Diagram why this is the fact. (Distance is between point in one photo and same 
in other photo) 

/ (20) You neglected to check your stadia interval in telescopic alidade and found 
later that it really was 98 instead of 100. What effect on scale of your map? 

/ (21) Referring to*(20) what effect did this have on differences of elevation 
obtained by (a) inclined shots and (b) level shots? 7 

(22)You are to measure the length of a line with steel tape, and have 11 pins. 
: Line is over 1000 feet long. How keep track of tape lengths? Diagram. 

(23) What advantage to a telescopic alidade survey is it to find elevation of a 
body of standing water or a stream with gentle slope? 

; (24) Full interval 10.0 ft. Telescope level, upper wire reads 13.0 fte Wet 

: difference up or down to bottom of rod? a 
(25) Full interval 8,0 ft. Telescope level, upper wire reads ‘2.5 ft. Wet 

difference up or down to bottom of rod, : 
FOLLOVING QUESTIONS ONLY FOR THOSE WHO MISSED ONZ OR MORE SHORT QUIZZES, 
(a) One mile on photo measures 3 inches, Focal length of camera 12", Altitude of 

plane? 
(b) A mile on map measures 5,28 inches, State scale as fraction and feet to 1 inchs 

(c) Te BetEBSiRe fal BE Sat ie eed outcP ye, Sovachige. dhovine tage ond 
correction lines. Write GNLY no. of quizzes you MISS#D, Zeros cannot count as missed
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ee First half final exam (3 credits) 
STOP-LOOK-READ, Write on 2C questions only and please indicate on cover which you 
left out. Be brief and to the point showing computations. Use diagrams. 

(1) You must traverse along a railroad with telescopic alidade., Jxplain trouble you 
may anticipate and how to avoid it including change in notes. 

(2) What is a SIDESHOT, how computed, what for, danger in keeping notes.(tel. alidade) 
(3) You have no tables or standard time. How can you tell when Polaris is true 
north or allow how long it will be before it is. Diagram. 
(4) You have a Brunton compass and are informed that the magnetic declination is 
10 deg. East, Diagram relation of dial to line of sight when set to read true 

directions, 
(5) You are to survey section 18 of a township, Diagram where it is in township and 
explain what distances between corners may be abnormal, Diagram. 

(6) Diagram a normal U.S. section divided into 40 acre tracts with their legal 
descriptions, 

(7) In keeping notes for telescopic alidade traverse explain why rule for algebraic 
signs of backsights is different than that of foresights. Diagram. 

(8) During a traverse with telescopie alddade you catch sight from a table location 
or a distant point already on your table. What should be done? (Rodman cannot 
be sent) 
(9) If you are to use air photography in finishing your map, list three kinds of 
locations which should be made by sideshots with telescopic alidade, 

(25) You neglected to check the stadia interval constant of your telescopic alidade 
and assumed it to be 10C. Later you found it really is 102, What effect on 
elevations obtained by (a) vertical angles, (b) Beaman arc, (c) level shots? 
(ll) Referring to 1¢ state effect (a) on scale of map, (b) on upper or lower wire 
shots. 

(12) Full interval = 10,0 ft, Telescope level, Upper wire reads 11.0 ft, Wet 
eitference instrument to bottom of rod, up or down from table, Diagram. 
(i3). Full interval = 7.9 ft. | Middle wire on 14.0 ft, Angle reading 32-52 
stadia conversion factor = 5,00, Net difference to bottom of rod, up or down, 
Diagran, 

(14) Half interval = 12,0 ft. Lower wire reads 13.0 ft. Telescope level. 
Net difference to bottom of rod, up or down from table. Diagram, 
(15) You are to measure a line somewhat over 150¢ feet long using 100 foot steel 
tape. You have 11 pins. How keep track of correct number of tape lengths and 
excess over last one. Diagram, 
(16} Diagram two different ways in which ground directions are recorded with 
different types of compasses in common use on land. 
(17) You have a plane table with built in compass and wish to use telescopic 
alidade. (a) (b) What two courses will avoid an error. (c) State its cause. 
(18) If you could walk along a contour line always in same direction give rule for 
position of higher land. 
(19) What is the STEP METHOD with telescopic alidade. What limits its use? 
(20) Telescopic alidade full! interval = 5.0 ft. Beaman arc = 4@ Middle wire on 
8.2 ft. Net difference to bottom of rod, up or down from table. Diagram, 
(21) You are running a compass traverse and note the following readings (azimth): 
Sta, 1 to 2 = 220; 2 to 1 = 40; 2 to 3 = 100; 3 to 2 = 260. Explain, Diagram, 

(22) (a) What is the horizontal correction factor with telescopic alidade and 
(b) where are the correct horizontal distances used? 
(23)Explain the basic idea of finding difference of elevation on overlapping 
vertical air photographs, Diagram this principle not details of formula,



7 es 

(24) What are two general methods of locating contours in field. 
(25) Define: (a) stereoscope, (b) parallax, (c) principal point, 

FOLLOWING FOR THOSE WHO MISSED ON OR MORE SHORT QUIZZES. Low grades are not :: 
misses J 

(a) Diagram system of base lines and principal meridians of U.S, Land Survey 
showing numbering of townships and ranges, 

(b) One mile on photo vertical measures 2,0 inches, camera focal length = 6-in, 

Elevation at which taken? 
(c) You are retracing an cld survey and find compass declination is not that of 
original survey. Why?



é G=OLOGY 11 
MAPPING 

Second half final examination (3 credits) April 30, 1953 

Write on 20 questions only and please show on cover which you left out. 

(1) A backsight telescopic alidade traverse was run for 5 set-ups and height of 
table above ground averaging 4 ft. was not included, Met effect on elevation, 

‘ep-or down, Pe Ag Led Lipw Ordon, 

(2) A section line crosses a high hill near one edge of a vertical air photograph. 
Diagram effect of hill on line as shown in photo. 

(3) A barometric survey used straight checks on Devils Lake and on a bench mark 

distant from the lake, Weather warm, time April. Effect on reliability of 

checks? 

(4) Explain why some people report violent revolving of the compass needle in 
certain places whereas others detect no such effect but simply change in 

" magnetic north, j 

(5) A 3900 ft. shot with telescopic alidade has a probable error of apparent 
distance of + or ~ 59 fect. Beaman arc read or Probable error in difference 
of elevation? ta — 4 

(6) What is limiting factor in reliability of elevations obtained by intersection 
method using telescopic alidade? Explain. 

(7) A telescopic alidade traverse has poor vertical closure although both Beaman and 
angle system net differences check, [Explain and suggest how to check this, 

(8) A party neglected to show true horizontal distance on table. Effect on 
differences of elevation, and vertical closure, 

(9) Referring to (8) State effect on (a) horizontal closure and (b) map scale, 

(13) Explain the relatien between degree of slope of telescopic alidade shots and 
accuracy of resulting elevation differences, 

(11) Explain why a level shot should always be made with telescopic alidade if 
possible, 

(12) Compare briefly relative advantages and disadvantages of Beaman and angle 

systems. 

13) Some have confused Boaman with angle scales, Effect on elevation differences? 

(14) Explain advantage of computing differences of elevation taken with telescopic 

: alidade at once in the field compared with in the office at night? 

(15) What is limiting factor in accuracy of differences of elevation with telescopic 
alidade? Uhl Dm. ate 

fae) Compare advantages and iadedenvates of azimath and quadrant systems on Brunton 
compass, 

(17) You are handed a topographic map of an area, How check its accuracy by two 
criteria? 

(18) Why is the allowable error of vertical closure with telescopic alidade not in 

direct proportion to distance of a traverse? 

(19) What two things mst never be omitted from a map legend? 

(20) What is limiting factor in accuracy of distance measurement by pacing? 

(21) Explain two ways of correcting steel tape measurement on a slope to true 
horizontal distance, 

(22) Descrite and explain two ways in which you can lay out a paced distance on a 
MAD. 

(23) Give two reasons why you mst be familiar with the U.S. Land Survey. s 
(24) Someone tells you a corner is 80 rods distant. ow many feet? How many miles? ye 
(25) How far apart sha 20 foot contours be on a & deg. slope with map 1:12009? 

Show computation. 1 deg. slope is 1.75 percent. . ["= toe!
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GEOLOGY 11--MAPPING. / ' 

ft 
Second half final examination, 3 credits. Jv 
Write on 20 questions only and please show on cover which you left out. 

(1) In a telescopic alidade traverse of a railroad at 6 setups the height of 

table above the rod Pgints was omitted, Effect on final elevation, high 
or low? é x iz slow’ f tom omnika cE =H0 

(2) A “3600 ft4 on a was made with tel. alidade, Interval read hah Probable 
error in reading rod was 0.1 fts Probable error in elevation differenced X7 X10 — 40 
Plus or minus? Stadia conversion factor= 10.00 auth. f Ace 

(3) Explain what limits accuracy of elevations obtained from intersection survey \ 
with telescopic alidade. @biatODZ,_ vy -trelurm = \ 

(4) Diagram the effect of a hill on course cf a section line shown near border 

of 2 "vertical" air photograph, C1wtLiondt frr~ corte, 
(5) Diagram two ways in which directions can be read With Brunton compass, K tts 

_,, mentioning why each is need? , 4, or > ftok ak ee Yao 
(6) Diagram two ways in which you use Brunton compass to measure slopes, ~ \P 2 

(7) The net differences with angles and Beamans check well_in a traverse yet both— 

vertical and horizonal closure are poor. Explain. pw AuwAuudl a Wine, YAueerA 
‘:) A telescopic alidade party neglected to plat true horizontal distances.) State 

effect on (a) differen aos (b) map sale, (c) horizontal closure. 
‘> Why do telescopic a1iadye tFSverses in very roueh covntry combat? Stow poor 

vertical closure compared to those over flat land? Comin ie feelin n £54 
(10) From your field experience compare advantages and disadvantages of Beaman arc ie 

/ 7382 compared to angle method for inclined shots. Ror cpr Aletire 2 Y AU ponretix l« 
“==(11) Under what conditions is a "vertical" air photograph & correct map of the J / jp oy 

land? amy Cut) Wrtent + Led 44 z - 
(12) Compare advantages and disadvantages ‘of azimuth system of recording ee z 

directions compared with other type of compass dial. Qiiwrt Aryl ““ ® aa Ad - 

“\3) Explain why the graduations and direction letters on a compass dial lee sob WT wilt {a 

r the same as those on the ground. Merde Med, plll fury mytoutrn os 
‘i4) What limits accuracy of determinations with hand level? —\) wp. gree jorwlg, 
(35) Make a plan by which a union of three two-man parties with three barometers | se 

could carry out a "two base" barometric survey of their combined areas. —< | wee 
,~i35) State what limits accuracy of telescopic alidade survey in (a) differences | ai"™S “Y%_ 

pala aa o¢ elevation, (b) accuracy of horizontal closure.A4— + pope ar Vad oe 
47) You are given a topographic map of an area to use in examining its geology |,/ me tel. 

or other resources, State two ways in which you can_test this map for e ; j 

_caseuracy. St Uerln yy Crlern ry ~ fens Yolead ~ Urey Cr Aut farrier © 
6) State the two things which must under ng /eirounsfences ever be omitted ay oe = 
3 legend of a map. pneeAQ , hw Pe CO telah 
..9) The allowable vertical closure of a telescopic alidade traverse is not in Ne ee 

direct proportion to its length, Explain why. pw Omer re . wre se Sis 
(20) State two najor factors which affect accuracy of distance determination b;, Sa 

pacing. qa tyne of, porte — 
(21) You must freasure on a slope with steel tape. Give two ways in which you ca. 

correct for the error due to slope. / Ad Ljre Perch ~ Wor Meo wie * 
(22) State why it is necessary to understand the U. S. Land Survey in making ‘2 nw. f024~ 
(23) Compute how far apart are 20 foot contours on a 4 degree slope (a) in feet, Zs 

Pe (b) 4m 4nehes on map with scale 1/24000. One degree slope = 1.75 percent. tee Oh lon 
(24) What is limit to accuracy of elevation determination with barometer? horsult, ag 
(25) Explain method of finding a land corner by pacing with Brunton compen} ae : 

Diagram how you set compass, 3 ‘ j rh 

} x ATA Su \ toot drab Amey ea p 
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Fie ge et S. H. WILLISTON F. S. McILHENNY, Jr. oe 
BERT pros ; (WENT. gs VICE PRESIDENT 2 SECRETARY-TREASURER - 

| SPERRY-SUN WELL SURVEYING CO. Ss 

3118 BLODGETT AVENUE - P. O. BOX 8008 . ; 

HOUSTON 4, TEXAS 2 

March 10, 1949 

Mr. F. T, Thwaites 
Department of Geology i 
University of Wisconsin : 
Science Hall 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

. Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

We were indeed pleased to receive your inquiry about the ; 
Johnson Elevation Meter through the OIL AND GAS JOURNAL. We do not as : 
yet have any prepared literature on this instrument and so are enclosing 

a@ photograph of the instrument, an error distribution eurve, and a 
mimeographed description of the operational technique employed and ad- 
vantages that might be accrued through the use of the Johnson Elevation 

Meter. 

At the present time two parties are conducting field surveys. 
Party No. 1 has been working in Mississippi for the past four months for : 

the United States Geological Survey to provide vertical control for aerial 
topographic surveys to be used in the preparation of new "quadrangle" maps. Bar 
A second party is now on the Gulf Coast, where tle Meter is being used to ae 
establish élevations for geophysical parties (gravity meter and seismograph) e 

and to provide levels for geological surveys. A third instrument is being 
given final tests at our Laboratory in Philadelphia, and four more are in 
process of assembly. The first of these is expected to be ready to begin 

; operations some time in April. 

i : The Elevation Meter is operated on a service basis, Sperry-Sun . 
furnishing the Meter and field operator. Charges are made according to the 
number of linear miles covered plus an additional charge for each elevation 
established at points specified by the customer. 

Articles giving a more complete description of the equipment 

: will appear in the near future in the OIL AND GAS JOURNAL and WORLD OIL. 
Other literature is under preparation here and will be mailed to you upon 
completion. We shall be pleased to discuss your survey problems with you - 

at any time. 

F Very truly yours, 

Cpof SURVEYING COMPANY \ 

; ABP: ckt A. B. Palmer, General Manager ; 
2% Enclosures : 

4 : t \
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SPERRY-SUN WELL SURVEYING COMPANY 

JOHNSON ELEVATION MSTER 

The Johnson Elevation Meter equipment consists of a special three- 
- wheeled trailer towed by an automobile. Continuous measurements of the change 

in elevation are made as the trailer moves along the road. Wherever it is re- 
quired to establish an elevation at a given point on the road, the automobile 
is stopped, and the elevation is read from a counter similar to the ordinary 
mileage odometer. Hlevations are easily transferred to nearby points off the 
road by means of a level rod and hand level provided for this purpose, 

The Elevation Meter determines difference in elevation by integrat— 
ing the instantaneous values of the path length (or velocity) and the sine of 
the inclination angle. The measurement of velocity is made by a device di- 

rectly geared to the rear trailer wheel and which vrovides an electrical sig~ 

nal proportional to the velocity, A second device which furnishes an elece : 
trical signal proportional to the inclination angle is mounted mid-way between 
the front and rear wheels of the trailer, A svecial electronic integrator, 
which is carried in the towing vehicle, accomplishes the integration of ve- 

locity multiplied by the sine of the angle of inclination, The measured change 
in elevation is exhibited on a Veedor Root counter which reads directly in 

feet. Tenths of feet are read from an auxiliary electrical meter, The total 
distance traveled is also recovered from the integrator and compared with 
the reading of an odometer also directly geared to the rear wheel. The com- 
parison of these two determinations of distance provides a means of checking 
instrument performance since they must agree to established limits, The speed 
at which the integrator operates will be realized when it is noted that the 
roadway is, in effect, divided into 500 parts per foot of travel, 

Advantages of the Elevation Meter over standard methods are found 

in its greater speed of operation and also in a reduction in costs per mile 
traversed. The automobile may be driven at speeds as great as 25 miles per 
hour, and it is often possible to survey as much as 60 to 80 miles of traverse 
per day, depending on the accuracy required and the number of stations occu- 

‘pied. 

; The attached error distribution curves indicate the accuracy which 

may we obtained with this instrument. These curves were obtained by compar- 

ing Elevation Meter elevations with bench marks established by third order 
spirit levels. The verformance may be extrapolated to other distances by 
noting that the error of this instrument is proportional to. the square root 

of the distance. Thus, for example, for runs ten miles in length for Opera- 

tional Technique 2 only 10% of the errors will exceed 0.9 foot. This latter 

value was obtained by multivlying the value read on the curve at 10%, namely 
0.6, by the square root of 10 divided by 5, or 1.4, It should also be noted 
that in conducting actual surveys, a net work of level lines is established 

which close with each other and with all available bench marks, When the 
errors of closure are distributed, a substantial increase in accuracy will be 

realized. 

3-49
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GEOLOGY 11 
MAPPING : 

Organization 

i abo wrk o- | Direct desendent of Military Mapping of World War I. 

Puropse to teach use of instruments used in rapid and approximate mapping 
to meet needs of g eologists a nd others rather than the precise methods : 
required by engineers. Cannot include strictly geologic mapping but does 
cover methods of such. Speed with sufficient accuracy 

Normal 3 credits work ending ifposeihle before end of semester. 
4 credits includes more work on aerial photographs applied to mapping. 

ee 1 credit only for those who have completed 3 creditsun 2prua pease 

Lab hours 4 to 6 a week depending on speed of work. as problems can be done 
at hone - ue ger pee ee 

FILL OUT SCHEDULES indicating hours subject to change. ~ 4" ° ne, Th 4e 
' Regularity of hours essential for checking instruments out and in. not b ie 2 ae 

SOME INSTRUMENTS MUST BE HANDED IN PERSONALLY¢ Airtel ah rw? 

Theory is simple and only ordinary arithmetic is required. Trig used but 
only basic idea is required. 4 little algebra needed for one demonstration 

Dexterity-"pzactice makes perfect." Some have gone on into civil engineering. S 
Work in museun-why 

GARE WITH INSTRUMENTS ~ | ~ oe : : 
; ry Jar} GAs uw 4 

Devils lake trip if-possivle. Vacation can-be-siretched—for-those>in-good-standing. s 

} Physical fitness ~~~ ~——~__ pugiticn ~ Rar of oreo Besths, Art ie 
Work withothers VO BE Dad gee ui) oe = ower ; 
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We hear it s&id that the day of surface mapping is over. Certainly it has declined f 

in importance in the normal exploration programs to the point where it is often diffi t 

: aa 
te find geologists capable of doing even an ordinary deteil jot when such emergencies a 

develope It is probably true that the heyday of “reconnaissance” surface mapping 4 3 

is past in the United States but it can be seriously questioned whether detailed “i 

plene table mapping is not still an extremely effective discovery tool. ‘here has been4 

oe 
done actually but a relatively Bseall amount of really careful, detailed surface plane 

table mapping particularly with the aid-of aerial photographs. “3g 

Most of our oil provinces have been discovered contrary to the orthodox geoligical ta 

opinion prevailing et the time, which is pretty good evidence thet our fundamental 

thinking is not sound. Bt 
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Pa ae 
ed _ Measurment of distance 2-5 How is distance measured, slant or on level? Why? =| 
: é ae Chain or tape, use, care of counting lengths Sven Jur - Xfm im Danek - Se 

line injuse plumb bob rp = de t 
tension - ns sieaoky : ms 

pa tia = 28x70" 7 : Bo v sé 9’ 1% : j = ee we = nee at ot Micrometer ~ A ake aa a 
: se z 2 +4 

Range finder Le IE Lom =(% +)(% ‘ ia ~ 

weriaa’ mens Nn capa Du P acing- pace vs stride fIoe 
standardization 5 ; / 

. counting. number of talleys Definition ,0 n qmde ; Ss / 

E pe stimation spy gs See — Sete. 

Compass , 12-15, 19-22 

‘ Basic principle 

h Construction, Prismatic, Brunton compass on alidades 

‘ Adjustment-pivot, magnetization, counterbalance 

| : 5 ee 
c : Declination, changes of short term, long term 
| determination of — accuracy required : ; Eas 

Ephemeris method aot 
GelStial clock method - 

| Cautions-local attraction, magnetic articles, magnetic rocks neutral points | g 

cn Systems of recording directiona, bearings, azimuth. Comparison, 
true and magnetic directions. 

| Use direction of strike of formations. ‘raverse , 2 methods, intersection, 
: 2 zand 3 point problem. Note here also the tracin g paper solution of latter 

Use of protractor. - : sa ae Zee Z 
\ eae ee See 
; ae Supe : ~ op BON 

y 92. S¥ pr = 20, HE 
: LAr Sth . eu Y 

\ ] j Fs tO ' = 3 O yu g vy oi , 

be e / é 2 otic a ? ; z eos x9 “oO x 376 : 

+ [th = Spee Oe er 
i ; Rats sa ee , 1 bi 

: 05% 23% 1/0 wee 

z ; Ave rng BA KE OES XL MOVE ® = es ee 

} Ro y —_— pa QRar p 
| eS Bore 

a ee \ ane & fre i 7 fi 
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BF pate en a ; eT Nae oes 
whe 2 : : Mapping, third day ‘ ae eco 

Bos ee Plene table eS Ae Pa x ‘ Sees 

ee ee \ey Review berometer-hand level- note that tecetions of_probliemt-ere : a 
ee simply a code ae 
eee Why and when are corrections for temperature of air needed? ee 

4 : 15-18 Why center of bubble? Z 
E Plene table piste 

“rs or Construction Wasa 
S$ Adve ntages- speed accuracy,elimination of mistakes we op : 

; Disadventages ~ weather, wood, change of size of paper / Fe 
3 4 Cautions, threads, touching, leaning _ stringnon=beges “NAMES ; 

pg Use =—S —— 
{ : saolle, \ Setting up-why the plumb bob and how used z 

eg Engnees- 50 ee _ Orientgtion- compess-backsight markers ylength of lines S 
Soa Lae fe v\ drawing lines, need of sharp pencil, sandpaper 
se Frvgt Arehoy Intersection method. Tape not issued - ok ee 

ae 2.5 re a ae Caution on angle of intersection oe 
= _—._________ Resection-method advantages 0 

Laas oo ~~ 3 point and 2 point problems. Why? See directions rttu-a sayy — 
2 Tw > Traverse method why? 2 methods depending on orientation S 
Be : ; De Cahurt Retanienmye re 

: “enerel i 
Neatness~promptness— single sheet if possible for each on table put, a 

7 oe Problems will be returned Care of museum cases. Binding Met or 
STANDARDS ~ eae ae a eae emo 3 : 

Sie - : i ot Map scales _— 
pen Trig . Phatorty » , 
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GEOLOGY 11 . 

~2- 

Railroad and highway surveys. : 

Geologists often use reilrond or highwey survoys to obtain clevetions, ctc. The 
following definitions will help: 

Zlovetions of such surveys are commonly besed on some other detum than sea 
level and need a correction which must be determined in some accureto mennor,. 

mProfiles in many cases show grades expressed in percent. Percent = number 
of fect vertical to 100 feet horizontal (not slant). 
Curvos are ésfirédby tho onglo subtended by 2 100 tape foot length. A 
1 degree curve has a radius of 5730 feet, a 2 degree curve 4 of this end so 

on. 
The beginning of . curve is indicated as "Point of Garvaturo™ or "P, C." 
The end of a curve is indicated as "Point of Tangency" "P, 7." 

; The cénter of the circle of a curve is located on a line 90 deg. to cach 
straight "tangent" adjacent (erIeescaother curve fellows immediately 
where radius changes along a radius of the circle of first curve.) 

The total angle included in a curve is also steted (often witha “A ). 
Distences are shown in numbers of hundred foot tape lengths from a start 

of survey plus the number of feet in the last prrtial length, Tias 
2 mile would be 52 + 80. 

Right and left curves are mersured facing in the direction toward which 
the distances increase, 

7 z ' -



ee iG a eo oe 
See Z 4 = al * f ray i 

| 1g = Plane table second day - ° 
: a Magee 

pd ceo oe 
Review advantages of plene table -— Neer o~ Peter V3 = 

reat Pe eee ee ) ei 

pe erties orieintation. Use distant point, long line 

Define resection. Difference. advantages. : 

Hill problem, river problem will be omitted because of space 

Three point problem ye nel node £ mc pals . ¢ t ea } 

Why and what for. “o secure orientation for resection locetion 
_ Methods. = j 

Lehmenn's method. Cut and try. Why the rules. 
“essels method. Advantages-disadvantages 

Two point problem. ’ 
Solutions: (a) by resection after orientation 

(b) by distance from each point. 

: Suggest latter is easier but orientation follows location 

a - Bs 9 * 
traverse ee ho Oe oe 

Where necessery 
Involves measurment of distance. 
Two methods 

Becksight orientation accurate but any misteke is carried on 
Compass orientation-substitute in museum 

Compare accuracy of each method accuracy vs compensation. 

“istances teken from chart of museum 
me S 

Vg:h gk Pes 
Why is plumb bob needed in museum? tty L “J “ate 

f : be den Spon este U 

Y > \y 
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5 ae x “rath casdlelee pack » 

tba A : s ete be A ye ¢ * aie The 7x 

Mepping second=day ig SS eae ae Lee 5 

Qavned Arenn Te, boda ie 
: Hand level A 

- Construction, why the lens, Adjustment, finding level line ae 

Accuracy -limit of distance for sights 4 
“ethods of use oa 

“lone- measurment of heigth of eye-counting- odd difference a 

- Ulrich's method Fe ies a . 
With rod - {eee NE ee SIS AY ENTER J ieee = 

B.S. H.I. F.S. lev. _ {ae fe re x 
+ : eo ee 3 
[OI 5 gF see s 

Engineets level. 2 Op eee - 

od hy pia pn” VP - 
aie’ Barometer Sou ms wa we 

a Principle www Crh - jh 

Construct ion, different makes — : 3 =A 

Adjustment ancl! wrk pies eo 
Use -care ‘ : es 

Sources of error ~~~ cag 
Correction a4 

Stationary instrument method- 1 or 2 stations a 
apparent diff of sta. inst? true diff.of basess: apparent elev. ee 

above lower bases true diff. elev. aS 
Limitations of method 900310003: 4503500 : oy 

Single instrument method-accuracy eg 
Lehee’s method 28 

Straight checks : Saal le 
Gross checks show slope of curve ~ ws they Bale! fa 

Accuracy e es 
Temperature corrections-when needed Kirt GF é 

General conclusions Significant figures. — i ae 

Hypsometer i ; = 

a ig gee St eer 
: Next problem-to try barometers, kendte-hand level butonm adjustment, learnmetiod— 

only soe . ae 

Work withplane tqble in museum to beat weather ee 

Will have to stagger work, some start on telescopic alidade first. ie 

Taamtjn| C Pa o 

ae (61 609 | 6212 — Se : r => 

g.\ ees A~ d IS 6H 929 ANOS 7 \ a 
. 2 = v Na Ba ce - - 4 957 : oe 

Three Deg ga J 20 68.0 © Y ” ~) 

: oe Nae The 2b NolOZ Sa 
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\ 2y | 75-2 ee us | 
g hoe #22! hee 2 26 eee a ae 
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3 : ‘ hraw p pews é h / 4 t op Ye bute a Sere : 

VY ee, 
Vcr mtce <AO Aer 

4. \ wr "22-27 Telescopic alidade, first part ee : 
a S J 4 A mt Oth co zi Y ma phard e Mart Gti 

pe \>_ )”) Problems 4 and 5 must be finished by now 36. 42 
ei “a* FT Rm ete — 

ay) Purpose of instrument-better vision= determination of distance~ of differ- 
\. iy: a 

Bs ) ence of elevetion by distance and angle of sGlope(vertical angle) = 

é ; Yonstruction : 
Objective lens 

= position of image™ focusing : 
: Eye piece lens : 
} focusing=-loss of focus 

| 
oS Pe i ; 

| Cross wires-construction focusing ~“" \\ 

\ P rism-why- motion of - Argh 8 pt 7 j ie - 
, Fe yy es \ — atl pn Of ore 

: Adjustments-why? GA ——— i : "rae 

\ = 
" \ f Line of sight through center of lens along axis of barell “a 

/ How to loosen telescope. need of rigid support. How wires move, — Aoit pas 3 oF ee eae a 
Measurment of distance with wires-;principle, rods (stadia). a 8 : oR 

a intervals, multiplying factors, how determined rie ei. we : 

(asf es ee 
Need of correction for slope of shot. lope determined by many? : s Z 

middle wire) = /¢y x Ft X tre A Xe AL Cag eee pe : oo a? 
Measurment of vertical angles K Cr mm - t : 

jv, Bulle eye level-limitetions of - : \ . 
wey Striding level-care of. Adjustment until it is same when reversed so a ES 

+6 \ makes line of sight horizontal. How adjusted. ¢ it < 

a\ y ayV Arc+ methods of dividing degrees, minutes, mils 5 

ee rite q How find the level reading? nee 
se a ot -Genter striding level ae 

i wey Use special index level a 
. aw ee 

bees owes Derive formula for true horizontal distance. 2 : ye 
« a4 -distance = constent_x full intervalx cos vert. angle mS (2% 

\ Pde: Athin, arene Ante - ind diliny ~ uv yenbedl date x 
* Other méthods of finding long distance or distance when rod is obscured E 

: involve | ‘ — ee 

horizontal distance -w~ ypouurt st « 
¥ 4 use of drum on slow motion screw to find very small angles ioe 

yf Cures Ug rer | oe 
ee CARE OF ALIDADES ~ s aap 2 

\ Aye ‘ Never on plane table indoors ; 2 sat Se pile ee 

ee . ini oy ae [eae ey se miniature rod and report results in ROD UNI$S ™ } ee 
\ Lay cases hinge sidedwn. woo» > ae : ee 

i : Place rag around level before carrying in care. Check firm position aap oe 
, Adjusting screws must be tight 4% do wo ahr Leper 

NEVER FORGET ADJUSTING TOOLS pee S 
6 Te : eo op 

ae: PS a et ae i rk re ee ei: 
eT ee eats ae + PS 3 : 4 oat es BEF ae 
See oe oe wx 5 se oats ‘ ici cer 
ee iat gate i barnes A ce a Bie 2 s Sie pence ae 
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: 27-32 telescopic continued 

; Differences of elevation. Definition pore 
Ground never measured at instrument. “ever set up on ,known point. 
“lways refer to bottom of rope —~ - K = 
Define* computed difference, net difference,\ rod correction \ 

: - i * Level shots- 2 methods of reading ~ jac~/ . ; 
a ~ Angle method. i 

pr * Computing devices. advantages, disadventeges 
aN Why record middle wire reading 7? 

xX » / Net difference 

As yer \ : Tis formula for computed difference+= app. distance x sin A x 
= } cos A or/what is seme thing)} sin 2 A 

ge X f 

, > 2Q=ga-ate-e Computation for distances obtained by intersection 
si computed difference = true horizontal distance x tangent A 

can use stadia computer but it has proved too inaccurete 

Step method. theory 

Beaman arc method. = marks on arc where % sin YA /stadie constant 
is a whole number 
comp. diff = full interval x Beamans 

Drum method. 1 drum revolution = 1 Beaman = one step. 
Can measure fractions which cannot be found by either of other 
methods. me 

: Superalidades— what is left off. ‘ 

\ Meke 21] measurments in rod units (tenths of a foot). 

Telescopic alidade most adapted to traversing. Two methods of traverse 
possible. pace 

“orms of notes given in problems ll, 12 wy de se 
a : r = B62 580 se 
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Perea SO Messen ee Soe _ 5 rey: t , sag Be WN BRE PERU A a ae Se ee a oe Photographic eurvey-genera ai / Ge 

ani ea oe ; : ier vereen eae as ae ee ~ = Why use photos? _ 5-230 rp - a 
ees Advantages oe ee 
oe Disadventages : oa te eae 2 Boe ‘ fo : 2 ae 7 = Heats aes 

Suitite coh Zee ee e ¢ Pe Seas ae 

= 6c ee. Types: of photos Ss ‘ : VEAP TS A ae a 
ee ground apriaix : fae ee 

ee a ordinary : - : a 
Sa oe aa stereoscopic : ye eS 
<a aerial ; eg 
ea vertical oe 

eee ie oblique +: eles 
ee : composits & eee 

Sees : : Verticals : : ae ee 
es Rae : Scale focel length : : eS te sa 

ei : : : : eae 
BR x Ground : é ees ee: 

Loa eae kind of cemera-need for leveling-use of filter e é Rt oe 
Se _ registration of angles-horizontal-vertical - ‘ : We ee ee 
SNe ; ground control : : : é CEE ae 

ee ( location by intersection-use of photo as ea positive ee. 
: ae measurement of differences of elevation : ee ieee 
ta ‘ ‘ ; Re See 

Beh : : ee 
ey z x j e : ¢ : 4 a Niece 

oe Next time 5-230 sD : oe 
Ree geet $9- 100- 128 os ee eet # 

s eet eee ae 
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‘ Photogrephic surveying ?°©< Ee M22 / : 

Advantages. short time on station at 
better working conditions wiom 
from air see all sides of hill at once 
much more detail 2 
directions between places not intervisible on ground 

Lisadventeges : 
Weathe r control very strict 
Some ground measurements needed for corrections 
Higher skill needed ; a 

Geometry of phot h tp ee he y of photographs — é eS } Object to image 1/f = 1/di + 1/do es ——! i 

Definitions do bee Dre An eters) O 
\ focal length f i a } 

object distance do ; 
oa Ww image distence 4 

vertical phn oe oa 
e re oblique, high low recohed from vertical G*\widde 

perspective = representation in single plene of 3 dimensional ; 
objects : 

> principal point or center Ute raw - 

plumb or nedir point . ; 
scale for yertical f where H is altitude of plane ‘ 

let p= etic on photo of line g on ground a 
then psgpesf s H whence H = g.f/p & 
solve for f = 8.25 in, g = 5280 ft, p= 3.n. = 

H = 5280 .85/12 // 3.1 /12 cancel out 125 and H =14000 ft. — 
x parallax = apparent movement of an object with refexensexkeax : 

1 . respect to a reference point due to shift in point of : 

observation “ 
aK a jr base = distance between successive positions of plane : 

; sd phto bese = distance of ph of os petween succescive positions of plang 
Stereoscopi¢’ effect TA © veut. BAe eu a 

: Binocular vision. physical defects aq SS 
; Cause of apparent difference in distance Hilltops are neerer together then e 
4 valley bottoms Exrrer<6%=pe3- oad 

Displacement of points due to relief. distortion of lines . change of scale x 
‘ due to relief. 

Ways of obtaining stereo vision. Lenses, mirrors, anaglyph, paper between os 
two photos, parallel position of eyes with no aids. 
What determines stereoscopic depth 

: Morse par & Wwrow as 
Distortion of scale due to oblique axis of samera More laters credits) 
Rectification of slight displacement plus effect of relief. 

Locating a point by angles to 3 known positions. Tracing paper solution a 
'4s-| Intersections from plumb point. Usually not far from principal pointy Be 

similarity to planetable aneee eaet 05h) redial mi line construction, 
_ compensation for scale udifferences ee 

: Sett ing up a radial dine plot more leter for 4 credits site 
Plotting methods ee 

= ; tracing gee 
} : usachine [under stereoscope) ae 

SSR, =~ ~~ projection : : Cag 

Re 5 eR ee en ae OSG kG SE co Ai eam eps pet perk ee 2 gh PRS ae ee
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; TE ea SGN es oe PNET OS tr Cn eM ae ee ee na Se 2 ee eer FT eS ON 

Photographic surveying, 2 “ SO oe ee Be ee So : ; SUR eA ane ae Se eae . ; : : SARS eae eee Setting up the photos. : ne 55 ee 
ae ae Marking principal points, section corners, etc.. 5 ee 

Bass : “lignment. Distance between common points, 2.45" with Abrams inst. oe ee 
eee Fairchild does noloverlap (,29” G,| dei~ 2 eae 
meer , Differences of elevation from parallax @ ; oe : 

ae 4 git sy : : BAdaI : ‘ es 
Cae \ yer ; errs a : a f : ee 

é ee (focal lengtih)} / saa 
: eye Ba Q Je ee 

ee: ; a ir base - - : ee 

\ : | Se 
: f ees oe eee 

H (altitude Oe 1p Fer 

5 ae ie ze 
: ee 

S | ) a op eae 

=D Ath th ee 
: : ae Bik . 5 ve ieee 

< 5 Sa ay aan 
difference in parallax = d] + dp = dp 2 MMS 
now by scale ratio f/# ae we j nD oe ee eat 

ee dpsxi:isf3:H dy” £ eA ee vay 

fers so whence x = dp.H/f : Vy 5G Se: 
and by similar triangles a ; eae = ex x & dhs xssH: Ba hi = o i ie mae 

oe whence x = dh.Ba/ii “h a ms 

(apt an) 
: : equating to eliminate x : \ FB fe 

: dp.H/f = dh.B a/H ca oN ea i 
: solve for dh be 2 : ee 

: ; dh =dp.H # Hehe. dude Th pe a 

but b (on photo = B a in air or np-np') = B a .scale ratio or Ba.f/i gs rs 

= 4° by es dh = dp.H/b : s ae 4 oe : 

ee ee ee a ee ee 
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P hoto surveying 3 

. Now substitue for H its value g.f/p where g = a ground distance and p the same 
istanc hot ‘ i . distance on photo dpe dhid-} $c ae 

= ape pr ope whence dh ¢dp.g.f / b.p t GF kb vile» @as" 

when dp = unity and g = 5280 feet and f = 8.25 in. the number of feet per millimeter 

; On” ” 
is'computed thus 1 bh". peasy 

per ee am Oe 
aos er eae” eg $2 

; ym 70 ” = 1.5280.(8.25) / b™/pWwh{25-4 )) 2 ee ee 
= 1715/ b".p" \ 93560 | a%h> 

. pe 

Let b = 2.5" and p = 3.0" then 1 mm difference in parallax =226' diff of 
elevation a am m In 50 \\ ated * ‘ 

When pictures are set up and aligned by principal points, it is found 
that par allax os same elevation Then plumb point is not at principal point. 
This error is partielly compensated by taking parallax point on one side of photos 
and holding same stationary wit other side is rotated about this point until 

a point at same elevation on otner side reads the same. 

In above computation is value of H is that for the point at which g is measured. q 
63 will be different at other places. Hence obtain an average value for each 
pair of photos. 

Setting the measuring points offers difficulty at first. Blending by looking : 
at them. Look at topography. Or use each eye separately. ; 

Contouring : oe = 
(a) Set dots for given elevation and trace contour, ch~~ © he NP ae 

(0) find spot elevations and sketch contours 

0) bc ie fq x Redint Lent ts Hae 
oh t)mm ge Iw | 50 ; oe | ee p' 

dict Gt | ____-» a aA n v 
ie i ood t b 

Sees i} Aine Ai 

i - bi ne o~ 
} A 2“ lier rm 

ee > fe ot AP ee 
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ss GEOLOGY 11 . 

Map scales ; d ee 
: ie 

The scale of a map refers to horizontal (not slant) distances. (1) the scale’ 
nay be given in feet or miles to the inch. (2) A line representing a given dis+ 
tamce mey be dravm on the map with statement of just what it reprosents. (3) The 
scale may be givon as the fraction thant anv distance on the map is of the distance 

on the ground which it represcnts. This is called the fractionel scale but may olso 
be written as a ratio.as sey 1 qr 1:20,000, To transform this to No. 1 

divide the lower or sceond figure y. the number of inches in » foot or 2 mild. 
Lettor fieurc is 65,360,/ The grert sdventage of this is the onso with which 

Coputstions exo ncdo. “The advrntcco of No. 2 is thet it takes cere of shrinksge 

of paper end.of chenge in serle whon « nep is photosrepliod. 

Trisononctr-7. 

In mepoing end goola.icrl commtotions trigonometry is often uscd. The follow= 

ins dirgren shows tho common functions. Recius of circle = unity. 

Fron this the following may be dorivede 

Anclo is thet ronsured from s, norizontcl Line. é 

Slent distence x cosine = horigontnl distence. . 
n ice x sino « vertical distsnco. 

Horizontel distruco x ten jont = verticel distence. 
Varticel distnnce divided by ten,zent = horizontal distrnce,. 

2 furtner use is with the strdir. 

4operent distence =100 x full intorvel 
Slent distsnce = 100 x full intorvel x cosine 

Vorticel distonce = slent distunco x sine F 
* ie Svappnrent distance x sine x cosino 
t. " = " " x + sine twice the engle. 

m 
+ . 

Teue thickness of strotc. ~ horigontal distenco in cirection of din x sine 
of snglo of dip. 

a . “ " = vorticel distnnco x cosino of enelo of dips 2 
* Gste thet (1) for smell sngles(/up to 10 dogress) sino and tengont ero norrly 
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Gleaned from exam papers , 

“U. S. section is a township which is within a county 

Declination-when the compass is put on slopes, etc, the angle of decline is 
declination of the compass 

Contour interval-a set distance that shows all areas of the same elevation 

A contour interval is thet space between two measured distances ; 

A contour intervel is the land between the contour lines 

Contour interval when contours lines meet at the same latitude or intersect 

Declinetion of compass shows the direction and the ? of the land when put 
on a tilt the compass differs from when on a fault, etci 

A contour on a map shows the way the curveture of the relief 

The contours show the maximum and minimum amount of relief on the map 

4 canyon is a deep hole which falls off suddenly from higher points 

A contour is a variation in ground represented by brown lines 

The contours on a map show the the height of elevation in relation to surround- 4 
ing country , 

* terrace occupies the space between a mountein and a pile of rocks : 

AU. &. township is a track of land what is owned by the government { 

4 

3 
Ay 

}
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ps G E ‘ Ys ge 
Devils Loko instructions, 11 * Qeitien «f 11 : 

: Determination of true north et aeee 

: : Material: strong light string or fish line (white), weight,. pail-of water ; 
ii windy, two long stakes, one short stckv with cross bur about a foot 
long nailed firmly to top, ~ necdle, axe or antchet, two flash 
lights, pocket tape, J¢ale showing tenths of inches, compass(will not be 

. needed until: daylight) good watch set to Central Standard Pime. Scant 

: Method: Read section in Outline on finding true north, Study diagrams © 

given below which give: relations between Polaris and the true meridian. . 
Note definitions. hee taba pr Line toward 

: s Polaris | True N, 
Zen ; Upper Gylmination ae 

a =o gprnit of Polaris 0 23h-56m, \ 

| a : oo \- \ A 
\ SS is th ~ go pg re et | 

t i, ' West EL ngation : East @hongation 
Plumb line Sh=59m A7h-57m! 

ta \. Plies 

eine bes AY So “amb as ‘Ling of f /Leditude Hort -he5em. ux 
j sigh} " 2S oa 

‘¥ : eo oe \ Lowéf . Gulmination i 

SY : Fig. 2 pie tee 8 
age Line intate ae eat Offset i} \-- 

~ ‘Btake with eress bar Fs, : eae on stake aw 
z 1 Fig. 4 5. end base line 

Fig. 1 -€ + . Fig. 3 
t ‘ ee 

: 4 
Polaris - FO as ST 

Fig. 1 shows the relation of the orbit (apoarent movement) of Polaris 

in. respect to a vertical north-south plane passing through-the position ~~ ® 

: of the observer. Such a plane definus the "true meridian", . The projectiern 
of the North Pole of the earth hies in this plane at an angle above the 

northern horizon equal to. the-latitude of the place of observation... - 
; The central of the threes curved-lines. lies in the plane of the true 

meridiaw, Tho contral strai zht line from the base line to the Horizon 
: is.a true north linc. The lines at cither side are lines in vertical 

planes which pass through the two sides of the orbit of Polaris, 
The angles formed by tho traces of those planes with the surface of the - 
earth Toass shown as flat) define the amount of orror,or rather diver~ 

: gence, betwoon trus north and apparont north as derived from an observation 
of Potaris when at cithor side of its orbit. Notice that this angle : 
deponds upon the latitude of the point of observation, This anglo is 
loss when Polaris is at other points of its orbit. It may bo found in 

; tables which have boen computed for difforent latitudes and. differont 
positions of the star in its orbit. ‘ 

. Fige 2 is an onlarged diagram of the orbit of Polaris, Note shat the - 
: Oy Bat 

time of ono revolution is not 24 hours but 23 hours 56 minutos./ This is 
: because the oarth is moving around tho sun which causes a star (not a 

: manber of the Solar System) to cross an observer's muridian about 4 minuto; 
earlier cach’ day than it did on tho day beforo. Note tho definitions a 
for tho various positions of tho star in its orbit and -the direction of a
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: 2 Edition of 1941 

movement. "Hour angle" means hours after Upper Culmination. Hour angles on 

the table are expressed in "Siderial Time," which is different from "Solar Time" 

by 0.16 min. per hour. Note that hour angles less than 12 h mean that the star 

is WEST OF NORTH. 
Now we need to know the time of Upper Culmination in terms of our watch 

time (Central Standard Time) for the date in question. Note that Upper Cul- 

mination occurs at the time when the star crosses the true meridian of the place 

of observation, We will first have to find the difference between standard time 

and "local mean solar time" at Devils Lake. Since Central Standard time is fixed 

by local mean solar time of the 90th meridian and the Lake is about 15 minutes 

or + degree east of that line our watches will be one minute slow (for this pur- 

pose). add one minute .to reading of watches set to Central Standard time 

for use in this problem. Times of Upper Culmination can be found in the Solar 
Ephemeris. These are given for Greenwitch time, 90 degrees of longitude east 

of Madison. Now at Devils Lake very nearly 6 hours or i day has elapsed since 
the star crossed the meridian of Greenwitch for its Upper Culmination. This 
means that it will cross the locel meridian almost exactly 1 minute earlier 

(counting by local mean solar time) than it did the 0 meridian, because Upper 
Culmination is approximately | minutes earlicr every day. look up figure for 

last date prior to observations, From this subtract the change due to time, 

then . for longitude correction. Result will be time of Upper Culmination for 

date of observation in local mean solar time. Obtain time of observation in : 
local mean solar time. Difference is hour angle in solar time; transform to 
siderial time by adding 0.16 min. per hour. Mark on Fig. 2 where you think the 
star is in its orbit. Make computation.to nearest minute only. 

4A plumb line will be hung from as high a point as possible. A man will 
throw his light onto the line keeping it out of eyes of observer on the ground, 
Locate Polaris from diagram of Fig. 4 remembering that the Great Dipper makes 

one revolution around the pole in a year and therefore will not always be seen 
in just this position, After finding the star the 
observer on ground will drive his stake with cross bar firmly into ground in a 
place where as long a baseline from the bottom of the plumb bob as possible is 
attained. Now use a needle to stick in cross bar in line with string and star. 
Record time by watch correcting to local mean solar time. Watch the star move 
and check your expectations as ¢rawn from diagram (Fig. 2). 

Now prepare for correcting the line from pin to plumb line to true north. 
Compute hour angle in siderial time. Divergence for different hour angles is 
given in books in angular measure but for us it is better to reduce this to 
inches of offset at south end of baseline per foot of baseline. This is be- 
cause available scales will always be subdivided into inches, Compute offset 
and lay it off on the crossbar. Set another néndle thee. You will have to use 
Fig. 3 to find out which way to make the offset; it is in same direction from 
first pin as star is of north. Now use two flashlingts, one on lower pert of 
line and other on stake to lay out a true north line. Make as long as possible 
(about- 150 #ceet). In morning read compass standing at south end if possible.
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sees GEOLOGY 11 ; 

- ~ : MAFFING 

Determination of true north from Polaris Edition of 1943 
Based on Spaulding, G. Ke, Training manual in topography, map reading and 
reconnaisance, U. S. War Dept., 1917 

Materials Strong twine or fish line about 30 ft. long, weight, two stakes 

several feet long, one stake less than 2 feet long with cross bar nailed *: 
to top, 2 needles, axe, two flash lights, pocket tape, scale divided into 
tenths of inches» 

Methods Study the diayrai to see how Poleris is found froa the pointers of 

the dipper. Folaris is not exactly on the projection of the earth's axis but 
roughly a degree off. It appears to an observer to revolve in a small orbit 
in a counterclockwise direction. Compare with direction of motion of sun. 
Study Fig. 1 for definitions of four different positions in this orbit. 
At two of these the star is directly north (on the medidian),. 

; Folaris is found at an engle above the northern horizon (Fig. 2) apyroxima- 
3 tely equel to the latitude of the point of observation( at both elongations 
VY o it is exactly equal). Study Fig. 2 to see why we aust know the latitude of 

Vie a locality with more and sore exactitude as we go north, also why no accurate 

: Y observation of Polaris for direction is possible in the fer north. 

Ud If you timed a revolution of Polaris 
a A Sskatues ee ee you would discover that it is com- 

[= : \ DIFFER = bieted in 23 hrs. 56 min of earth 
Upper culminatign = *—x_ time or "mean solar time". The 

te Es : A % “hour angles" given outside the 
foe Sie Se ee circle represent hours after Upper 
Nat : HR Culmination in "siderial time". 

1 pas : ’ The difference between this star 
o s ae time and our earth time is due to 

Bf : - x the fact that the earth goes around 
L 100. . = 2\,20 the sun every years We do not 

Z ee “ have to compute the difference 
Pe \ between the two kinds of time 

eo because it is too small to make 
ie oe a meterial difference in any one 

West elongation : he East elongation | day with observations to be used 

6 is wePola 3\18 only with the hand compass. 
| Police ae But it is worth noting that 
\ By ca | Polaris comes to the same pos- 
\ ee | ition sbout 4 minutes earlier 
\ = every days You can look up the 

\ as : exact times ef each position in 

: 88 ee Z the ephemeris waking cerrections 
‘ e 16 for beth days since the one 
a “ / given and for longitude. Where 
‘ = of we live the latter is not important 

Sait Pee ae 5 : for compass observetiens. 
i oe ciulninabion DAs When you do not have a table you can 

\ e ae — ee still get time of culmination very close- ; 
Le ly by watching to see when one of the 
Toma, 2 dotted lines to second star from left of both 

3 | g Dipper and Cassiopé#a are on vertical line below 
+ ga Polaris, The Dipper line passes this position 

CASSIOPELTA about 8 minutes. before Upper Culmination and the 
Cassiopeia line about 9 minutes before Lower Culmination. But this 

does not always occur during the hours of darkness or mey be at an inconvenient 

hour. Spauldings method is to imagine thet the time is shown on a celestial :



, : Determin.tion of true north, p- 2, edition of 1943 Z 

clock with Polaris at the centcr and with the lines to Cassiopeia and the 
Dipper es hands (both hour hands). The hours of this clock run in the con- 
trary direction to the hour engles end each represents two siderial hours. 
You can make a clock face out of cardboard with a hole at the center. Then 
hold this up at right angles to the line to Polaris and read the "clock time" 

by holding out « string or ruler until it touches the prorcr ster. 
Near the twocukdmigetions time must be estimated within about 15 minutes but 
near the clongations such accuracy is not neoded, 

Study Fig. 2 to see why as latitude increases the divergance of the planes 

from zenith through the elongetions increases at the surface of the earth or 

FIG, 2, 5g Star True FIG. 3 

Zenith —»S Sey Orbit of Polaris && fsnorth 
- Dine of f Ne 

sight of a 
& oe 

Plumb | fi ee 
ee és oy \ S888 

ee “i 

oe Latitude + ~— ‘— Plumb line 

Ve \ True north 

1’ Base line 
Stake with cross bar ce 

Stake with cross bar 
at south end base line, 

Make offset in same direction 
es star is from true north. 

horizon plane. This is like opening a door by inserting a given object 
farther end farther, 

The following table is for 10 deg, north latitude end gives the horizontal 
or horizon angle of Folaris in both minutes and offset in incés per foot of 
baseline for both hour engles after Upper Culminetion and for "clock" time. 
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Determination of true north, edition of 1943, p. 3 

Routine of observation. Prepare stakes, etc, before dark and if 
= possible select the point for the plumb line and place it. If a tree 

~pan eee 14 _it should be as large as possible and the line hang from a stout limb 
’ 5 vs [mot where the view to north is reasonably free of obstructions, Ground 

Se to the north must be nearly level, Line can generally be thrown over 
ay hse 7S and so tied at one end that it can easily be pulled down when through, 

oo ag | Place weight on the free end, If disturbed by a slight wind the weight 
Fe can be placed in a pail of water. Choose a time for observation as 

= 2Av ner 2S near as possible to an elongation. After you go to the location after 
_. ~ Gdark find Poleris. Then estimate "clock" time. An observer on the 

rh we Chae” 2 ground will then line in the plumb line and star. A flashlight on the 
Z z rey ¢ line but turned away from the eyes of the observer will make this 

[av i ‘ possible, Place needle, Then compute offset in inches by multiplying 
lpr bata ft 2 — the 10 degree value by the latitude factor. Measure base line in feet. 

. _f — Multiply offset by this.. Set second needle on cross bar in proper 
Gh : direction from first needle, See Fig, 3. Now use two flashlights to 

j ro F2 y } set the large stake from 100 to 300 feet apart along the line of 
: J ib second needle and plumb line. Remove plumb line, Next day find 

» PA Y ~ local declination by reading compass on this line, (Line must be 

a J-20 removed far enough from sources of local attraction, ) 

SE, < Example of computation by use of ephemeris. 

fb. IP ees x02 Madison; March 17; 1942. Time 10 P.M; 0.¥. 9. = 9 PM, C.S.2. = 
14% So 9:02 P.M. Local mean solar time, (correction for longitude). 

pels 1¢es.3 ~/5 : Upper culmination Greenwich March 15, 1942 @higmP.M. fe 
ys 43. Subtract change, 2 days, 3,93 min per day 8 

iy 4? _Upper culmination Greenwich March 17 2h 05m P.M, _ eu 
bony ! Correct to Long, 90 W, subtract 1 m 4, wae 

Sie eS Upper culmination Madison March 17 2h 04m P.M, er po 
gon Time of observation L, M, S. T, Sh O2m P.M, Diy 
Sey a Elapsed time since Upper Culmination 6h 58m solar time 

irae / Change to siderial time add 7 x ,16m 1 oe 
oe = < Hour angle in siderial time (star west of north) 6h 59m cs 

\ 2 From table Polaris 1 deg. 18 Min, W of north at 7 hours in leat, 42 /- 
v ig ? n 5 deg. 21 Min. won " won " in let. 44 es 

ow ue Polaris 1 deg. 20 min, West of North at Madison (43 deg.) amd 
(3 '> Tangent 1-20 = .0233 Multiply by 12 to reduce to inches = 0.2796 offset 

oe in inches per foot of baseline. Multiply by length of baseline and 

ye. pe make offset to west of first needle, 

ae fof Get?) 2. £04¥ Kp = 4 2.08" fun 4orT \ 
apse & ! \ 2 / ie po Ae Mracch 22 194K Tre POR. EmSt 
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Map scales 

The scale of a map refers to horizontal (not slant) distances. (1) ‘he scele 
may be given in feet or miles to the inch. (2) A line representing a given dis~ 
tamce moy be drain on the map with statement of just what it represents. (3) The 

scale may be givon as the fraction that any distance on the map is of the distance 
on the ground which it represents. This is called the fractional scale but may olso 

be written as « ratio.as soy aaour 1:20,000. To transform this to No. l 

divide the lower or socond figure y the numbor of inches in 2 foot or a nild. 

Lettor figure is 63,360. Tho grost sdventage of this is the ense with which 

computstions src todo. The rdvrntrgo of No. 2 is that it trkes care of shrinknge 

of paper and,of chango in scrlo whon 2 mrp is photogrenhod. 

Trigononotry. 

In mopping end goolo;tienl computetions trigonometry is often used. The followe 

ing dingren shows tho common functions. Redius of cirelso = unity. 

From this the following nay be doriveds 

Anclo is thet nonsurod from horizontrl lino. 

Slent distence x cosino = horizontal distonce. yi 
* a x sino = vertical distenco. 

Horizontc1 distenco x tengont = verticel distance. 

Vorticel distence divided by tangent = horizontal dist«nce. 

A further uso is with the strdis 

Apperent distrnee =100 x full intorvel 
Slent distance = 100 x full intorvel x cosine 5 

Vertical distance = slant distonce x sine . 

ee a =apparent distance x sinc x cosine 
", " = " " x + sine twice the engle, 

T 5 
True thickness of strnta = horizontol distenco in direction of dip x sino 

of angle of dip. 
" " = = vorticel distenco x cosine of rnzlo of dip. 7 

Tii{Note thet (1) for small angles(\up to 10 dorces) sine ond tengent sro norrly 
the sence. (2) trncont of 1 degrce = 1. 75 foct in 100 feet or 1 foot in 57.3 feet, 

(3) tangent of cnzles up to sbout 10 = tangont of 1 dogree x nunbor of degroes. 
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